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ABSTRACT

RECODING JEWELLERY: identity, body, survival addresses a central problem
facing contemporary jewellery practice: through the course of the Contemporary
Jewellery Movement, the potential of the jewellery-object to mediate intricate social
relationships has become constrained. This is in part due to a singular focus of ideas
in the field, and in part due to the developmental trajectory of contemporary
jewellery networks. Caught up in the art-craft debate, contemporary jewellery missed
the potentials in theory for developing a critical voice. This was not helped by the
fact that academic discourse (philosophical, social, sexual, political) has largely
neglected the significances of jewellery.
The aim in this thesis is to negotiate this mutual neglect – or ‘double gap’ – by
finding connections between theory and jewellery in practice. Jewellery involves
complex interactions between makers, objects, wearers and audiences within social
networks. Possessing a distinct set of codes enlivened by its relationship to the body,
jewellery is a way of thinking and connecting which is strongly embedded in the
activities of managing identity that define cultures and epochs. In the process, the
instinct for adornment becomes an integral means of survival.
This thesis draws on modern and postmodern theory, as well as art and jewellery
practices, to examine contemporary shifts in thinking about identity, the body and
reproduction. Through the three main chapters of this thesis I endeavour to: (i)
provide an informed interpretation of the internal and external pressures that have
defined contemporary jewellery practice over time; (ii) introduce relevant examples
of my own work, and seek ways to move beyond the limitations of my own practice;
and (iii) advocate new ways of thinking about contemporary jewellery that might
lead it to a different voice.
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Reflected in this approach are three fundamental influences to my practice: the
Contemporary Jewellery Movement; non-jewellery practices such as art,
architecture, street culture, technology and performance; and academic writing
across a number of fields. The thesis concludes with a discussion of how these
interests came together in a single show, Black Intentions. However, the span of
work covered extends through my career in jewellery to provide a basis for future
directions.
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INTRODUCTION

Built on a curiosity about ways of thinking, the following exploration of ideas is textured
by my ongoing fascination with jewellery as a lived object. Jewellery acts as a dynamic
force: it connects people intimately and publicly; it evokes the past; it can recode the
contemporary and even provoke future fantasies.
It is worth asking, in order to clarify the position from which this thesis is written, what
is the fascination with jewellery – what is its particular mode of operation and how does
it project into the act of making? An analogy is found in Susan Sontag’s portrayal of the
photographer who works the modern city. Sontag elaborates on Charles Baudelaire’s
notion of the flâneur, that ‘crucial figure of modernism’ who, with detached presence
and watchful eye, walks the ‘anonymous city spaces’ in order to experience them. 1 So,
writes Sontag in her essay chapter ‘Melancholy Objects’, might the photographer be
characterised as:
…an armed version of the solitary walker, reconnoitering, stalking, cruising the
urban inferno, the voyeuristic stroller who discovers the city as a landscape of
voluptuous extremes. Adept of the joys of watching, connoisseur of empathy, the
flâneur finds the world ‘picturesque’.2
Today, the flâneur has moved into what William Gibson describes as ‘a career of actual
on-the-street cool-hunting’.3 And, with the rise of urban media, the reading of the city
has reached new depths of immersion and interactivity. The newest manifestation of the
flâneur is the ‘surfer’ of reality stories and virtual spaces. The metropolis, continuously
generated and regenerated by the networks that inhabit its boundaries and beyond, never
loses its lure. And, if one is attuned to that which radiates out from underneath the city’s
surfaces, from around its corners, and from within its in-between spaces, the walking of
streets invites decoding of social habits, current concerns and potential dangers.
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In this thesis I argue from the position of a contemporary jeweller situated within one of
Australia’s ‘great cities’. Melbourne: ‘understated, dark, secret, interior, intellectual’, so
writes Justin Clemens in his essay on Black Intentions, the exhibition that is sibling to
this writing.4 From this position and locale I have staked out a working creed whereby
the significances imbued in jewellery are activated, like words, from within social
contexts.
The problem at the heart of this thesis is that the prospective relationships between
makers, wearers, and audiences, always possible through the intermediary jewelleryobject, have for contemporary jewellery been constrained by the singular focus of its
ideas. In consequence, the initial intentions in contemporary jewellery – to make
jewellery accessible to all by refocusing the value-systems around jewellery – have
become clouded. Caught up in the art-craft debate, contemporary jewellery missed the
potentials in theory for developing a critical voice. This was not helped by the fact that
academic discourse has neglected the social significances of jewellery.
The aim in this thesis is, first, to negotiate this ‘double gap’, recasting the ideals that
underlie contemporary jewellery by engaging with theoretical ideas outside of its
practice. This does not necessitate a wholesale rewriting of jewellery codes but, rather,
creating an informed interpretation of the internal values and external pressures that
have defined its practice over time. And, second, to find a different voice for
contemporary jewellery, one that might help to situate jewellery practice within the
opening networks and emerging sites of the contemporary so that jewellery can extend
its role in connecting people.
My work continually resonates with the challenges set forth by the Contemporary
Jewellery Movement (1975-1995) that harnessed the potential of jewellery’s social
inscription and opened new doors to questioning and reinventing ‘intrinsic’ jewellery
values. I look for the potentials in contemporary jewellery to recode the jewelleryobject, now and for the future. This requires new insights into concerns that lie outside
2

the immediate perimeters of jewellery practice. Theory is only one tactic, and it entails
responding from the outset to a valid argument that theoretical reflection is not
conducive to the processes of intuitive making. In the case of jewellery, at least, there is
an inextricable connection between the way objects can talk for people and the way
theory can draw out the complexities of the everyday. To explore the changing ways in
which jewellery has been, and could be, recoded the three chapters of this thesis
examine discourses around identity (self presence and the power of deflection), the body
(beauty aesthetics and the value of medical repair) and reproduction (authentic multiples
and subcultures).

Why jewellery?
Jewellery encodes the daily and ceremonial rituals of every culture. It functions
alongside other adornment to preserve community roles and relations, and does so by
acting between people. As Georg Simmel writes, ‘one adorns oneself for oneself, but can
do so only by adornment for others’.5 This is true of jewellery, which when actively
exchanged, gifted and circulated always binds you to someone else, or even to yourself
as someone else. For makers, the attraction of jewellery is varied: a found or inherited
love of making, the allure of jewellery materials, or an absorption in the intimate
meanings given by the jewellery-object. Having always been a form of currency,
jewellery in its traditional Western manifestation adds the incentive of high financial
returns. For wearers, the value of jewellery lies in the ways it ‘talks’: its unique capacity
to attract, deflect, evoke, provoke, guard, reveal, seduce – in other words to perform. For
viewers, formed into anonymous audiences, jewellery provides material for the games of
daily life: the reading of peopled environments, forging of alliances, stimulation of
desires, and touching between object and skin. The language of jewellery is never fixed
because the relationships between makers, wearers and audiences are ever changing
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Why contemporary jewellery?
My focus in practice and research is on contemporary jewellery as a particular stream of
jewellery, differentiated by its historical evolution and its underlying agenda. The
Contemporary Jewellery Movement (CJM), sometimes referred to in other texts as the
‘New Jewellery’ Movement, now takes its place on the cusp between modernism and
postmodernism in the history of social and artistic movements.6 When working from a
contemporary jewellery perspective, a maker inherits a set of late-twentieth century
values. But, as experience has shown, this value-set can sustain a broader interest in the
way jewellery frames an individual’s place within the group and that group’s place
within the social.
Contemporary jewellery set itself apart from the mainstream jewellery industry and
distanced itself from the traditional significances exploited by that industry. From its
inception to the present day, this position has been the foundation for resistance in
contemporary jewellery. The CJM adopted three key principles. First, the value of
precious materials in jewellery was seriously challenged, and jewellery was deflated as a
status symbol. The use of non-precious materials would become a benchmark of
contemporary jewellery. Second, there was a newly apparent need for jewellery to
maintain its relationship with the body, and jewellery was made with the intention that it
be worn. Third, contemporary jewellery was made to be accessible for everyone,
regardless of age, gender and class.
Any practice, in order to keep relevance and survive in a world of rapid transformation,
must go through regular intervals of re-evaluation, whether this be through a recognised
dynamic of feedback or through more intuitive re-orientations in the ways people think
and work. Recasting the ideals that underlie contemporary jewellery practice in no way
necessitates a wholesale rewriting of jewellery codes, but does depend on interpreting
the internal values and external pressures that have defined jewellery practice over time.
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Why recoding?
The term ‘recoding’, when used in this thesis, evokes a particular position that is taken
when a practice, an object or a set of signs is activated in communication between
people, and the encoding becomes open to new interpretations. I build on the
‘encoding/decoding’ model of mass communication put forward in the late 1970s by
Stuart Hall, a key social theorist. For Hall, mass communication involves a two-way
exchange between producers and their audiences, and in this exchange multiple
discursive meanings are generated simultaneously.7 The meanings invested in jewellery
as object are likewise formed through dynamic exchanges between makers, wearers and
their collective audiences. The analysis of what I call ‘maker-object-wearer-audience’
(or MOWA) social networks that form around jewellery production, use and circulation
is implemented throughout this thesis as a key analytical tool.
Hall talks about a range of alternate decoding positions, determined by (and
determining) how an individual is socially situated. The dominant, or ‘hegemonic’
position, involves accepting the ‘preferred meanings’ of a communication. When a code
is ‘negotiated’, its preferred meanings are accepted as legitimate but realigned to fit
variant circumstances. Finally, an ‘oppositional’ code is formed out of a rejection of the
preferred encoding to a communication.8 The hegemonic position provides the norm,
against which negotiated and oppositional voices differentiate and assert themselves
(thus recoding the communication of the centre). Jewellery’s connective codes can, by
the same process, act as a transformative factor in the delineation of groups and the
absorption of subcultures into the mainstream. Jewellery codes can connect an
individual to tradition (the wedding ring), announce survival-against-the-odds (the aids
ribbon), or be used in formulating opposition to mainstream culture (the punks’ use of
the safety pin).
The early stages of contemporary jewellery involved a movement between makers to
recode the jewellery-object as an expression of, and vehicle for Modernist democratic
5

values. Loosely aligned, the protagonists of the CJM showed that it is possible to use
any idea, any form, any material, and any technology to make jewellery. Opening up
new cultural spaces for the interpretation of jewellery codes, the makers realigned the
codes concerning jewellery’s preciousness with personal association over intrinsic value
and began what would become an ongoing process of deconstruction. However, in the
same way that Hall impacted on the recognition of subcultures by bringing attention to
the dynamics of communication, it becomes evident when looking at the ways in which
jewellery is recoded that the CJM itself operated as a subculture. Following this
introduction I include a brief history of the CJM cast precisely on these terms.
Subcultural activity is often self-absorbing, deflecting from conscious deliberation on
‘outside’ social trends and contexts. The seeking of new expressions often leads to the
emergence of popular practices that recode in seemingly unpredictable ways. At the
height of the CJM, the use of photography became a key mode of expression and
documentation. Through this development, the relating of contemporary jewellery to the
experience of the everyday has followed along a certain trajectory. Jewellery was
recoded to fit a new reality where the experience of reality itself is informed by a
pervasive society of images. As Sontag suggests in her image of the photographer
hunting images on the streets, ‘so successful has been the camera’s role in beautifying
the world that photographs, rather than the world, have become the standard of the
beautiful’.9 Photography has entered contemporary jewellery practice as a pivotal
documentary tool. Whereas once an idea was sketched and articulated by detailed
drawing prior to the object being made, the visual representation of jewellery has
become fixed to the finished artefact, the positioning of the object and, above all, the
closing of the making process.
However, the photograph is rarely aimed at showing how jewellery pieces are openly
responsive to the bodies on which they sit and the sites in which they are worn (the
performative range of the objects). Rather, the images are collated as items of
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fascination with the objects as background material. Nikos Papastergiadis writes on the
relationship between photography and the contemporary experience of the everyday.
The photographic image, ‘in even the highest forms of fidelity of resolution, is not an
object record, but part of our symbolic language for modelling the visual’10
The relationship between the photograph and its object of study has extended into, or
echoed through the relationship of the jewellery-object to the body. As contemporary
jewellery merged with fine arts and design the body was used as background material to
frame the ideas and personalty of the maker. As Peter Dormer suggested, ‘it might be
argued that jewellers have used the body to reclaim jewellery as art. That is to say, not
content with using the humdrum idea that people wear jewellery, art jewellers have used
the body in photography as a mere-inanimate sculpture upon which their own art might
work.’11
In respect to the objectification of the body, Dormer is correct in his assessment of the
effects that have flown from introducing scenario photography into contemporary
jewellery. Nonetheless, it may also be said that the technique has contributed to
contemporary jewellery aims by focusing attention on the narratives of the wearer, while
expressing for makers their own ideals and personalities. I contend that the stagemanagement of contemporary jewellery through photography has helped distract
contemporary jewellers from the politics of the everyday, where the lived experience of
jewellery is one of constant recoding by the wearers and their audiences. It is perhaps
for this reason that contemporary jewellery remains of interest to only a small audience
and, elevating style over social use, has been easily absorbed into the mainstream.
Today, contemporary jewellery operates within set parameters. And the contexts in
which the contemporary jewellery-object will take meaning have been narrowed so that
production, distribution, circulation and use of the object have been restricted by the
boundaries of a network. This perpetuates, and is perpetuated by, the framing of an idea
of jewellery as a rarefied art object that sits on the body. So, the maker becomes an
7

artist, the jewellery becomes an art-object, and the wearer becomes the patron, collector
or dealer. Correspondingly, the still-life abstraction of the body, including the isolation
of body zones, serves as background to jewellery ideas. Together, these parameters for
practice (which I henceforth refer to as the ‘canvas fallacy’) discourage attention to the
living body. This inhibits contemporary jewellers from exploiting the potentials for a
body to be encircled and otherwise adorned, and deflects thinking about what this might
mean in terms that go beyond the jeweller’s interest.
The making of this proposition is a matter of perspective: it is informed both by my
experience as a maker in the CJM and by my position on the peripheries of that
movement. Attending to the ‘canvas fallacy’ means recognising that the project of
recoding essential to contemporary jewellery’s radical spirit may have undermined its
own potential for longevity. The stage-management of jewellery expressions appears to
have constrained the questioning of jewellery values opened up by the CJM. Rethinking
a future for contemporary jewellery necessitates transcending these constraints and there
are a variety of avenues down which this may be sought. The rethinking process cannot
afford to abandon the core values and fundamental codes of jewellery. It must continue
to recognise internal concerns of contemporary jewellery (particularly the emphasis
upon personal association) and run them parallel to the outward transformations of the
world in which the practice situates itself. On this basis, rethinking jewellery becomes
useful for conceptually navigating the tensions between social performance and inner
identity, historical agency and determination, and it applies equally to contemporary
jewellery as a social movement and to the individuals it has touched.

8

Why theory?
Part of the motivation behind this thesis is to cultivate a platform on which to engage
with the persuasive and ongoing explorations of contemporary jewellery that have been
put forward by critics and curators. Those writers and curators who have engaged in
serious ways with contemporary jewellery – principally Ralph Turner, Peter Dormer and
Lisbeth Den Besten – have navigated successfully the perimeters between internal
involvement with contemporary jewellery and formulating critical assessments as nonmakers. In addition, key makers, amongst them Paul Derrez, Ted Noten and Bruce
Metcalf have, on occasions, offered a critical voice. Rarely have these efforts strayed
into the realms of theory. Instead, contemporary jewellery’s critics have played
instrumental roles in the CJM’s evolution by giving contemporary jewellery its history.
As an example, Dormer’s catalogue essay, ‘What is the Future for Contemporary
Jewellery?’ written at the height of the CJM in 1987, foresaw the difficulties faced in
maintaining relevance for the movement once all the key questions set from within had
been answered:
In many respects I believe that the new jewellers of the 1970s and early 80s were
stumbling on the lessons of metaphor, material and decoration before the chic
intellectuals of Milan but what jewellery lacks is an intellectual attitude. Even the
best practitioners do not know what they are doing.12
Dormer recognized that the leading practitioners of the new jewellery movement ‘turned
jewellery into an intellectual as well as intelligent activity’.13 However, the parameters
for the CJM’s questioning were set from the beginning as a response to social upheaval,
this at a time before French critical theory was co-opted into fine arts discourse. The
notion held by the early CJM protagonists, that making could on its own articulate the
conceptual concerns of practice, secured a long-standing attitude that there is little need
to draw on language for ideas. It is yet to be resolved to what extent this attitude was
impacted in the 1980s by the ongoing ‘art-craft debate’, in which craft was represented
by some as operating in modes antithetical to modernism’s celebration of the artist.
9

By the 1990s, there emerged a small wave of critics and writers who were interested in
resonant issues of craft. Whilst Peter Dormer in Europe elaborated on craft as a
knowledge process, or a ‘practical philosophy’, Sue Rowley in Australia began
advocating an awareness that the exploitation of theory in fine arts discourse acted as a
mechanism in setting out an arts-craft dichotomy.14 ‘The ascribed conservatism of craft’
she wrote, ‘is pivotal to maintaining the radical traditions of art.’15 Further, noting that
craft lacked ‘the reflexive, critical, theoretically-informed dialogue that lies at the heart
of a discipline’, Rowley advocated that craft could understand its position within the
contemporary, and encouraged reflective experimentation, through developing the
conceptual basis for a critical dialogue on craft.16
By the time the CJM was losing its momentum, the potential for the movement to be
rejuvenated by an attention to theory was inhibited by a calamity of factors related to its
positioning between art, craft and eventually design. By the 1980s, at the height of the
CJM, contemporary jewellers were aligning their practices within fine arts discourse,
using signature, the naming of work and vanity publishing to find acceptance in arts
status terms. However, whilst artists embraced the potential in theory to challenge the
‘high-aesthetics’ canon, in this way responding to the conditions of postmodern life,
contemporary jewellers, as in all contemporary craft, absorbed these conditions
essentially through their making practices. To compound the problem, the 1990s saw the
beginnings to a wave of anti-theory sentiment that today has solidified into a
recognizable cultural movement pervading disciplines from politics to architecture. It is
unfortunate that the momentum for theory to provide a voice for craft, as once advocated
by a handful of writers and makers, formed in the midst of a cultural pendulum-swing
within art away from critical reflexivity, as a new era of ‘cool’ descended. The appeal of
populist culture, advertising and commercialism encouraged narcissistic practice framed,
as Papastergiadis notes, by ‘unstated nationalism and conservatism’.17 Design and
advertising now lend the production methods and aesthetics that enable art to move
within the mainstream. At the same time, art seeks to create a language that design coopts in the creation of useful objects as art.
10

As art, contemporary jewellery suffers from taking a counter critical position, pitched
against a shared rejection of ‘Big Theory’. Responding to these issues, architectural
critic Christopher Hight notes that, beyond a resistance to theory, ‘Post Theory’ is not a
coherent movement. Instead, it has become ‘an ethical problem, not in the common
sense of moralism, but of how one constitutes oneself as an architect’, and this may be
said to apply equally for artists and makers.18 Beyond its political implications, the
question of constitution in a ‘Post Theory’ world is fast becoming a central concern in
architectural dialogue. Here, the term ‘constitution’ refers beyond an engagement with
own practice to a self-positioning in the everyday.
The anti-theory movement does not imply that theory disappears, for it may remain
running in parallel to art, architecture and craft practice. However, the two sides do not
intersect. This separation, together with the rise of user-led media in the 1990s, has
brought about an ‘anything-goes’ art culture (impacting art, photography, music,
architecture and contemporary jewellery) where the definitions by which to appraise
work are no longer sought. Echoing the sentiments of Luigi Prestinenza Puglisi, as
expressed in the architectural journal AD, for those – whether they be architects or
jewelers – attempting to constitute themselves in the contemporary world without the
tool-kits for critical reflection, it is easy to become stuck in the debates of the past (for
contemporary jewelers, those of the 1980s). It is equally easy to be seduced by an
‘anything-goes’ moralism, simply reacting against the disruptive formations of our time
– ‘against society of images, the easy effects of rendering, the dangers of the virtual, the
architecture of communication’.19
Indeed, to see the world as something we make rather than something we are simply in
requires an understanding of the disjunctive places within the everyday where art and
theory both reside as transformative phenomena. This is a view put forward by
Papastergiadis in his analysis of contemporary art and theory. The concept of the
everyday, he writes:
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…played an important role in the rethinking of the ‘place’ of theory. If we
understand theory as operating within, rather than above, or beyond, a specific
context, then this perspective… would enable a level of critique, which also
attends to the precise configuration of the flows and tensions within social
relations. A theory of the everyday is thus located in the in between spaces, the
indices, the margins and the disjunctive zones of the social.20
In this sense, the potentials for theory arise in the space between making practice and
critical reflection, as their shared origin in the everyday is brought to light. The
contemporary ‘flâneur’ recognises this relation and its potentials, in turn, for developing
configurative understandings.
The act of writing opens discourse through its relation to the everyday and works as a
‘reflexive and transformative process that alters the ground on which it is situated’.21
The novelty – and difficulty – of writing a thesis from the position of a maker is that this
process is pursuing what could be validly argued as an approach counter-intuitive to
making. That is, it requires overriding the seductive view that the set of observations
actualized through making should be read simply within the completed physicality of the
object, its form, materials and functions. The theory or politics of making in this sense
lies in its act of completion.
Fixing on the functionalities of the finished objects they produce, craft makers, as Bruce
Metcalf points out tend to envision ‘their production as a means of distributing
experience’.22 Such a stance (which underscores the frequent rejection of theoretical
engagement in craft) succeeds in inhibiting the ongoing transformative impact and openinterpretation of craft objects in the everyday. It is clear, however, that once objects
enter through their display and use into the cultural stream of the everyday – and this is
particularly true of jewellery-objects – they attain the potential to alter the ground on
which they stand, to transform the networks in which they circulate, and to be
syncretically recoded in the process.
12

Why theory for contemporary jewellery?
Contemporary jewellery endures as an established profession with ways of thinking
embedded in its making. These continue to differentiate contemporary jewellery from
other fields. As evidenced by the rise of photography, shifting social debates has
throughout its history impacted upon contemporary jewellery. However, once
postmodern interests displaced contemporary jewellery’s initial political agenda, the
definitions and intentions underpinning the practice stagnated. That is, though
contemporary jewellery continues to be definitively ‘contemporary’ in terms of its
materiality, it can no longer claim to operate from within the in-between spaces in which
critical thinking and making come together to transform the contemporary. This is not to
deny that there is work being made that continues to promote contemporary jewellery
ideals, only that contemporary jewellery has absorbed an ‘anything-goes’ philosophy
that undermines its ability to act self-critically and consequently to differentiate itself.
In my experience, the periods when contemporary jewellery set forth the most resonant
challenges are when the practice itself is subject to outside challenge. For example, in
response to the first major international contemporary jewellery exhibition ‘Jewellery
Redefined’ (1984), Peter Fuller wrote a damning critique that provided stimulus for
galvanising makers as well as critical public debate about contemporary jewellery.23
However, as discussed before and reflected in Peter Dormer’s writing, such critical
debate has tended to reflect on the work and informing ideas without asking how these
connect with new and ensuing social concerns. To this day, the constant antagonism
concerning contemporary jewellery’s positioning between art, craft and design has
distracted contemporary jewellery from the potential of other theory. Moreover,
considering the current ‘Death of Theory’, it is relevant to ask if the challenges
presented by critical theory have ever been engaged with from an inside perspective.
And, if not, how can it be possible for contemporary jewellery to benefit from being
post-critical?
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Any relationship between contemporary jewellery and theory must remain tenuous and
opens the maker or writer to the charge that theory serves as a tactic for the justification
of work in lieu of agreed criteria for its appraisal. Though some writers, including
anthropologists and novelists, have used jewellery as a conceptual device for penetrating
issues of societies and their histories, there have been few contributions to a theory that
takes jewellery as its starting point. In fact, the role and nature of jewellery has rarely
been looked at in theory – in this sense, the gap between contemporary jewellery and
theory may be said to be a ‘double gap’. Only when the object is seen as entering with
theory into the everyday may two-way dialogue be opened as a source for generating
new ideas.
The responses in this thesis are distinctive as my own, occasioned by personal
engagement with a spectrum of fields and networks (‘street’ and popular culture, art and
design, craft and architecture, music and technology, social theory and literature). This
distinctive voice is shaped by a contradiction of place. The isolation of Australia
determines my position as an ‘outsider’ in the global arena. However, Melbourne has
also been the crucible for intense contemporary jewellery activity with an ‘outwardlooking’ perspective and a central role in the international scene. Melbourne is one of
the great art cities, energised, to use Justin Clemens’ words, by ‘hidden exits and
entrances, covert tunnels and resistance groups, indiscernible subversions and
transgressions. You could live here for a long time and never even suspect the rustling of
the darkness.’24 Perhaps this is the compulsion behind my ongoing interest in the
identity of the wearer, and what has attuned me to the secret life of the object in the
everyday. It is the same compulsion that drew me to the explosion of subcultural theory
in the 1980s when developing my practice as a contemporary jeweller. Theory seemed a
natural means to access ideas that might inform contemporary jewellery and has since
impacted my practice to this end.
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In my own experience, finding balance between explorations through making and the
pleasure of engaging with other people’s theories continues as a high-wire act. The
temptation for a jeweller is to become so focused on the minute joys of making that they
forget to look up and around. Through the course of practice I have not been able to
resolve this tension in my work, the problematic extending out to negotiations in
working between art, craft and design. Jewellery, for me, is understood not so much as a
one-directional form of expression; rather it is a circular process. The critical thinking
informs the making as the making informs the thinking. In the end this shows how my
work ‘works’.
Since the doughnut bracelet appeared as the first coherent development of ideas and
principles through a commitment to form, it has provided an enduring touchstone for my
exploration of jewellery typology. Initially, the intention was to inflate the scale of the
encircling object to enjoy the heightened visual and sensual experience that comes with
wearing an oversized piece of jewellery. But since then the doughnut form has provided
a basis on which to develop interests in jewellery traditions versus street styles, the
unique object versus the authentic multiple, mass-production technologies versus handmade finishes. Through the course of my practice, the presence of these paradoxes,
evoked in the lived object and its making, has enabled me to test the limits to jewellery
as a craft process, as a design object, and in art installation. And, even though I am not
the author of the doughnut, it has become a signature identifiably mine. For all that it
stands, the doughnut is my fascination; and if I might wear it, who else might wear it,
why might they wear it and, in more recent consideration, might a Foucauldian subject
wear it?
It is my intention to negotiate the ‘double gap’ between jewellery and theory to reach an
informed interpretation of the internal values and external pressures that have defined
their practice over time. In doing so, I hope to move beyond the limitations of my own
practice and, through this, advocate new ways of thinking about contemporary jewellery
that might lead it to find different voice.
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Towards this end, the thesis begins with a brief history of the contemporary jewellery
movement, cast as a subculture, which presents contexts for exploring the ideas within
the chapters. With this established, the range of theoretical literature that underpins this
thesis is organized into three chapters. The chapters are each divided into two parts, the
focus shifting from ideas based in theory – on managed identity, the body, and
reproduction, respectively – to the cultural sites where theory might inform jewellery
practice, elucidated with relevant examples of my own work. The common terms in this
thesis are drawn from a range of discourses, but are here oriented to evoke the
performance of jewellery and its contexts. For instance, ‘codes’ refer to signs in use,
‘zones’ indicates body parts, and ‘social networks’ points specifically to the relations
between maker-object-wearer-audience.
‘Managed Identities’, the first chapter, will show the connections between theoretical
reflections on identity and jewellery expressions in practice. Part 1, ‘Identity in Theory’,
outlines a shift in popular thinking about identity: from emphasising the ego’s
constitution in the past (Freud, Lacan, Giddens, Foucault), to the inventive presentation
of the self (Lasch, Goffman, Rose), and the opening up of new identity categories (Hall,
Butler). In Part 2, ‘Identity in Practice’, the chapter’s focus will be inverted to look at the
social and historical mechanisms behind movements in jewellery expressions (from
‘traditional’ to ‘contemporary’) and identity theory (‘modern’ to ‘postmodern’).
In ‘Cultured Bodies, the second chapter, I examine how medical institutions, discourses,
technologies and art practices have shaped and reshaped the body in ways that constrain
identity management and frame embodied world-views. Part 1, ‘Body in Theory’, traces
in the work of five key body theorists – Merleau-Ponty, Foucault, Turner, Butler,
Haraway – views on the boundaries of the body, how they form and alter over time. Part
2, ‘The Medical Body’, looks at the evolving social, economic and environmental
pressures, that lead the medical body to be normalised through repair, aestheticised
through conceit, and enhanced in capability through technology. With reference to the
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performance art of Orlan and Stelarc, as well as to my own jewellery explorations, I aim
to show that the emerging networks around the medical body offer future opportunities
for contemporary jewellers to engage with issues of embodiment, individual identity and
social agency.
‘Authentic Re/Production’, the final chapter, concentrates on reproduction of objects
through technology and reproduction of subjects through subcultures. Part 1,
‘Reproduction of Objects: technology’, explores the technological reproduction of
objects – how this makes authenticity problematic in theory (Benjamin, Boyer) and art
practice (Moholy-Nagy, Eno, Warhol, Gibson), even as it extends possibilities for
jewellery practice. Part 2, ‘Reproduction of Subjects: subcultures’, draws on a range of
subcultural theory (Hall, Hebdige, MacRobbie, Thornton, Jenks) to extend these
questions to understanding authenticity in subcultures. Here, I am particularly interested
in how reproduced objects – jewellery, in fact, as much as music and clothing – are
fundamental for participating in the life of subcultures.
Finally, the thesis concludes with a discussion of how these themes relate to one another
in a single exhibition, Black Intentions. This exhibition was an attempt to resolve the
dichotomies in my work – the high-wire act – just as this thesis is. The thesis is seen as a
ladder to reach a platform on which to stand without it – for these ideas to become
second nature. The exhibition was initially a study in form and material: intuitive
responses to physical problems (of exhibition space, for instance) and unconscious
articulations. The experience of the exhibition, however, provided the space for closing a
circle on a whole range of ideas, some with a theoretical basis. The value in this dual
process is not to have found the answers but to have gained perspective on the questions,
and the questioning.
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I have an ongoing interest in how the traditional uses and significances that have been
culturally assigned to jewellery can be reinvigorated by an attention to contemporary
formations, subcultures and technologies that implicate the wearer. And where we might
find a different voice in contemporary jewellery that can speak for many. From this
basis, this thesis does not purport to recode jewellery, but to encapsulate my own
rethinking of the contemporary in contemporary jewellery.
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A BRIEF

CONTEMPORARY JEWELLERY HISTORY

There are two scenarios in which it is necessary to set up a sense of context: one,
looking back on a series of events; and two, setting up the scene for events that may
follow. Reiterating the problem at the heart of this thesis, there is a real need to interpret
the internal values and pressures that have informed the evolution of contemporary
jewellery if it is to move forward as a practice. A brief history of the Contemporary
Jewellery Movement (CJM) is included here to give context to my own perspectives on
contemporary jewellery and its futures. As such, the intention here is not to go into
minute empirical detail – there already exists a range of resources that outline the CJM
as a social and artistic movement.1 Rather, I focus on those key events and
circumstances that mark different stages in the evolution of contemporary jewellery.
How might an international spirit of contemporary jewellery have grown from the
intentions of individual makers who were both widely dispersed and absorbed in their
practices? To address this question, I utilise terms familiar to the theory of subculture
(recognising that these terms are not given but have come to mind through the research
for this thesis). Casting the CJM as a subcultural movement facilitates the necessary
sweep of focus: from the micro to the macro; from the particularities of the CJM to the
generalities of late-twentieth century culture and its continuation; from individual
players acting in diverse national settings to the CJM as a single global performance.
As a second point of rationale, subcultural theory provides a schema for discussing the
movement’s lifecycle, arranged around several points of activity – instigation then
formation, ongoing performance, public relations and eventual absorption into the
mainstream.
More than just a group who shared an interest or a practice, the CJM was an active
collective. Like any subculture, it operated as an informal and organic structure for
thinking and doing. In its formative stages, the CJM differentiated itself from the
mainstream on the basis of a clear oppositional agenda, but relied as much on distinctive
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styles and practices for communication and voice as on language discourses. As in any
subculture, invention depended on a creative sampling of norms, codes and styles
already in cultural circulation. And, as is often the case, this activity was self-absorbing,
largely deflecting from conscious deliberation on social trends and contexts. There was a
plurality of directions promoted through the work of individual makers as well as
schools and this culminated in clashes of values. Beyond the internal debates of the
CJM, contemporary jewellery received only limited public feedback or critique.
An active engagement with subculture, in theory and practice, has pivotally refocused
my insights into the processes of positioning through which contemporary jewellery
networks connected to social change. The evolution of the CJM was governed by its
historical placement, instigated in dialogue with Modernism and formed on the cusp of
Postmodernism. The contemporary jewellers’ ongoing resistance was fuelled from the
outset by a desire to make jewellery democratic, experimental and non-precious.
However, as with any movement, over time original intentions were skewed by more
organic interpretations. The CJM’s oppositional statements, expressed fundamentally
through jewellery styles, were heavily influenced by shifts in the nature of artistic
identity as the boundaries between art and everyday life became intentionally blurred.
Lifestyle became art, and art became lifestyle. The object’s paradigmatic mode of
expressing the individual fundamentally altered. Emphasis came to lie on the
interactions between owners and audiences, the maker’s role was rendered unstable, and
contemporary jewellers embraced the celebrated roles of artist and designer.
The works of writers and critics have proved invaluable throughout my career,
contributing immensely to my knowledge about the movement with which I was
involved, and its socio-historical underpinnings. Working from a location as isolated as
Australia, in an era without internet connections, printed books and exhibition
catalogues were the sole source for receiving and disseminating information. The ‘first
generation’ of writers – Ralph Turner, Peter Dormer, Barbara Cartlidge, and Patricia
Anderson (with regards to the Australian scene) – gave the movement its first history.2
But, perhaps more so than in other fields, the writers on the CJM were closely connected
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to the action. They shaped exhibitions, interpreted works and cemented recognition
beyond regional boundaries. Thus, the international spirit of the CJM, its transcoding
across national lines, owes much to the sources on which I draw for this history.
Examining the documentation reveals not only how the CJM promoted itself to the
outside world but its multisided view of itself, affected over time by changing alliances,
competitive ambitions and the lure of art and design.

Instigation and Stimulation (1950-1975)
The contemporary recoding of jewellery finds its genesis in the crises of values and
economic conditions following World War II. From the 1950s, wide disillusionment
with the social implications of materialism evoked desire to discover alternate ways of
living. To symbolise the rethinking of modern values, new styles were considered
necessary. In Scandinavia – a key example – the convergence of craft and design
stimulated economic revival influencing an international concept of ‘good design’: an
exclusive ‘high culture’ object facilitating social status. An alliance between ‘good
design’ and popular imagination consolidated newfound social habits and modes of
interaction.3 George Jensen, widely known even today for his jewellery and metalwork,
produced distinctive work in the style and employed other talented artists. By the end of
the 1960s, industrial materials (aluminium, acrylics, glass, chrome and rubber) first
introduced within 1930s Modernism were being fully exploited for mass-production,
providing the basis for heightened consumerism. A new cultural logic, focused around
exchanges between mass-culture, mass-media, and mass-tastes, underscored openings in
appearance, fashion and domestic life.4
The earliest sign that the jeweller’s voice was being reassessed, and the jewellery-object
recoded in ways that reflected the times, was Ralph Turner’s pivotal 1976 publication
Contemporary Jewellery, A Critical Assessment, 1945-1975. Beyond being my own
introduction to the nascent field, Turner’s assessment gave contemporary jewellery its
first history, locating its roots in the immediate post-War environment. Turner observed
that ‘the rebellion against commercialisation leads the jewelry into a realm that is not
known before. The endless possibilities are now open and not explored, providing an
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intriguing new freedom.’5 Schematising developments in jewellery according to location
and time, Turner was the first to actively promote the validity of jewellery as an art form
and the jewellery-object as a conduit for artistic statement. ‘Many young jewellers’, he
noted, ‘extend their reaction against traditionalism to produce work that questions the
validity of jewelry, not as an art, but as a vehicle for social reform.’ Next to profiles of
25 young jewellers whom he considered to be ‘liberating jewelry from conventional
approaches’, Turner presented key information on the early networks as they began to
solidify (public and commercial galleries, schools and collections).6
A major turning point for contemporary jewellery, as highlighted by Turner, came with
the first ‘International Exhibition of Modern Jewelry, 1890-1961’ staged at Goldsmiths’
Hall, London in 1961.7 The curator Graham Hughes, feeling the need to enliven the
British component of the show, juxtaposed the historical aspect (which included
noteworthy jewellery of the twentieth century) with the work of young artists – painters
and sculptors – invited to participate. Fritz Falk observes that a variety of goldsmiths
were featured, with those whose reputations extended back before the war being
celebrated as ‘classics of the Modernist style’.8 So, at the time it would have been
difficult to foresee the break with tradition gaining force. Nonetheless, there was
evidence that work begun in the 1950s was being developed into original new work
influenced by current trends in art and culture, despite the obvious distinctions between
art and jewellery.

In Dialogue with Modernism
At the heart of contemporary jewellery’s instigation was a reassessment of the cultural
object. This was not unique to the movement, but refracted through the current concerns
of art and design. In turn, the initial influence of these fields on jewellery’s cultural
significance lay in the way both art and design opened a ‘vocabulary’ of ‘the object’ that
would suit many varied tastes and needs. Peter Dormer argues that contemporary
jewellery developed ‘in dialogue’ with Modernism.9 Contemporary jewellers from the
1960s responded to the design aesthetic of Modernism: the use of industrial materials,
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simple clean lines, and an absence of decorative detailing other than repetition of design
elements (such as rivets and screws).
At the same time, the art movements of the post-War period (pop art, op art,
constructivism) were engaged in a broad cultural reappraisal of Modernism. The strong
impetus in art schools, for instance, was towards challenging ‘mainstream’ traditions of
seeing the art-object. Surrealism, as a dominant extreme of Modernism, has proved in
the words of Dormer ‘continuously attractive to artists who want to explore the humanmade world in terms of its values and the emotions it stimulates in us’ and may have
been influential in a plurality of narratives entering contemporary jewellery discourse.10
Certainly, in the 1960s, premonitions of an interchange between art and jewellery could
be identified retrospectively in the experimentations of the Bauhaus, as well as in the
activities of well-renowned artists – Picasso, Dali and the Pomodoro brothers in Europe,
Calder in America.11 Signalling the readiness in cultural industries to emphasise artistic
identity, these artists appeared to have gained greater exposure for their engagement
with jewellery practice than progressive jewellers themselves.

The ‘Spectre’ of Industry
A vital point of difference between the movements in art and ‘New Jewellery’ was that
the latter operated under the spectre of an established jewellery industry with strong
national traditions and commercial presence. The jewellery-object continued in popular
imagination as a luxury item given value by the use of precious materials. Most
commercial jewellery was, and still is, made with a narrow conception of what jewellery
should look like and represent – a highly visible, expensive display. The industry
‘spectre’ to a large extent defined the cultural resistances of the initial contemporary
jewellers. However, it was upon the existing structures for education and practice in
gold-smithing that the centres for contemporary jewellery were established. Pforzheim
remains today the industry-heart of German gold-smithing and, as Turner points out, the
city has the only museum in the world devoted entirely to jewellery.12 In 1961 – the
same year as the Goldsmiths’ Hall exhibition – the Schmuckmuseum opened with its
own original contemporary collection. The museum held the first major ‘Tendenzen’
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survey in 1967. Fritz Falk, the museum’s head curator, would recall that though the
‘international nature’ of the new jewellery could ‘at first glance’ come as something of a
surprise,
…one can speak of a complex renaissance of the artistic creation of jewellery
that does not originate at any single point but comes from several centres and
major representatives, brought together by multiple contacts and cooperation
between places and people…13
The expansion of jewellery networks benefited greatly from the post-War efforts to
rebuild cities and revive economies, this leading to the proliferation of new schools,
organizations and learning disciplines. Craft, sidelined in commercial industry by
design, was pushed into the arts school environment. By the end of the decade,
movements in both art and craft would be benefiting from an international exchange of
ideas and techniques promoted through artistic residencies and conferences. Even before
the formation and experimentation of the CJM in the 1970s, the terms of contemporary
jewellery’s lasting association with art would be firmly set.

Formation and Experimentation (1970-1980)
Prior to the 1970s, contemporary jewellery lacked a concrete agenda or solidified
network, developing in what Turner calls a ‘polarised’ way.14 Following was a period of
intense activity, as the CJM consolidated in response to the immediacies of a world in
transition. Jewellery practice was impacted by the rise of new consumer and media
culture and was influenced by dynamics between art, craft and design. Though the
intense experimentation in jewellery was led by aesthetic concerns over ideological
considerations, the social agenda behind the movement gained strength and articulation.
Intellectual alignment among jewellers took place through a shared questioning of
jewellery’s social role, mixed with experimentation with new materials. The cultural
resistances of the early movement were configured towards an agenda that emphasised
the democratic nature of jewellery and renewed its connection to the body. Newlyconnected makers began to speak with coherent voice.
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Historically, the 1970s is remembered as a period of proactive social and political
uprising, when the fantasies of the 1960s were consolidated into agendas of active
movements – women’s rights, gay rights, animal rights, civil rights and so on. As with
other movements attempting social reform, contemporary jewellery relied on the
creation of forums for ideas and networking. In 1971, Ralph Turner and Barbara
Cartlidge opened Electrum Gallery in London. ‘Central to Electrum’s concerns of the
time’, Turner recalls, ‘was an ideology shared by its contributors which attempted to
attack the issues we felt were irksome’:
…that jewellery was equated with wealth; that chain store jewellery stylistically
emulated more expensive “upper class versions”; that expensive jewellery was
brought predominantly by men for women, to display the man’s wealth and the
woman as his possession. Moreover most jewellery was redundant of ideas or the
power to challenge.15
In addition to Electrum, several galleries presenting jewellery experimentation were
established, notably Galerie Ra in Amsterdam (Paul Derrez), the Helen Drutt Gallery in
Philadelphia, Galerie am Graben in Vienna (Inge Asenbaum) and Arnolfini in Bristol.
Through the establishment of such forums, key jewellers who opened up their practices
to new ideas in the 1950s and 1960s refined directions and started gaining recognition.
With galleries and collectors sourcing work, makers were given a place for display and
networks beyond the local were forged. In addition to the ongoing exhibition programs
of galleries, established makers gained profile from the careful curatorship of small
toured shows (including ‘Jewellery in Europe’ by Ralph Turner). Contemporary
jewellery was promoted by major recurring exhibitions (for example, ‘Schmuck
Tendenzen’ in Germany and the ‘Tokyo Triennial’ in Japan).

Global Connections
The creation of contemporary jewellery (sub)culture upon various national stages was
complemented by the development of globally-connected craft infrastructure.
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Through the 1970s, governments set up special bodies like the Crafts Council of Great
Britain, the Society of North American Goldsmiths and the Crafts Council of Australia.
Additionally, jewellery collections were developed and special exhibitions held by major
public art galleries and museums – Stedelijk in Amsterdam, The Museum of Modern Art
in New York and the National Gallery of Victoria.
Exchange of ideas and techniques benefited from a proactive period of national and
international networking through conferences, competitions, publications and artist
visitations. Leaders in the field began to distinguish themselves, as can be seen in Ralph
Turner’s 1976 assessment.16 Hermann Jünger, for example, was not only an inventive
artist jeweller but also a respected and influential teacher. From 1972 Jünger established
jewellery making as an autonomous creative discipline at the Academie der Bildenden
Künste in Munich. He actively promoted strong and experimental ideas about jewellery
through his teaching (he taught many of the key jewellers in the CJM), exhibitions and
writing as well as participating in an extensive program of international public events.17
With the continued building of schools, key proponents such as Claus Bury from Hanau
were invited to teach jewellery in art courses. Bury led activities in England, Israel,
America and Australia. As a result, his experimentation in metal alloys and acrylics had
a profound impact on contemporary jewellery, bringing out a new aesthetic evocative of
pop art imagery.
In developing their own national jewellery voices, German, Dutch. American and British
makers already had established traditions of narrative, style, craftsmanship, and even
artistic experimentation on which to draw. Being somewhat removed from the European
circumstance, the questionings of jewellers within Australia took on a different, less
radical hue. Australian jewellers were on the whole less purposeful in constructing a
national voice. However, several got caught up in the broader push to construct a
national cultural identity through ‘Australiana’. The active role Australia (and in
particular Melbourne) took in the formation of the CJM developed largely out of its
exchange with other scenes. Two major exhibitions came to the country in the late
1970s: 10 British Jewellers (1977) curated by Ralph Turner and 20th Century Jewellery
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1900-1976, from Pforzheim, Germany. Over the decade, a number of leading jewellers
visited and taught. Activity in Melbourne, for instance, was hugely influenced by the
teaching of Wolf Wenrich, who promoted Australia as a part of the international scene.
Many of his graduates from the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology studied in
Europe, and on their return to Australia would balance their careers between their own
studio practices and teaching, even sometimes setting up new jewellery courses.

Design Principles
Following apprenticeship training and industry work in graphic design, I studied gold
and silver-smithing at RMIT from 1977 to 1980. Training in graphics gave me a crosssectional interest in art and design that went beyond what was offered in the gold and
silver-smithing course. In Australia, the dynamic space between art, craft and design was
a rare crucible for a contemporary jewellery practice to ignite, and this formed an
enduring basis for my own artistic identity. In the global context, however, the
development of new jewellery was being extended by a problem-solving approach that
came out of Modernist art and design principles.18 The approach can be attributed as
having grown out of the Dutch ‘De Stijl’ movement.19 Gijs Bakker and Emmy van
Leersum, for instance, developed a strategy for emphasising jewellery ideas through
design, exploiting industrial materials (textiles, rubber, aluminium) and high-craft with
a minimum of making.20 The Dutch jewellers’ use of nonprecious materials and design
principles refined the object as a signifier of content.
As one element of CJM culture, diffused worldwide (including in Australia) through
making practices and education, design principles helped jewellers assume intellectual
control and autonomy in working new styles. As contemporary jewellers sought to draw
attention back to the body – Bakker and van Leersum for instance extended their
approach into experimental clothing – the techniques of abstraction quickly entered into
the conceptualisation of the body. Treated as a background object for jewellery
expression, the body would become a major site for invention and performance of
contemporary jewellery throughout the 1980s, as the CJM reached its height.
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Performance and Invention (1980-1990)
The 1980s were the ‘golden years’ for contemporary jewellery, as the CJM’s central
discourse and debates were tuned in response to the new ‘postmodern’ age.21 The
processes of globalisation were in acceleration, underscored by changing economic
conditions and a rapid invention of new technologies, products and communications.
The Walkman, launched in 1979, became symbolic of an age obsessed with
appearances, customisation and the transportation of private pleasures into the ‘very
heart of the public world’.22 Objects of style were worn to encode new forms of
individual and group identity. In the street displays of spectacular subcultures, as on
television screens in private living rooms, the new meaning of style was made obvious.
The cultural logic of postmodernism refracted through waves of literature and popular
culture.
In contemporary jewellery circles, discourse largely circulated around new and existing
issues affecting jewellery’s adorning qualities, social performance and inventive
practice. All of the debates encouraged questioning on the enduring distinctions of
jewellery. How should contemporary jewellers respond in liberating jewellery’s intrinsic
values while pushing the limits to its invention and performance? The most contentious
debate, and root to all others, was on the ‘proper’ function of jewellery. Views diverged
on matters of materials (precious or non-precious), wearability (jewellery or sculpture),
and value (elite or democratic). These debates extended the manifesto of the movement
and polarised the CJM field. Makers sought to differentiate themselves on common
grounds of artistic content (biographical or political), inter-disciplinary positioning (craft
or art) and intended audience (gallery or shop).

Precious Materials
Makers who obsessively embraced the agenda at the heart of the CJM – to make
jewellery experimental, democratic and non-precious – vocally rejected the use of any
type of precious materials. This approach was shadowed at the beginning of the decade
by slumping financial conditions: the price of gold was hugely inflated, reaching an all31

time high – in Australia, $788(AUS) per ounce. By the mid-decade, the debate gained
significant momentum. Some reacted to the liberal use of cheap materials, asserting that
this led to superficial work. Too much emphasis on materials, they contended, allowed a
forgoing of skill, the sacrifice of idea and the demolition of jewellery aura.
The debate was played out to its fullest extent in Holland, where public exchanges
between Gijs Bakker and Robert Smit gave fierce articulation to the opposing positions
and contributed to a crystallisation of the field. Bakker would eventually return to the
use of precious materials, putting his past attitudes in historical context. ‘Society and
politics change and the world is a different place now’, he would reflect. ‘When Emmy
[van Leersum] and I were young there was far less equality. Nowadays most of us are
more or less equal – at least in Holland.’ Bakker went on to highlight the relationship
between jewellery and culture as a two-way street.
The message we gave out with our radical forms and new materials was done
with conviction almost 30 years ago: it made its impact then and so we moved on
with society.23
One manifestation of the debate over precious materials occurred in Australia, where the
1985 ‘Diamond Awards’ (an international competition staged by DeBeers) caused a split
among jewellers. This culminated in 1988 with a campaign to make people aware of the
connections between diamonds and Apartheid. The case stands as a major example of
local political divides emerging on the basis of makers’ globally-oriented perspectives.
In response to the actions by contemporary jewellers, the Art Gallery of South Australia
cancelled the ‘Diamond Awards’ exhibition.
Diversity in jewellery expression reigned, emanating from the centre of the movement.
But, in its diversity, the CJM was heavily influenced by outside cultural and political
torrents – especially the reactions against Modernism playing out in art and popular
culture. The 1960s had celebrated youth; by the 70s the cult of the body had emerged;
and by the 80s ‘body beautiful’ culture was in full swing.24 Experimentation with
adorning the body took new directions. The new jewellery discourse was heavily
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informed by the opening of practice into novel artistic spaces – claimed as sculpture,
installed in galleries, and presented as performance. The expansion of networks
underpinned renewed questioning about wearability and accessibility as ideals in
contemporary jewellery. Pierre Degen applied interpretive art processes to deconstruct
the limits of jewellery and its relation to the body. Utilising everyday objects like
ladders, alongside objects invented by him, Degen created visually striking jewellery
structures to be worn or carried.25 Art jewellery, in this way, stretched the boundaries to
jewellery and redefined the social realm of the CJM. In the process, contemporary
jewellery was opened to charges that jewellery practices were reverting back to a new
elitism.

Studio Production
In university courses, emphasis on hand-making traditions continued, strongly
influencing a new generation of makers who emerged in the mid-1980s. After training
they tended to situate their practices in studio production. Dormer observes that the
signature of soft precision, characteristic of most studio production, owes much to
German jewellery aesthetics and the approach of making through design.26 But there was
a range of factors that brought this approach to international prominence. In one regard,
there was no alternative: for makers who worked for themselves, economics dictated that
work have simplicity. Beyond this rationale, the exploration of formal aesthetics by
hand-tool processes linked to an ideology of workmanship with strong links to the craft
movement (cf ‘Introduction: Why Theory’). The intellectual and emotional aspects of
production continued to be based in the ideals of hand-making. And jewellers rejected
the idealised vision of mass machine-directed manufacture (potential harnessed in
Modernist art and design practice). Implicit in the views of many makers, Modernist
processes equated to the alienation of the maker from the object of production.
Nonetheless, it was perhaps inevitable that as new technologies and new materials
enabled different ways of working, interest in semi-mass produced work would be
stimulated. Many makers came to advocate the principle of idea as motivation and
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materials as means, placing their practices squarely within a Modernist framework
(though this was often an unintentional positioning). Further, having to confront the
tensions between exhibition and production work, the unique and the multiple, art and
design, the Modernist approach extended into the questionings of postmodernism.

Artistic Identity
The questions and principles of working in studio production have always been a
primary motivation behind my convictions as a jeweller. This is in no small part a
product of having worked in graphic design. After leaving art school in 1980, Marian
Hosking, Harry Rowlands and I set up ‘Workshop 3000’ – a collaborative studio
practice in the Modernist vein. It continues to this day as the hub for my practice. Here, I
have experimented through jewellery the tensions between high and low art/design
production, art and craft status, and values of preciousness (traditional and
contemporary). Integrating these kinds of polarities has enabled works for exhibition,
commercial production and private commission. My longest-held intentions are to make
works that represent my place and times as an urban jeweller. My modus operandi has
been to interpret from this position how ethnic cultural traditions use objects to
communicate idea and identity, thus bringing other layers of meaning and interest to the
pure aesthetic concerns of design. Over time, these interests and concerns have formed
the basis of my artistic identity. Using the doughnut form as the template for early
experimentations in philosophy and signature inadvertently led me through a theory of
jewellery to a critique of modernist ideals.
The way in which I developed artistic identity as a contemporary jeweller through the
80s was a process common to many makers. By the mid-1980s makers were producing
an international style of ideas and jewellery themes, which Dormer notes are loosely
organised into three sub-categories.27 Each style emphasised different aspects to what
makes jewellery distinct while accommodating a range of expression. Makers working
towards an abstract style focused mainly on materials and design. In the figurative style,
jewellery was used to explore image and narrative. The final style was radical, pushing
the boundaries of jewellery into sculpture and performance. The forming of an
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international style for contemporary jewellery empowered makers in forming their
artistic identities. In fact, the process was all-encompassing: it affected even those
contemporary jewellers who resisted mainstream CJM ideals, stylistic categories or
networks parameters. Otto Künzli – one of the most influential identities to come out of
the period – crosses through all three styles. With a reflective wit embodied through
jewellery inventions, he critiques not only jewellery but also contemporary jewellery,
especially the limitations of its audience contexts.
One of Künzli’s lasting legacies to the field was the introduction of portrait
photography, used in his work to deconstruct the relationships within contemporary
jewellery. Perhaps the most well known use of the device, Künzli’s sequence of large
wallpaper brooches are modelled tellingly on the bodies of middle-class professionals.
Künzli’s approach resolves contemporary jewellery invention and techniques of
photography with a distinct critical position and social agenda. Dormer goes so far as to
describe Künzli as ‘the one true <<political>> (sic) jeweller: he has taken the ornament
and made fun of the way jewellery has been used to determine status.’28 Künzli’s critical
voice, transposed into jewellery style, has thus become emblematic of his artistic
identity.

Contemporary Jewellery as ‘Signature’
Both Turner and Dormer use the term jewellery as ‘signature’ to describe the general
orientation in New Jewellery practice that occurred throughout the 1980s.29 With
debates over the influences of art versus design continuing in contemporary jewellery
circles, questions regarding signature, authenticity and currency came to the fore. For
makers impacted by an age obsessed with images, the photograph contrived to illustrate
‘real’ people wearing ‘real’ jewellery in ‘real’ time. But intentions naturally skewed and
the image became a key device for makers to project their own voices as ‘authors’. This
development was connected to broad social changes, particularly the growing persuasion
of postmodern parameters for measuring art value.30 The emphasis on authorial voice
was also a sign that the CJM was under pressure to delimit its boundaries. The
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contemporary jewellery-object translated into a form of subcultural capital, with makers
sampling widely from popular culture, fashion and street-appearance.
One example was the crossover of jewellery with art clothing. As evidenced in the work
of Caroline Broadhead (as jeweller) and Issey Miyake (as fashion designer) the channel
of engagement between jewellery and fashion was not one-way; rather, there was a
mutual feeding between the two fields.31 Nonetheless, for contemporary jewellery, such
sampling presents a clear example of the movement ‘stage managing’ itself, to borrow
the words of Dormer.32 Crossovers in practice and sampling of codes contributed to the
development of cultural currency while providing resources for internally-directed
displays of ‘authentic’ belonging.
During the radical period of the 1980s, this process underscored key inventions,
performances and debates on jewellery values. Art clothing, for instance, evoked
experimentation with wearers and the body. But by the 1990s, signature had been
invented and repetition settled in. For some, the Contemporary Jewellery Movement had
not just reached its zenith but come to a decisive end.

Execution and Public Relations (1980-1995)
Having focused on the shifts in contemporary jewellery discourse through the 1980s, it
is worth now looking at some parallel key events that underscored the movement’s
execution and public relations. There were several benchmark signs in the 1980s that
indicated the establishment of the CJM. Having provided forums for early formation and
experimentation during the 1970s, each of the major private jewellery galleries staged
exhibitions to celebrate ten years of operation – Electrum in 1981, Galerie am Graben in
1982 and Galerie Ra in 1986. These celebrations were part of a widespread wave of
activity aimed at publicizing the diverse and connected voices of contemporary
jewellery. New private galleries opened, public museums staged important exhibitions,
jewellers formed interest groups, and publications began to devote serious coverage to
the new jewellery. The broadening scope of CJM networks enabled several major
curated exhibitions to tour internationally; for instance ‘Jewellery Redefined’, ‘The
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Jewellery Project’ and ‘New Traditions’ (all of which came from the UK). Australia
involved itself in the global exchange as a recipient, but also an instigator of shows such
as ‘Cross Currents’ and ‘Australian Jewellery’.
In the 1980s, solo and small group shows were common means through which jewellers
and groups of jewellers managed their own public relations and cemented their
reputations. In my own experience, a series of solo and group exhibitions served to
document the trajectory of my practice (cf attached catalogues). For myself, these shows
were accompanied by a proactive and public engagement with the critical issues facing
and emanating out of contemporary jewellery. In a global context, beyond solo and
group shows, a range of exhibitions with strong national focus confirmed that an
international signature of contemporary jewellery was developing.33 These events, often
toured, became significant forums for creating good will and public connections
between jewellery communities and national bodies.

Appraisals and Reappraisals
The execution of shows with a range of themes offered insight into the different thinking
within contemporary jewellery and had a lasting impact both within and outside of the
field. Public critiques of shows helped to plant the movement firmly within a broad
public arena. The most controversial came from English art critic Peter Fuller. In Crafts,
the British craft journal, he responded to the two exhibitions – ‘Jewellery Redefined’
and ‘The Jewellery Project’. Fuller wrote:
But just look at this new jewellery. It lacks intricacy, workmanship, sense of
beauty or mystery, celebration of nature or affirmation of tradition. It is neither
pretty, attractive, precious nor ornamental – all of which, Osborn
notwithstanding, are appropriate qualities for jewels. Indeed, it is not really
jewellery at all.34
Fuller’s criticism provoked anger and discussion in contemporary jewellery circles, as
well as introducing contemporary jewellery as a topic of conversation in other art fields.
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He had taken issue to the support of contemporary jewellery by national crafts
infrastructure, demanding ‘[w]hy is the Crafts Council giving gallery space to such
sterile pretensions?’ Moreover, he had linked the CJM to the ‘discredited ethic of
collapsed Late Modernist Fine Art tradition’, lamenting that jewellers were ‘denigrating
established knowledges, traditions, skills, techniques, practices and above all values.’35
While this provided an opportunity for debate on the emerging influences of
postmodernism over contemporary jewellery practice, there is little indication that either
Fuller or the jewellers he attacked fully appreciated the extent of the connections.
Until the middle of the 1990s, collaborations between Dormer, Turner and Drutt kept
contemporary jewellery’s limited critical voice alive in a range of publishing projects.
They documented the changing trends (i.e. jewellery as ‘signature’), publicised the
practices of both longstanding and new jewellers, and offered keen insights into the
evolving status of the movement. Dormer and Turner each played pivotal roles in
contemporising views on the historical significance of the CJM and its placement within
modern and art history. Helen Drutt, as a serious collector and patron of contemporary
jewellery, instigated projects that combined jewellery work with serious publications.36
In Australia, Patricia Anderson, owner of The Contemporary Jewellery Gallery (19851992), contributed two books giving insight into the Australian and New Zealand
experiences.37 And, from Melbourne, Kevin Murray provided several critical insights
into jewellery as a craft that wears people.38
A second generation of books, beginning in the 1990s and continuing to the present day,
featured reappraisals of contemporary jewellery as an established category of fine arts.
With the history of the CJM taken as known, texts such as those by David Watkins
presented profiles of makers and situate their practices in terms of recent history.39
Evident is the increasingly prominent positioning of contemporary jewellery in the field
of design. Reflecting alignments of jewellery with art and design practice, the
monograph has provided in the last five years a further resource used to promote the
distinctions of individual makers. Today, communication and social networking is
largely web-driven, feeding the immediate need for knowledge in what Manuel Castel
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has termed a globalised ‘informational society’.40 But, with a few notable exceptions
(for instance, the website Klimt02.Net), efforts in public relations still tend to emphasise
personal narrative over contextual overview.

Repetition and Absorption (1995-2005)
The 1990s saw a definite ‘cooling’ of the radical spirit that had defined contemporary
jewellery through earlier decades. In fact, by 1987, Dormer had written that ‘all the
obvious questions have been asked and aimlessness has crept in.’ In moving forward,
Dormer insisted, ‘contemporary jewellers will have to look far beyond the limitations of
their own 20 year old tradition.’41 From the end of the 1980s there was a frequently
voiced assertion, especially among young jewellers, that all the avenues of invention had
been explored. Further, with the rise of new communication and media technologies, any
coherent critical voice could easily be drowned out by the white noise of a globalised
commercial culture. In cultural practices from art to architecture a sense of ‘anything
goes’ accompanied the loss of agreed criteria by which to appraise work.42
Contemporary jewellers were free to explore anything that attracted their interest (in
terms of idea, construction, scale, form and so on). For those who embraced the freedom
of ‘anything goes’, the signs they created could feed into a broader cultural economy,
which Ted Polhemus has described as the ‘supermarket of style’.43 Here, styles and
traditions appeared in wide circulation with no meaningful reference to original sources.
Their bricolage assembly thus failed to provide fixed signs of belonging. In
contemporary jewellery, so many forms of expression were embraced that it became no
longer possible to identify a single overarching ideology or agenda.
The loss of defining limits to practice culminated in a sense of uncertainty between
makers over contemporary jewellery’s new directions. Having to respond to economic
crisis early in the 1990s (as they do at this current time), many makers retreated to
traditional contemporary jewellery ideas and practices. In fact, the problem of ‘too much
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repetition’ had already precipitated by the time of Dormer’s 1987 critique. He had
written that ‘[n]ew ideas are hard won: for every invention in the new jewellery of the
last twenty years there are a hundred copies.’44 The problem was massively exacerbated
with the evolution of the micro-chip, which brought with computer technology a greater
access to ideas, software-aided design and making techniques, and an acceleration in
global communication. With computer technologies beginning to penetrate every area of
studio production, design culture was brought to a new prominence in contemporary
jewellery practice. Previously rejected by jewellers due to its conformity to commercial
and trade ends, design proved attractive to many makers (not least for its open avenues
for public recognition). This led many makers into a more limited form of studio
production where they could maintain control over authorship and originality. Jewellers
were looking at their own personal and social experiences to source positions.

Niche Infrastructure
The broader network infrastructure for contemporary jewellery evolved to support these
trends. Galleries and museums presented exhibitions focused on particular aspects of
jewellery (narrative, for instance) useful in recording national jewellery histories and the
retrospective contributions of individual figures. Styles continued to be associated with
specific art schools or national locations but this extended into recognition of previously
overlooked sources. Japanese and Korean jewellery, for example, gained major presence
on the international scene.45 Work was put forward that would more assuredly reflect
unique cultural contexts, the field maturing from its previous Eurocentric focus. With a
proliferation of private galleries showing contemporary jewellery and promoting the
tastes of niche scenes, makers found little need to venture outside the gallery space
except to venture into more commercial enterprises. In Melbourne, as just one example,
there are currently six contemporary jewellery outlets, running a full gauntlet from
exclusive art-jewellery gallery (Gallery Funaki) to ‘gallery-shop’ (e.g.etal) to fashion
enterprise (FAT).
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There is ready acceptance among contemporary jewellery’s niche clientele (which
includes its makers, audiences, owners and wearers) that work will be non-precious,
experimental and ‘democratic’. However, the radical social overtones of these
parameters have largely been absorbed. Jewellers appear unable to reinvigorate
contemporary jewellery’s concerns over the object’s values, roles and currency. Many of
the ideas, inventions and stances on which contemporary jewellery evolved, and which
now form bases for repetition, have been absorbed by a cultural mainstream with little
space for resistance or shock. New jewellers who seek to renew the anti-elitism of
contemporary practice must go further than merely rejecting non-precious materials
(which have now come into widespread acceptance). Makers like Karl Fritsch and
Bernard Schobinger exploit not only an anti-aesthetic ‘ugliness’ but also incongruous
juxtapositions of materials in order to deconstruct jewellery values.46 Turner writes that
when deconstruction is applied to jewellery, it means distorting ‘the values and
meanings of given opposites, such as beauty and ugliness, while often stretching
materials to their limits.’47
Though the CJM has been absorbed and has died, continuing trends such as
deconstruction of jewellery values, questions of wearability and connections with
‘everyday’ audiences will continue to inform contemporary jewellery practice. It is in
this context that new potentials for recoding jewellery might be sought.
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CHAPTER 1
MANAGED IDENTITIES

Introduction
In 1961, the same year as occurred the first major show of contemporary jewellery at
Goldsmith’s Hall and more than ten years before the start of the Contemporary
Jewellery Movement (CJM), the structuralist Roland Barthes published in Jardin des
Arts an essay on ‘Gemstones and Jewellery’. The essay contained his thoughts on a
transformation taking effect on the ‘poetic imagination’ of jewellery within modern
times.1 Whereas jewellery once implied gemstones, with all their traditional mythic
character – precious and pure, ‘infernal’ and inhuman, harbinger of femme fatal
powers of seduction – the jewellery object, he argued, has become secularized.
There has been a widespread liberation of jewellery; its definition is
widening, it is now an object that is free, if one can say this, from prejudice:
multiform, multisubstance, to be used in an infinite variety of ways, it is now
no longer subservient to the law of the highest price nor to that of being used
in only one way, such as for a party or sacred occasion: jewellery has become
democratic.2
Though Barthes was concerned solely with traditional jewellery, he was highly
attuned to the social developments that were, in contemporary jewellery circles,
manifesting as a transfiguration of jewellery codes and uses. As Barthes writes, the
new measure of conferring value on jewellery was taste: a shift informed by the
ongoing processes of secularisation, changes in the role of women and the rise of the
fashion industry – all linked to new forms of print and film media emerging.
Jewellery in the new world, Barthes pointed out, is not just an item of style but the
‘detail’, the ‘next-to-nothing’, the ‘detached term’, holding the ultimate power of
significance because it links the elements of style together with meaning.3 Part 2 of
this chapter looks at the intimate codes of jewellery, which distinguish it from other
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forms of appearance and behaviour. It surveys the shift in cultural logic from
modernism to postmodernism, which brought an evolution in the language and uses
of objects and ultimately led to the jewellery expressions of the CJM.
Part 1 surveys a body of theory on identity, revealing that the social transition to
postmodernity also gave rise to new thinking about the nature of identity. As was the
case for contemporary jewellers, postmodern critical, cultural and social theorists
reflected the changing conditions of modernity by responding to past modes of
thinking. Rejecting the modernist conception of the self – a fully-centred and unified
entity acting with rational intent – many theorists came to envision subjectivity as
varied in form and responsive to changing performance contexts. For these theorists,
there is no fixed or permanent ‘self’ enduring over time (or, in abstraction, through
the course of history). Rather, the experience of identity is fragmented. An individual
may assume at different times, or even at the same times, a stable of identities.
Envisioning new futures, postmodern theorists have sought to open up categories of
identity, responding for instance to the potentials in medicine to reconfigure the
human body. The social history of the body is elaborated further in the next chapter.
Theorists express the experience of being in a changing world. When considering
theorists’ work, the shape of their thinking cannot be separated from the worlds in
which they work nor excluded from the cultural modalities they help transform.
Though Barthes was highly attuned to the coding of jewellery, which remains a
central theme of this chapter, his theory is inadequate in considering the
transformative impact jewellery can have. The poetics of jewellery take their power
of significance only between people when they are worn in social life. The jewelleryobject then becomes a conduit for forming and communicating a secret life, an inner
identity or positions of identification (depending on whose identity theory one
adopts). This applies equally for makers, wearers and their audiences. Jewellers, and
crafts practitioners more generally, reflect the sites in which they work through the
materials they use and objects they make, sell and display. But, in comparison to
theorists, they are often less conscious of the contexts that inform their world.
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The issue of identity is a key area where critical theory and jewellery practice
converge – through quite distinct operations, each practice has the power to
transform the way people think about identity and manage it in their daily lives. The
fact that everyone argues about identity suggests two things: i.e. one, that there is no
agreement, only discord, about what identity is and how we should talk about it. And
two, that this remains a significant problem. People across disciplines seem to
recognise the complexities, explicitly or implicitly, as issues in production. My
principal intention is not to add my own voice to the cacophony, but to locate the
points of connection that exist between theories of identity and the expressions of
jewellery in practice. By developing a better understanding of these connections, also
by considering through relevant examples the ways in which the maker’s identity
may be secured through jewellery practices, I hope a basis might be found for
contemporary jewellery to evolve new directions.
Part 1 introduces a range of ideas on ‘managed identity’ drawn from the work of
modern and postmodern theorists. A key theme underlying my discussion is
inventive performance, a concept that integrates the dynamics of jewellery codes and
the social performances through which identity is managed. Though Part 1 is for the
most part structured to trace the shift from modern to postmodern theories on
identity, I am also interested to draw out certain inventive performance themes that
recur within theory and jewellery practice (i.e. rings of union, the mirror image,
reflexive biography, sex-gender performativity and so on). The citing of such
intersections is not intended to resolve the key disputes of identity theory: do
individuals act with agency in the construction of identities, or is identity socially
constructed? Is identity single, stable and enduring, or do individuals operate with
multiple selves? Rather, the everyday sites where these concerns are put into action
are revealed to be the same interactional sites where jewellery codes gain their value
and force.
The complexities in debates over identity are highlighted (not clarified) by a crucial
distinction held between the ‘private’ self and ‘social’ or ‘political’ identity. The
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former is conceived as the autonomous self, enduring physically and psychologically
and developing behind social roles and expectations. Social identity, by contrast, is
that ‘part of the self-concept derived from group memberships, interpersonal
relationships, social position and status’.4 It has many parameters of difference (for
instance, gender, religious, family) and as such may be broken down into ‘subidentities.’ These appear at different times in a parade of social circumstances, even
layered upon another at any one time.
Political identity is similar to social identity, but it also expresses the fragmented
experience of cultural politics in postmodern life. In Identity, Culture and the
Postmodern World, Madan Sarup describes political identity as a ‘commitment to
one of the new social movements, which emphasises one element in the construction
of our identity: gender, sexual orientation, “race”, ethnicity or nation’.5 Its theoretical
and actual emergence is hence the product of a specific period of history since the
Second World War. The opening of new categories of identity formed part of the
postmodern critique, aimed squarely at the modernist proposition of the subject as
fully centred, white, heterosexual and male. In critical theory, the self came to be
located in the body as well as the mind, with renewed emphases on bodily and sexual
experience. The conceptualisation of political identity aided recognition that different
groups have varied identities, but also that people operate on an individual level with
multiple selves.
Identity theorists, for the most part, have neglected the role of jewellery in social
interaction and identity formation. Whilst it is clear that contemporary jewellery
practice can benefit from engagement with critical theory, this need not be a onedirection engagement. In creating objects to be worn on the body, jewellers acquire
unique insight into the body-identity nexus that could further enrich identity theory.
Because jewellery is invested with personal, social and political meaning, jewellers
create objects that encapsulate and communicate the identities of their wearers. The
jewellers’ ‘eye for detail’ enables them to look at the social world in a way that is on
a par with the approach of the micro-sociologists like Erving Goffman.
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Equally, in order for contemporary jewellery to be successful, it must be invested
with insight and take on meaning as it is incorporated into the wearer’s life. Over
time, the jewellery-object is coded and recoded to express, consciously or
unconsciously, its wearer’s, maker’s and social audience’s negotiated ways of
thinking about identity (their own, and abstracted). In its everyday practice, the
object invents, performs, reveals and guards our secret life, just as it enables us to be
positioned within a group, a political movement and the social realm at large.
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PART ONE – IDENTITY IN THEORY

Unconscious recognition
In 1913, at a meeting of founding psychoanalysts, Sigmund Freud presented each of
the members with an ancient intaglio seal (used to certify documents before written
signatures came into fashion). These were taken from Freud’s own collection of
antiquities. The seals were subsequently mounted in gold rings and worn as ‘pledges
of eternal union, symbolising the allegiance of a band of brothers to their symbolic
father, Freud the ring-giver’.6
This episode, cited in Phyllis Grosskurth’s book, The Secret Ring: Freud’s Inner
Circle and the Politics of Psychoanalysis, provides a rare case where jewellery’s
significance in the everyday is considered within the contexts of examining
intellectual life. Though the influence of this profoundly symbolic act on the
intellectual activity of the group could be overstated, it is reasonable to say that
Freud’s inner circle was unified by the gift and possession of their gold rings. And,
as Randall Collins points out, the ‘creative flashes’ that form the emotional energy
behind intellectual thinking are never simply a case of an individual working alone,
for ‘the network structure of the intellectual is transposed into the creative
individual’s mind’. Ideas, in this sense, always symbolise ‘existing and prospective
coalitions of people’ engaged in an intellectual network and it is the same social
mapping that is imbued into rings when gifted and worn.7
Jewellery not only signals relations, but can actively intervene in the forging or
transformation of alliances. Worn against the body, the jewellery-object is at once
socially symbolic and intimate for the wearer, a tool for attraction and mechanism for
survival. The members of Freud’s inner circle were probably unaware of the deeper
significances to wearing their ring-mounted seals – there is scarce mention of
jewellery in the work of Freud, his contemporaries or followers. Nonetheless,
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psychoanalysis has provided ways for understanding the symbolism of jewellery and
bringing its unconscious meanings to light.
A rare case where jewellery is mentioned seriously in the writings of Freud is found
in the story of Dora. The young girl, beset with psychological illness (bed-wetting, as
one instance) as well as physiological symptoms (the venereal disease leucorrhoea),
is in session with Freud when he suggests the root of affliction to be masturbation,
probably as a young child. Dora flatly denies this, however a few days later Freud
notices the girl wearing at her waist, for the first and last time,
… a small reticule of a shape which has just come into fashion; and, as she
lay on the sofa and talked, she kept playing with it – opening it, putting a
finger into it, shutting it again, and so on.8
Freud recognises this jewellery practice as a ‘symptomatic act’. Though such acts are
performed ‘automatically, unconsciously, without attending to them, or as if in a
moment of distraction’, and are easily denied significance, they are in fact
manifestations of the unconscious brought to the surface.9 For Freud, who rejected
the concept of the rational, unified individual at the heart of Enlightenment
philosophical and political traditions, the psyche is ordered into institutions (‘id’,
‘ego’ and ‘superego’) and the development of the self relates to the need for each
individual to manage an underlying human eroticism. Early-childhood sexual
experiences, as in the case of Dora, express in adulthood through dreams, slips of the
tongue and ‘irrational’ behaviours.
Psychoanalytic theory was constituted by the efforts of Freud and his close
intellectual network to excavate the past – the primal scenes of the human psyche –
as a way to understanding the social present. Today, these directions are outmoded.
The effects of postmodern thinking which nuance our views on behaviour in its
relation to identity, whilst benefiting from Freud’s redefinition of the self, has been
more concerned with opening up new categories of identity. Papastergiadis writes
that psychoanalysis reoriented attention towards uncovering the hidden significances
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of ‘banal and trivial everyday habits’.10 Psychoanalysis revealed that in the
performances of the everyday ‘something was always left out; something remained
unspoken’ and this remains Freud’s enduring legacy.11 Jewellery is one engine for
these silent disavowals and, when read properly, can convey key insights into the
wearer’s unconscious thinking.
But the egoistical element of adornment relates not merely to an individual’s relation
to themselves, for this relation is in large parts mediated by the reflection of others.
Jacques Lacan introduced ‘the mirror’ as an image for understanding the way an
infant, in the early stages of social life, derives a concept of ‘I’ by envisioning him or
herself reflected in the ‘look’ of the other. From the end of this ‘mirror-stage’, Lacan
would argue, the development of ‘self-image’ is dominated by its reflections in
language and other cultural sign-systems. Moreover, reflecting Freud’s influence on
Lacan, he believed this developmental process to occur in response to the dangers of
‘every instinctual thrust’, such that the ‘formation of I is symbolised in dreams by a
fortress, or a stadium’.12
The Czech jeweller, Vaclav Cigler, taps these dynamics in an early contemporary
jewellery piece made at the height of the Cold War. Working under the fear of
Communist surveillance within his home country, Cigler produced in 1968 key
jewellery that expresses the link between fear, fashion and the reflective gaze. For
instance, a long sweeping curved line of chrome-plated metal laces around the neck
and descends to the navel, at which point is attached a mirrored disc. In Cigler’s
work, these discs were ‘angled so that the wearers could make contact with those
around them, or perhaps use them for covert observation’.13
The philosopher Georg Simmel picks up on the egotistical element when discussing
the role of adornment in an individual’s relation to others. He observes the way an
item of adornment ‘singles out its wearer, whose self-feeling it embodies and
increases at the cost of others (for, the same adornment of all would no longer adorn
the individual’.14 Support for this view lies in the example of many street styles
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where the performance of adornment is about protecting the wearer’s (and group’s)
ego through an assertive mirroring back to audiences. Bruce Sterling, editor of an
anthology of cyberpunk fiction, observes that since the early days of the Cyberpunk
subcultural movement in the 1980s mirrorshade sunglasses were a totemic item of
wear. By hiding the eyes, he writes,
…mirrorshades prevent the forces of normalcy from realizing that one is
crazed and possibly dangerous. They are the symbol of the sun-staring
visionary, the biker, the rocker, the policeman, and similar outlaws.15
But while adornment is egoistical it is, at the same time, altruistic. Drawing from
lines in Simmel’s argument, the pleasure of jewellery is ‘designed for others’ and the
wearer derives enjoyment ‘only in so far as he mirrors himself in them’.16 The codes
of jewellery, like language, provide a medium for these games of reflection. It is in
performance that jewellery codes gain value and the jewellery-object acquires its
status as an enabling device for inventing and managing identities. If, as Lacan
states, the self is erected as ‘a fortress’, so too may we invest in jewellery the power
not merely to mirror but to protect our inner selves and expose subconscious
desires.17

Narcissistic expectations
The contemporary age is marked by new ways in which people connect with the
world, these underlined by key social developments of the twentieth century. While
maintaining a critical engagement with the ideas and values of psychoanalysis,
cultural critic Christopher Lasch sees the rise of consumerism, the decline of
agriculture and manufacturing and the transition to an information age as factors
behind a growing narcissistic culture, with hegemonic roots in the American
mainstream.18 The dread of ageing, an admiration of celebrity and an overwhelming
sense of disappointment – in Lasch’s (conservative) view – negate the potential for
introspection or substantive inner life. Intimacy, commitment and feelings of
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dependency can no longer be tolerated. Identity is formed not by turning in but by
projecting outwards onto the world of material ‘things’. As the world of durable
objects has been replaced by ‘disposable products designed for immediate
obsolescence’, so too ‘identities can be adopted and discarded like a change of
costume’.19
Frank Tjepkema’s contemporary jewellery piece, ‘Bling Bling’, responds to the
nature of identity in an age of mass consumption. A gold-plated steel pendent
fashioned in the shape of a cross, ‘Bling Bling’ is formed from ‘[s]even wafer-thin
layers of overlapping logos, representing our new religion and passion: shopping’.20
Does the buying and wearing of jewellery today express nothing more than our
outward projection onto the world of disposable objects and discardable lifestyle
signifiers? Julie Ewington reminds us that ‘if possession suggests guilt, then no class
of objects is more implicated in this anxiety than jewellery, archetypal sign of
luxury, of feminine narcissism, of submission to the ancient urge of decoration’.21
But ‘Bling Bling’ responds to an open range of interpretations. Might jewellery also
be brought into use to defy the anxiety of possession, even to counteract the
narcissistic impulses of our time? Ewington continues, ‘jewellery is a go-between,
the visible token of affection between people, the marker of certain significances and
understandings’.22 If jewellery retains this capacity for intimate investment and
interpersonal conveyance, might jewellery then be simply more important in an age
of narcissism? After all, people will abandon their clothes, but they will rarely
abandon their jewellery.

Reflexive thinking
Ewington puts her thoughts on jewellery into text for Owner’s Manual, a book that
explores through photography and text the work of contemporary jeweller Warwick
Freeman. ‘Black Rose’, Southern Cross’, ‘Watercross’, ‘Scallop Blossom’. Each
piece is featured in a double-page layout, photographed on its own and worn by its
owner. The photographs are accompanied by text written by the various pieces’
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owners, who explain how the jewellery is biographically significant to them. ‘Julie’,
for example, writes that over years, as she ages and her ‘Black Rose’ brooch’s
oxidisation wears away from being handled, the rose will ‘become ever more
youthful, repudiating death’s inevitability’.23 Freeman’s work falls into a tradition of
contemporary jewellery that maintains strong focus on the potential for jewelleryobjects to signify a part of their wearers’ narratives and to be incorporated, at the
same time, into their biographical projects.
In this regard, the practices of wearing jewellery plays a major role in what Anthony
Giddens has termed the ‘reflexive project of the self’. 24 Giddens argues that far from
being a uniquely modern discourse, the particular mode of thinking about ourselves
that constitutes biography, or personal narrative, is fundamental to the very nature of
identity formation. ‘Self-identity is not a distinctive trait, or even a collection of
traits, possessed by an individual’ Giddens writes. ‘It is the self as reflexively
understood by the person in terms of her or his biography’.25
Drawing on this theory, the individual may use objects like jewellery to sustain a
personal biography that provides the basis for ongoing self-reflection. The identity of
the wearer is then literally the ‘self that is what it makes of itself’, suggesting some
agency in the process of reflexive self-formation.26
For Giddens, the lifelong biographical project is essentially a negotiation of the
individual within the social. Personal biography is invented as a narrative of social
routines; from the child’s inculcation with ‘trust’ in the roles and rules of daily life to
the internalisation of ‘abstract systems’ of expertise.27 As Giddens notes in
Modernity and Self-Identity, the ways in which people engage with the world, and
hence think about themselves, are affected by increasingly interwoven systems of
knowledge, science, technology and media.28
With the contemporary rise of user-led and interactive media, techniques of
production become ever-greater parts to our reflexive projects of the self. Scenario
and portrait photography has entered contemporary jewellery practice (cf.
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Introduction, ‘Why Contemporary Jewellery’) and ‘star’ status was made available to
makers working within design and fine arts parameters. Arising from these
developments, the tendency has been for the contemporary jewellery object to reflect
its makers’ identity, rather than that of the wearer. The extent of this is made clear by
Maribel Königer’s terming of contemporary jewellery as ‘Author Jewellery’
(‘Autorenschmuck’).29
Jewellery codes are enlivened when they connect people. For them to do so the
jewellery-object must openly respond to the reflexive intent of all who are implicated
in its social production and use – the maker, wearer and their audiences. Finding a
different voice for contemporary jewellery requires first recognising the constraints
and opportunities when jewellery acts as both ‘authored’ work (imbued with
biographical material of the maker) and ‘owned’ object (interjected into the wearer’s
reflexive project of self). ‘Jeweller, photographer, writer, and designer: we have all
had our time and our chance with these things,’ Ewington writes, but the full
potential of jewellery can ‘never be proscribed’. 30
Perhaps surprisingly, in one sense the maker is now the least important
person in the life of this jewellery. The pieces will live with other people
now, with owners present and future. They will tell their stories about them,
feel their own feelings, invent significances which will be as necessary as
contingent and as unpredictable as any random collection of people.31

Presentation and performance
In his thinking about reflexivity, Giddens owes an intellectual debt to the
psychosociologists, a generation of theorists who preceded him. In the 1930s, G.H.
Mead argued that the proper approach to the self was by inspecting an individual’s
conduct for implications of personal identity. Arguing for a ‘decentred’
understanding of the self, Mead rejected the introspectionist approach popular
through Enlightenment thinking, nineteenth century psychology and twentieth
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century psychoanalysis.32 Focus was drawn to the interactional sites within which
identity is formed, inventiveness is framed and agency is constrained.
Giddens elaborated on these underpinnings to social behaviourism for insight on the
interior processes by which an individual constitutes identity, stressing the continuity
of biographical narrative. Erving Goffman meanwhile was concerned with how
aspects of identity are ‘acted out’ within changing performance contexts. He used the
world of theatre and its terminology to explore the cultural parameters that come into
play (roles, rituals, social structures) when individuals act to manage impressions. By
introducing a social ‘dramaturgy’ Goffman analysed the techniques involved in
building, sustaining and managing images of the self.33
As Tom Burns notes, this approach led Goffman to a view of the self as a ‘kind of
enterprise engaged in managing a whole stable of roles and social selves to the best
advantage’. The ‘self as performer’ gambles ‘their stable of selves in hazardous
ventures in order to prove (to themselves as least as much as to others) that they
possess the kind of special virtues (‘character’) most highly prized in society’. 34
Moreover, a person constantly places him or herself in relation to the ‘real’, as
opposed to ‘contrived’ self in accordance with the image being presented and how
that image is received.
Jewellery, which did not enter into Goffman’s vocabulary, plays its part in the ploys,
gambits, concealments and strategies that characterise the everyday presentation of
the self. In point, eminent contemporary jeweller, Gijs Bakker, has drawn attention to
jewellery form as ‘just the wrapping of an idea’ that leaves its impression on the
wearer.35 In his ‘Shadow Jewellery’ (‘Schaduwsieraad’) series, gold wire is wrapped
tight around various body zones and then removed. As illustrated in the series
photographs, featuring the marked bodies, ‘the physical form of the jewel
disappears’ but not the imposition of its idea.36 Jewellery, in its appearance or
disappearance, ‘gives away’ impressions of the wearer without their immediate
intent – this is especially true when jewellery presentations are worn unconsciously.
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When people take off a wedding ring to signal their availability (revealing where true
commitments lie) the skin underneath where the ring has been can be so soft that any
astute interested party will infer the ‘truth.’ Of course, it also possible for people to
measure their own values through such scenarios, even to stage these true-self
‘revelations’.
Late in his career Goffman turned his forensic sociologist’s eye to ‘the arrangement
between the sexes’; though as early as 1953, his writings betrayed an awareness of
feminist concerns.37 By 1977 he sought to turn ‘commonsense reasoning’ about
gender on its head, arguing that biological differences provide only the social
rationalisations for gender differentiation. In Goffman’s view, gender is produced
through interactional practices that promote institutionalised forms of personal
reflexivity. In Gender Advertisements (1979), Goffman’s focus shifts to the role of
media, this text featuring a ‘pictorial pattern analysis’ of gender presentations in
advertisement images. The enactment of gender displays, he argues, is not simply
overlain over pre-existing biological categories, but is rather ‘the shadow and the
substance’ of gendered social life. ‘One might just as well say there is no gender.
There is only a schedule for the portrayal of gender,’ Goffman says. ‘There is only
evidence of the practice between the sexes of choreographing behaviourally a
portrait of relationship’, this relationship redolent of that between parent and child.38
Goffman’s insights into gender portrayal becomes relevant when considering, for
instance, practices of gay males who will wear particular items – jewellery, scarves,
keyrings – in distinctive ways to signal their sexual orientations and gender
positioning. As outlined more thoroughly later on, positioning became a key concept
in postmodern theory. Judith Butler extended Goffman’s analysis into sex-gender
practices that do not conform to mainstream definitions.
CJM makers sought to make non-gender-specific jewellery and one of the key
motives behind the use of photography by makers has been to illustrate the wearing
of contemporary jewellery by ordinary men and women in everyday contexts,
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thus validating the jewellery-object’s connection to ‘real’ people. In this tradition,
Goffman’s Gender Advertisements could be of significant benefit to jewellers,
offering a systematic approach to understanding the signals that bring the jewelleryobject into gender portrayal within scenario photographs.

Pleasure and power
Building on the approach of Goffman, I have advocated a greater awareness of the
jewellery-object’s place in the portrayal of gender – in everyday interactional
practices and their media representation – as a means to more astute practices by
both contemporary jewellers and critical theorists. To this end, it is invaluable to
draw on Michel Foucault’s analysis of how objects and identities are co-produced
within and across discursive sites of power. Eric Paras observes that, in Foucault’s
histories, objects that appear to be ‘products of conscious and purposeful action’
(such as institutions like prisons, or artefacts such as philosophical works) are
revealed to result from the ‘play of anonymous forces.’ The sense of such objects as
‘surface effects’ feeds an understanding of the connection between jewellery
traditions and managed identity through history:
…‘surface effects’, whether viewed as discourse-objects or power-objects,
succeeded in bearing meaning without meaning’s first being imparted to them
by any subject. Subjects were not the makers of these objects, but were rather
co-produced alongside the objects by the selfsame processes.39
Throughout his publications, as Marun Sarup has noted, Foucault’s focus constantly
ranged to new historical episodes as he seeks to explicate how different sites of
power relate to one another, and how the reflexive processes of identity are managed
within cultural and institutional frameworks.40 The course of history is viewed as a
process in which different force relations come into being, find support in one
another ‘thus forming a link or system’, become isolated from one another due to
their ‘disjunctions and contradictions’, transform and fade-away.41 Within these
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contexts, different forms of subjectivity are constituted, secured and sustained.
Cultural and individual identities appear and disappear alongside other discourseobjects.
Foucault’s A History of Sexuality provides a potent example of this process at play.42
In the first instalment, The Will to Knowledge, Foucault shows that with the
emergence of a new discourse of sexuality in bourgeois society, from the nineteenth
century onwards, the human sciences impacted the production of the subject as an
object of knowledge.43 Foucault engages in an analysis of pleasure to understand
how, for all engaged in the investigation of ‘productive’ and ‘unproductive’
sexualities, reflexivity was managed within the institutional sites of medical power.
There was ‘[t]he pleasure that comes of exercising a power that questions, monitors,
watches, spies, searches out, palpates, brings to light’; one that co-incidentally ‘drew
out those peculiarities over which it kept watch’ and ‘anchored the pleasure it
uncovered’. The ‘patient’ on whom the investigation focused found their ‘peculiar’
sexualities ‘fixed by a gaze, isolated and animated by the attention they received’. 44
On this basis, identity was anchored through peoples’ conformities and resistances,
their social inclusion or marginalisation, and their presence and disappearances in the
terms given to them.
Genocide involves acts and policies committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or
in part, groups of people designated by a shared ancestral and cultural identity.45
However, as twentieth century history has shown, the identities of individuals and
groups are often produced, or reproduced, through the immediate contexts of their
victimisation. The 1960s Cambodian Genocide is one case where the appearance and
elimination of identity-categories was coterminous –resulting from shifts in
institutionalised power and escalation of socio-political conflict. Social historians
Frank Chalk and Kurt Johansson write, ‘[t]hose who were regarded as corrupted by
their education, class, or employment – civil servant, doctors, lawyers, soldiers, and
teachers – were identified and eliminated.’46
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Swiss contemporary jeweller Bernhard Schobinger responds to these events and the
ongoing memory of those who have disappeared. ‘Holiday in Cambodia’ evokes a
disturbing presence of the country’s genocide victims through a traditional bracelet
form. Skulls and bones protrude from the silver band, as if half-laid in the ground.47
The disappearance of the actual persons who died is amplified by the significance of
anonymous human remains. But the bracelet is a traditional form of adornment that
is often, in style and use, an artefact that makes people ‘appear’, tying individuals to
cultural forms of identity.
Foucault seeks to remove in his discussion of identity management any
presupposition of agency, thus his focus in The Will To Knowledge on the concept of
pleasure. Individuals may be the arbiters of desire, but they are subject to pleasure. In
the second instalment to his history of sexuality, The Use of Pleasure, Foucault shifts
his focus to the practices by which individuals:
…are led to focus their attention on themselves, to decipher, recognise, and
acknowledge themselves as subjects of desire, bringing into play between
themselves and themselves a certain relationship that allows them to
discover, in desire, the truth of their being, be it natural or fallen.48
These ‘techniques of the self’ insinuate the individual in the very process of power
through which they are managed and dominated; for, far from expressing any
agency, the practices of reflexivity are – in Foucault’s view – simply lived forms of
knowledge. Their effect is that the individual comes to manage their own identities
as particular types (of an ethical, sexual, racial, biological nature, or so on).
A compelling example is offered by the case of former US Secretary of State,
Madeleine K. Albright, who collected and wore brooches throughout her time in
office to herald her position in diplomatic negotiations. In Brooching it
Diplomatically, A Tribute to Madeleine K. Albright, Wendy Steiner notes that
Albright’s choice of brooches – including ‘a jewelled spider when she feels alluring’
and a ‘balloon pin when she is feeling up’ – contributed a range of symbolic nuance
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and techniques to her political dealings, while also giving insight into how she
positioned her own identity as a product of the powers that secured and constrained
her.49 This related as much to her operating as a woman in the political avenues of
Washington as to her navigation of the international public forum. Clearly, through
history, jewellery of fine craftsmanship and precious materials has been designed to
enhance relations between femininity and power. However, in contemporary
democracy, female power brokers ‘cannot so blithely advertise their beauty, allure,
wealth, and personal taste. On the contrary, democratic power must appear to be
diffused rather than concentrated in one over-determined center.’50
Albright’s use of brooch symbolism thus stands as a potent example of how the
identities of individuals are managed within sites of power by their own ‘techniques
of self.’ Foucault argued that such technologies ‘permit us’ to produce and transform
objects, and use signs or significations. They ‘determine’ the conduct of people and
the ends to which they submit. And, they allow people ‘to effect by their own means,
or with the help of others, a certain number of operations on their own bodies and
souls, thought, conduct and way of being, so as to transform themselves to attain a
certain state’.51

Inventive distinctions
With the simple twist of a ring, a jewellery-object is transformed, its significations
changed, and the wearer engaged in an operation of caring for the self. Playing on
the stage of the body, itself a constant site of management, jewellery opens us up to,
and allows us to be dominated by, conflicting or co-operating discourses as well as
fluid relations of power and intimacy. Nikolas Rose, taking up Foucault’s ideas,
argued in regard to subjectivity that the ‘interiority’ might best be understood as a
‘discontinuous surface, a kind of infolding of exteriority’, by which he meant the
discourses that circulate on the ‘outside’.52 In a potent twist on Foucault’s
determinism, Rose suggests that the management of subjectivity involves ‘inventing
ourselves’. The ways individuals experience and evaluate are expressed in so many
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aspects of contemporary life – how we ‘shape our lifestyles’, ‘choose our partners’,
make life choices, ‘consume commodities, act out tastes, fashion our bodies and
manage our distinctiveness’. 53 Jewellery is a mode of inventive performance that
talks of and for people. But, when it comes to producing objects (maker), putting
jewellery expressions into practice (wearer), or reading jewellery codes (audience),
this inventiveness is always framed within cultural sites of management.
Brooching It Diplomatically was not only a book, but also a contemporary jewellery
exhibition organised by Helen D. Drutt English in consultation with the US State
Department. The show featured sixty-one artists from seventeen countries, each
responding to Madeleine K. Albright’s character and position through jewellery
works. Gijs Bakker, for example, contributed a brooch of steel cast into an outline of
the State of Liberty’s head, inserting in each eye a watch – ‘[o]ne upside down for
Mrs Albright to know how long her appointments will last and her visitor at what
time to leave.’54 Other contributions relayed an overt political statement by the
maker. Merrily Tompkin’s brooch serves as a plea for the Secretary of State to take a
stand against female genital mutilation.55 These contemporary jewellery works
ultimately raise questions of how the maker insinuates in the power process when
producing objects that will become co-opted into the wearer’s arts of existence.
Steiner asks:
…if a brooch conveys a political message from the artist, is it proper for a
public figure to lend out her body to transmit it? If wearing it means that she
subscribes to the brooch’s message, what insight does the artist have into the
messages she might care to communicate?56
The exhibition brings to attention those dichotomies that exist in contemporary
jewellery practice when work is made as artistic statement and as jewellery intended
for the wearer. Steiner’s examination of the brooch in terms of its everyday
performance contexts – as art, and in the relation between femininity and power in
Washington politics – highlights the conflation of maker’s and wearer’s audiences,
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and the multivocal quality of the jewellery-object. This explication of power and
inventiveness in MOWA networks does not however point to a conscious position
among the jewellers involved. More likely, it reflects what Papastergiadis has termed
‘the coda’ for contemporary artists: a desire for ‘being in the contemporary, rather
than producing a belated or elevated response to the everyday’.57

Postmodern difference
Papastergiadis contends that artists are now, more than ever, conscious of the
transformative impact their art-practices can have on the sites and selves of the
everyday.58 This recognition of art’s social role is an inheritance from the ‘global
post-modern’; a term sociologist Stuart Hall introduced to describe the experience
and conditions of late-modernity.59 Since the 1970s, the global integration
emblematic of modernity has accelerated in scope and pace. For Hall, the discourse
of global consumerism destabilised traditional forms of identity – including the
modern conception of a fully unified, coherent self based in the ‘imagined
communities’ of nation-states. The ‘fragmentation of cultural codes’ has coincided
with the ‘break-down of all strong cultural identities’. These are reduced to ‘a sort of
international lingua franca or global currency into which all specific traditions and
distinct identities can be translated’.60
Postmodern theorists such as Hall reflected on changing thinking about identity as
symptomatic of shifts in the cultural logic and social conditions of modernity. At the
same time, in contrast to earlier theorists like Freud, these theorists actively sought to
reflect changing formulations in political culture and contribute by opening up new
categories of identity. Hall focused attention on the development of cultural studies,
with special interest in subcultures. Putting the discussion of identity aside he turned
to the question of identification.61 Individuals, he posited, can assume multiple
identities forged along cultural fractures of alliance and differentiation. Cultural
identity then refers to the ‘unstable points of identification or suture which are made
within discourses of history and culture. Not an essence but a positioning’.62
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The postmodern subject, negotiating fluid boundaries of belonging and difference,
participates in a ‘moveable feast’ of cultural traditions, narratives and signs that are,
through this process, forever being reinvented.63
Papastergiadis draws on the work of Hall to examine the navigation by contemporary
artists of the issues around globalisation, media and cultural identity in an
interconnected world. He argues that artists, responding to the fragmented experience
of contemporary life, desire ‘[t]o be in the place of the here and the now’, ‘to work
with others in a simultaneous practice’ and ‘to see the realisation of work in the
experience of connection’. 64
This is to accentuate what Scott Lasch has dubbed the ‘performative’ aspect of
practice.65 In this designation, Lasch applies to art practice terminology introduced
by postmodern theorist Judith Butler to understand how individuals and groups
inventively use social practices to carve their own spaces and identities within the
broader social sphere. Butler analyses cases in which socially ‘scripted’ bodily
practices are cited in performance, arguing that these repetitive practices amount in
the everyday to a social portraiture of relationships. Performative practices can
contour the body, naturalise identity norms, but also open up to subversion the
traditional categories of sex, gender and race.66 Taking up the foundations for
feminist theory set by Goffman, Butler argues that gendered practices are not the
cultural means of pre-given sexes but the cultural means of producing sexes.
Gender is a doing, though not a doing by a subject who might be said to preexist the deed…there is no gender identity behind the expressions of identity,
that identity is performatively constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are
said to be its results.67
Butler took up Goffman’s ideas to understand the relationship between sex and
gender, concluding that there is no difference at all. She uses the example of
transgender practices to show that within subcultural frames, binary gender
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differences may be acted out in ways that disrupt the ‘heterosexual matrix’ and
destabilise rigid categories of identity.68
The formulation that contemporary art has an essential performative aspect reflects
the complexities of artistic identity in a world of fragmented cultural identification.
Consequential to this are shifting bases of relation between artists and their
audiences.
Art becomes especially performative when it challenges the audience’s thinking by
challenging social configurations of identity, memory and signification. A
photographic image of Maria Hansen’s contemporary jewellery piece ‘Body Piece
Five’, features the artist herself: ‘slight but muscular, white and shaven, with an
inscrutable expression on her face’. 69 Peter Dormer describes the object she holds –
a white metal truncheon on a stainless steel necklace – in terms of both weapon and
phallus.70 Hansen writes about her particular presentation of the object in
photographic scenario, conveying her intent as the challenging of boundaries. And
while the object’s role in socially contouring the body is clearly demonstrated, it is
the overall portrait that confers its performative value. Hansen explicitly ties the
maker’s questioning of jewellery’s intrinsic values to an arbitrary process of
identification between herself (the maker and wearer) and her audiences.
I wear this piece to evoke comment and contemplation that questions
boundaries. As one of a series requiring the body for its context it rejects
purely decorative accessory values. It is not “nice” or “pretty”. Its visual and
tactile language triggers many other responses. It is bold, even aggressive, yet
for myself sensually soothing.71
Harnessing the performative aspect of jewellery, which relies on its relation to an
embodied subject negotiating complex social worlds, contemporary jewellery has the
potential to actively frame, even invent, emerging configurations of identity. In this
capacity there is a real connection between postmodern theory and contemporary
jewellery in practice. To the extent that identity is a matter of social positioning, as
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Hall and Butler contend, contemporary jewellery can contribute to managing the
interplay between unconscious processes and deliberate codes.

Managed identity defined –Part 1 conclusion
Through the concept of ‘managed identity’, I intend to convey a broad range of
insights that are often interpreted as incongruent. In developing these insights, I have
drawn on theories of identity and subjectivity. Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan
developed key insights into the formation of the self and the ways in which identity
is destabilised and disrupted by unconscious drives. Their notion of the unconscious
implies an inner being but social theorists like Lasch and Giddens explain identity
without recourse to, or implication of, an essentially asocial or pre-social inner being.
Christopher Lasch focuses our attention on specific conditions of contemporary
‘narcissistic’ culture in which identity is no longer shaped by experience of an inner
self but by projecting outwards onto the world of material things. Anthony Giddens
describes identity in terms of personal ‘biographies’ that are created through the
negotiation of the individual within the social world. Culturally specific roles and
rules are internalised and self-images are formed through narratives of social
routines. Through his close observation of everyday social life, Erving Goffman
concludes that individuals consciously ‘present themselves’ in order to manage
impressions and achieve control over their circumstances. Thus the ‘self as
performer’ is constantly engaged in the process of presenting and negotiating
different aspects of character.
In contrast to these social theorists who see the individual as acting in the social
world to project and manage identities, Foucault argues that subjects are constituted
and managed, as objects of discourse within and across the sites of power. Whilst
Foucault denies the possibility of agency, his influential work compels us to consider
the means by which sites of power create subjects and determine both their conduct
and the ends to which they submit. Nikolas Rose subverts Foucault’s determinism by
arguing that the management of subjectivity involves ‘inventing ourselves’, but this
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inventiveness is always framed, and therefore constrained, within cultural sites of
management. Similarly, Stuart Hall sees the management of identity in post-modern
societies as a fluid negotiation of boundaries of belonging and difference. This
process both depends on, and continually reinvents, cultural traditions and histories.
Judith Butler takes this capacity for inventiveness further in arguing for subjects who
actively destabilise rigid social categories of identity. Identity is performatively
constituted and social norms of identity are naturalised through the repetition of
culturally ‘scripted’ performances.
In outlining the work of these key theorists, I have also shown how their ideas could
extend to jewellery. Within this theoretical treatment, ‘management’ means an
attempt at conscious and deliberate intervention into a situation in which both the
self and its environment are up for grabs. Etymologically, ‘manage’ derives from the
French ‘manège’, used in the sixteenth century to refer to the training of a horse
through the repetition of exercises.72 The use of the term has evolved to refer more
broadly to controlling and administering but it still carries allusions to training
through repetition and performance.
Thus, managed identity is the differential, reflexive performance of an inventive self.
The subject is produced and sustained as an object of multiple discourses, and acts
inventively to subvert or naturalise existing identity norms.
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PART TWO – IDENTITY IN PRACTICE

To this point, I have developed theoretical insights into the management of identity,
incorporating postmodern ideas on belonging, difference and performativity. I am led
as a jeweller to explore how these ideas might feed a further understanding of
jewellery in practice. The second half of this chapter will explore the importance of
codes and zones to jewellery as a conduit in the management of identity. A deeper
understanding of making jewellery leads to new theoretical insights into identity and
its performance and management. Jewellers are in a unique position to qualify
theoretical ideas because they are trained with an eye for detail. They look at social
context differently, picking up the minute details in an individual’s appearance –
dress, style, body, zone, material, colour, texture – which code personal positioning
and social status. A jeweller notices not just the jewellery, but how these codes
resonate against behaviour.
Contemporary jewellers, and the objects they produce, are active within social
networks consolidated on the basis of a broad paradigm shift: in postmodern life the
distinctions between high art and mass culture have blurred, even disappeared.
Makers in contemporary jewellery circles imbue their practice with a political
consciousness that shapes their awareness of intricacies in communication. In their
exchanges, identity is at stake for makers, wearers and audiences, articulated through
the production and ongoing use of jewellery-objects, regardless of whether the style
is anchored in traditional, modern or postmodern culture.

Codes in identity management
Visual codes are elemental to human survival, for both individuals and groups. The
development of visual codes precedes in most cases the evolution of language in
human societies. Traditional cultures used adornment as a fundamental means for
communicating and maintaining continuity and stability within their societies. Visual
codes work like signs as discrete units of meaning which represent the deeper
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cultural matrix. Codes facilitate the relationships between individuals, their society
and its environment. ‘Signs’ may be stable and enduring but ‘codes’, as used in this
thesis, refers to signs created through dynamic, open-ended practices of identity
management.
This concept is drawn from Stephen Muecke’s writing on the spaces around and in
between signs, where forces of human intention – which I have previously referred to
as inventiveness – circulate. He writes,
… one way of understanding the poetics of a space is in the condensation, the
impact, of signs and forces, signs forming under the impact of invisible
cultural forces, their meanings coagulating in the nugget of an intention that
creates another force...73 (my italics)
As an example, Muecke describes the ‘arcade pleasures’ of a shopping complex,
turning our attention away from the signs – the objects which represent or
misrepresent a culture – and directing our gaze to the ways cultural value ‘billows
forth’. For Muecke, in sites of ‘commodity entertainment’ signs of economic value
come into being and gain cultural value through the stimulation of the human
unconscious, feelings of desire, fear, belongingness and so on.74
Thus, the term ‘codes’ is used to evoke the sense of a sign in motion. Codes are
created and circulate, taking value from the forces that encircle them in a space, not
simply impacting on the unconscious of an individual or group but bursting onto the
platforms of cultural life. Codes stimulate and gain momentum from the processes of
identity management. And it is here that a discussion of codes becomes useful for
understanding jewellery as a conduit for identity in practice. The force of jewellery
as a sign-language becomes activated only when jewellery is worn. Made to adorn
people in social spaces, jewellery will change in meaning and function according to
the occasion – the kinds of jewellery worn to the Oscars are different to those that are
worn to work. When a piece of jewellery is worn in an incongruous social situation,
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the cultural and psychological forces circulating within that context can bear on the
meaning of the object itself. The jewellery-object may, in effect, be recoded.
As Goffman shows, identity management is a strategy for survival, and survival in
cultural life takes place through interaction. In the interchange between people, and
between groups of people, signs are given meanings and attached to the forces that
activate them. Social positioning and alliance is coded through behaviour,
demeanour and appearance, and may be uncovered by decoding these performative
signs. All aspects of behaviour and appearance (speech, gesture, posture, dress and
adornment) work in synchronicity to convey intentions. Umberto Eco used a
discussion of clothing to illustrate his theory of the relationship between signs and
meaning75. According to Eco, when jeans are worn they not only act as a sign but
impose a ‘demeanour’ on the wearer, impacting their behaviour and thinking. There
is an essential irony, he writes, ‘that this most informal and anti-etiquette garment
should be one that so strongly imposes an etiquette.’ Hinting at the inherent utility of
clothing in social interaction Eco concludes, ‘in imposing an exterior demeanour
clothes are semiotic devices, machines for communication.’76

Appearance
Appearance provides the face for behaviour and gives expression to the surface of
the body. When people interact in cultural life, appearance reverberates across social
sensitivities. Appearance in all its modes – clothing, adornment and body marking
–reveals and disguises identity. In practice, this management is about being
recognised, accepted, desired, considered disreputable, invisible, displaced or
shunned. When we dress in anticipation of an audience, social and discursive forces
come into play – group pressures, advertising and socio-economic resources, in their
own ways, determine social alliances and promote standardisation over individual
difference, against which ideals of beauty are pitched.
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Clothing announces the social self and in this process can revert to a uniform, tying
us to social spaces. Subtle codes that come into play when clothing is worn include
partial absence of items (buttons not done up, sleeves rolled down), degree of wear,
disorder and dirtiness. These are used to invent individuality. And yet, as Eco was
aware, we become what our clothes want us to be. Jewellery-objects possess a
similar dynamism: physical properties such as weight, pressure and scale are an
essential part of the way jewellery is read and its relationship to the body. It is not
always obvious but, in this functioning, clothing and jewellery must by definition
overlap.
The question, then, is what demarcates jewellery from clothing? Much like high
fashion, jewellery is often characterised as an aspect of appearance without utility.
The jeweller understands, above all else, that jewellery should speak more
intimately, and bear more weighty significance, than ‘useful’ object like watches,
shoes or iPods. Beyond this, jewellery plays an active role in the performativity
associated with securing and guarding the inner self. Not only is jewellery used in
forging ephemeral relations of alliance and differentiation, a primary intention
behind its use is to imply that a wearer has an active inner life, kept as a secret.
Wearing the object becomes a way of preserving this secret, but also a provocation
for the viewer to break its codes, to make the jewellery ‘talk’. To this effect,
jewellery is frequently worn and read unconsciously, such that even the not-wearing
of jewellery communicates near as loudly about what it is that adorns an individual,
and how this relates to an inventively-managed subjectivity. The requirement that
one is able to ‘read’ a jewellery-object properly to unlock its secrets means that
jewellery will often serve as a decoy from revelations of the personal self. A
jewellery-object then acts like the security code to a safe, protecting the inner
sanctum.
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Zones
Unlike many material objects, which simply maintain particular relationships to the
body, jewellery plays on the body, dividing it into discrete, highly selective and
significant zones (ears, throat, forearm, finger). There is an interplay between
jewellery codes and body zones, the dynamics of which are informed by the wearer’s
choices in relation to concerns of the moment (positions of sex and gender, time and
location, beliefs and trends.)
In fact, it is my contention that a jewellery-object only becomes jewellery once it is
worn on the body. In its embrace of a zone, the object’s coded messages are
activated, just as a brooch, when worn on the breast, becomes a token for attraction.
As ornamentation and a focus for desire, jewellery may function as a sign of
property-rights, social status and power, individual or group identity. Sometimes,
beyond informing appearance, jewellery imposes itself directly on the physical
functioning of bodies, becoming an intimate part of the body, as is the case with
neck-rings and genital piercings. The practices of body piercing heavily exploit the
extent to which jewellery materialises the language of the body. Indigenous cultures
mould the body by modifying, perforating, painting and adorning it as a means to
creating a sense of place and beauty. In the West, where traditional cultures are
politicised as exotic, these practices have been appropriated as anti-establishment
signs. From museums to the catwalk, tribal body art is packaged as a mark of
identity, encouraging a fetishisation of its expression that often reduces meaning to a
cliché.
People have always overlaid their fetishes onto the jewellery-object, imbuing it with
sexual, religious or political power and in doing so forming an intimate connection
between behaviour, body zones and appearance. Jewellery and body marking both
support self-authorship and reveal the social constraints within which the self is
performed. But, as a vital distinction, jewellery can hint at an inner life by its
presence, whereas body marking may only do so by its absence. In Chapter 2, I
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explore Bryan Turner’s argument that in Western modernity body-markings have
become only surface indicators of identity and attachment. In indigenous cultures,
where body markings are strong signifiers of the individual’s achievement and
passage through time, their absence can be conspicuous.
Broadly, marks on the body are a crucial expression of a society’s beauty aesthetics.
Body-marking in Western culture is still an expression of the individual in the body,
but is revealed as a loud assertion of identity – its pronouncements are countercultural and anti-cosmetic beauty. Jewellery may be mobilised in these kinds of
contestations (for instance, the role of the safety pins for the punks) and used to
subvert establishment values. This is the point at which jewellery and body marking
speak together to an intended audience. Hence, all aspects of appearance – clothes,
body marking, and jewellery – play on the body. As social signifiers they are wed to
human intentions by their wearers who use bodily zones as crucial sites of
management.

Social Networks
While clothing and body-marking possess their own sets of survival codes, jewellery
is distinctive in that it is invested with identity codes emerging from complex
negotiations that determine its circulation. For example, when jewellery is given as a
gift, the giver confers identity-signs, which may be at odds with the identity
management strategies of the recipient. Givers and wearers are bound through
exchange and communication paths, which are forged within social and economic
fields. Jewellery becomes currency. Through history and across cultures, jewellery
has been a token of wealth that is used as a means of payment to maintain profitable
alliance. The gift of jewellery becomes ritualistic and imparts obligations laden with
material and emotional values.
Social networks naturally emerge in social spaces. At their most basic, networks are
avowals of survival, evolving when common interests tie individuals and groups
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together. In the spaces that networks operate, and in tandem with production activity,
the exchange and circulation of objects open up distinct paths of communication.
The object becomes a dynamic force in forging, communicating and delineating
personal and group identities as ‘makers’, ‘users’ (or ‘wearers’) and their ‘audiences’
take up concrete roles. These positions may be occupied by the same person at
different times and by different people at the same time. It is the role of the maker,
above all else, to conceive and produce objects. But it is implied in this process that
makers may engage creatively in the interpretation of intentions and desires held by
others, thus projecting social identities (of others and their own). Equally, userwearers are positioned by their use of objects to project intentions to an audience. By
giving objects specific meanings and playing with the meanings inscribed by the
maker, user-wearers help to consolidate and shape a network’s culture. In Chapter 3,
I am particularly concerned with the lifecycle of subcultures, which syncretically
recode existing cultural objects through the development of style, creating new signs
that eventually feed back into mainstream consumer culture. No matter where in
society it occurs, the social production of makers and user-wearers takes enhanced
effect in front of an audience. Spectators engage in a spectrum of interpretation
influenced by authority, status, occasion and discourse.
Social networks overlap and objects circulate across networks. In the process objects
take on different significations to different people, leading to the fragmentation of
groups as well as the forging of new alliances. Different groups may coalesce around
a single object in circulation. Hence, the object will take on a spectrum of values and
meanings. In all mercantile societies, from traditional to contemporary,
entrepreneurial trading naturally has exploited this coalescence, reducing objects to
currency. Inversely, social networks form organically around trade. The street
market, for instance, functions as a day-time meeting place for the transaction of
moneys and goods, the living of culture, and the daily presentations of self. Objects
are transcribed from currency into artefacts, their significations made personal and
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familiar, interactive forces within communities. Identity is at stake here for makers,
wearers and audiences, articulated through the production and use of objects.

Maker-Object-Wearer-Audience (MOWA)
Jewellery speaks for people, and lives in their connections. It is in the everyday
spaces where people connect that the jewellery-object appears and disappears, acts as
signature for makers and wearers, relates intentions and seduces audiences, exposes
or deflects them from the truths lingering beneath the surface of everyday social
activity.
Jewellery makers are authors who invest in their work a voice that will endure as
distinctively their own. Even in jewellery practices where work is commissioned as a
gift, the maker invests in each object a part of his or her own identity – even overtly
or covertly interjecting biographical material into the jewellery-object’s form and
significance. And, over time, in contemporary jewellery, form has become signature.
But, significantly, jewellery is worn around on the body, and the jewellery-object
develops a life of its own. The life of the object evolves at the whims of others,
insinuated in the plots, stratagems and concealments of daily life. But these conducts
belong to objects also: for when they are worn unconsciously, they can easily ‘give
away’ personal information about their wearers without their immediate intent.
It is the wearer who is the most important person in a jewellery-object’s life: for,
though the maker brings the object into being, the wearer charges it with life. In
return, for wearers, jewellery ‘talks’, acting as a conduit in managing the intricacies
within their relationships, their place within the group and the group’s place within
the social. Viewers, formed into familiar and anonymous audiences, provide contexts
for jewellery expressions and identity codes in practice. This is true from the
traditional ceremony of a wedding ring exchange to the contemporary circumstances
of a jewellery exhibition in an art gallery. However, makers and wearers, in being
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conscious of their audience, should be wary about the secret life of the jewelleryobject.

Postmodern – postmodernity – postmodernism
Even though the instigation of the CJM evolved out of an exploration of Modernism,
the current version of the MOWA network in which contemporary jewellery
continues to operate has inherited ideas and pressures from postmodernism. In order
to maintain a connection with interests and tastes that changed significantly over
time, it was natural that contemporary jewellers would shift their practices to meet
the conditions of postmodernism, reconfiguring at the same time the terms by which
they engaged with their artistic identity. Nonetheless, as Peter Dormer has shown, in
order to understand the networks of contemporary jewellery it is vital to look at the
formation of styles in Modernism.77
Christopher Wilk has argued that Modernism is characterised not as a style, but as ‘a
loose collection of ideas.’78 Modernism refers to a range of movements and styles in
many countries, especially those flourishing in key cities within Germany and
Holland, as well as Moscow, Paris, Prague and, later, New York. ‘All of these sites,’
Wilk writes:
…were stages for an espousal of the new and, often, an equally vociferous
rejection of history and tradition; a utopian desire to create a better world, to
reinvent the world from scratch; and almost messianic belief in the power and
potential of the machine and industrial technology; a rejection of applied
ornament and decoration; and embrace of abstraction; and a belief in the
unity of all the arts – that is, an acceptance that traditional hierarchies that
separated the practices of art and design, as well as those that detached the
arts from life, were unsuitable for a new era.79
As Wilk’s words suggest, the social networks with which this thesis is concerned
have evolved significantly over time since they first emerged during the turbulent
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inter-war period. The complex weave of identities managed through role-play by
makers, wearers and audiences was impacted on by a range of socio-economic
factors, networks largely geared towards generating and consuming a distinctly
‘modern style’. 80 The catalyst for aesthetic change was an invigorated impetus for
science, technology and industry to solve the pressing problems of the time. This was
paralleled by a transformation concerning the symbolism of possession. The status of
the object came to be measured by the quality of the making and materials – a
symbolism which countered the elitism in celebrating the uniqueness of an object.
The invention of new materials like aluminium and bakelite, elevated as ‘the new’,
answered growing demands for new avenues of social distinction by providing
inexpensive, mass-produced objects. As a new theory of form developed, the
metaphors of the machine and mechanised ornament emerged as powerful stimuli.81
In coming to fruition, the modern style both relied upon and prompted the evolution
of social networks distinguished by never-before-experienced roles and interactions.
Many makers, in particular, took up new roles as ‘designers’, working with their own
language and theory concerning the application of art to industry. Even as social
networks moved into a new period of industrialism, they survived on the basis of
shared values and life-style aspirations that were reinforced through designer objects
made with vogue materials. As these values were transmitted to mass audiences,
consumer self-esteem became a driving force behind profit and alliance.
In the 1930s, the design profession emerged as a separate stream to fine arts, and
craft organisations promoted high standards of production, as previously discussed in
the ‘Brief History’ section. This relationship of craft to industry through design was
achieved more successfully in Scandinavia than anywhere else. A commitment to
socialist democracy provided a guiding force, not only for successful collaborations
between craftspeople, artists, designers and industry, but for their production of
beautiful, simple objects made for everyone. In many respects these links and values
were already established and advocated by existing craft and design organisations.
Combined with abundant raw materials and a lack of heavy industry, they provided
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the basis for a Scandinavian design identity. This provided the template for a modern
design language that was cultivated on the international stages of Modernism.
The momentum of modern idealism was lost in the Second World War and a crisis of
values ensued, including widespread disillusionment with social and cultural
materialism. Strategies of industrial reconstruction and analysis of mass cultures
were undertaken to meet the post-War imperative of rebuilding competitive
economies. At the heart of these strategies lay a new set of design criteria in which
consumption, not function, was taken as a symbolic starting point. However, there
was a reaction from the public against the homogenisation of objects, provoking the
need for expressions of national identity and cultural difference in products. Design
provided a solution to the need for difference and a vehicle for expressing cultural
identity The designer, in forging links between identity and consumption, exploited
style and obsolescence. Style rested in object symbolism, while obsolescence – of
technology, materials and lifespan – was crucial to ongoing consumption. By the late
1950s an international concept of good design had emerged and could be used to
determine the nature, appearance and social function of useful objects. On the one
hand, ‘good design’ facilitated social status and defined an international, exclusive
‘high culture’ object.82 On the other, an alignment between ‘good design’ and
popular imagination consolidated newfound social habits and interactions. Mass
cultural values were forged within capitalist economics of mass production and
consumerism. ‘Reflected in mass taste and symbolised by mass-produced artefacts’,
Penny Sparks says, mass values are ‘perpetrated by the mass manufacturer and
absorbed wholesale by the mass consumer’.83
The 1960s was a key transitional period in which wealth and employment increased,
facilitating new credit services and rapidly expanding the consumer audience. The
availability of so many consumer goods acted as an agent of social change,
accelerating the power of media and changing cultural patterns. The post war youth
cults became highly consumer-orientated and the consumption of certain items –
among them the Vesper scooter, the ‘transistor’ pocket radio and the record player –
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became necessary entry requirements for joining the group.84 Subcultures have
always understood the importance of appearance, and negotiated the use of objects as
signs of intention and identity. Kathy Acker has suggested that appearance is the
only site in postmodern society where social positioning can be contested. She
writes:
… living in a world in which ownership is becoming more and more set: the
rich stay rich; the poor stay dead. Death-in-life. The only social mobility left
occurs in terms of appearance: things no longer change hands.85
Where in mainstream culture the process of positioning relies on appearance and
style over content, subcultures maintain their alliance and differentiation through
appropriation and subversive recoding of recognised lifestyle signifiers. Always
conceived within the culture as a reaction to mainstream culture, subcultures engage
in bricolage assembly of used objects to reinforce and signify cultural difference and
manage fragmented identities.86 Objects are, in this way, politicised in ways that go
beyond traditional production relationships and class-based politics, utilised as signs
of in-group values.
By the late 1960s, street style and social networks of youth subcultures were
promoting new political and social agendas, an indirect indication of new emphases
in industrialised society and another shift in modern life. This new condition – what
is now termed ‘postmodernity’ – encompassed distinct and overlapping features,
which could not be aggregated, and was organised around multiple networks.
Changes in work organisation and technology, decline of dominant national cultures,
development of globalisation, breakdown of big government institutions and
practices, and the rise of new social movements (based on gender, race, locality,
sexuality) fostered a fragmentation of living and a heightened degree of pluralism
and individualism.87 Identities were fed from multiple sources and managed as fluid
and shifting multiple forms.
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Postmodernism was originally a critical tool used to explain these organic cultural
expressions as reactions to the logic of modernity. Significantly, postmodernism
started out as a conceptual term in architecture, popularised by the architectural critic
Charles Jenks in the early 1970s.88 As discussed in the Introduction, the current
move to a counter critical position is becoming the subject of critical dialogue within
architectural circles. In resolving its own position and constitution in practice,
architectural discourse tends to provide early articulations of changing social
formats. Jenks observes that postmodernism created two codes: ‘a popular one, for
the man on the street; and a more esoteric one, for architectural professionals’.89
Postmodernism was used to describe a reaction to cultural modernism and came to
define subsequent movements in art and cultural activity.
Key Marxist theorist, Frederic Jameson, sought to trace these shifting relationships
by analysing the cultural and economic situations in which they were produced. He
argued that postmodernism as a term ranges beyond denoting a particular style, to
become ‘a periodizing concept whose function is to correlate the emergence of new
formal features in culture with the emergence of a new type of social life and a new
economic order’.90 Jameson’s influential essay The Cultural Logic of Late
Capitalism emphasised the loss of a sense of history and the fragmentation of time.91
Moreover, Jameson talked about the relation of architecture, film and video to the
global market as a way of elucidating what he sees as the gradual merging of the
cultural and the economic, or the aesthetic and the political, in everyday life.
Key to the overarching analysis of this thesis is the argument that these changes in
social context involved changes in the way people thought about and practised
cultural identity. This concerned a reorientation of the dynamic exchanges between
people formed into expanding and fragmenting networks. Nikos Papastergiadis
writes that shifts in social production and practice, which impacted the relation
between art and the everyday, occurred at the same time that ‘the conception of
identity was being liberated from the essentialist categories of authentic inner being’.
This was not only reflected in theory, as outlined in the first part of this chapter, but
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manifested through the ‘internal and external relationships which construct a cultural
identity’. Despite ongoing nationalist rhetoric and sovereign dialogue the experience
of identification and belonging no longer fit within ‘exclusivist paradigms’. Culture
became more than ‘the organisation of objects and rituals which defined a sense of
place, but also an optic, a way of seeing and making sense of the world’.92 The
coding of objects became defined by the fragmented cultural identities of their
makers (this being true in art and contemporary jewellery).

Artistic Identity
Transitions in the experience and reflection of cultural identity underscored the
movement of artists away from avant-gardism to focus on postmodern concerns. The
nature of aesthetics came to occupy a central position in their debates. First, the
distinction between high art and low art effectively collapsed, bringing into turmoil
traditional conceptions of artist and maker identity. Second, out of this collapse there
came a blurring of the boundary separating art and the everyday. The experience of
postmodernism involved the ‘aestheticization of everyday life’, and one of its
formations was articulated through art.93 Jean Baudrillard has emphasised this aspect
of postmodern experience in his writings, talking about the transformation of reality
into images, culture into simulacrum. He characterises contemporary culture as a
form of ‘hyperreality’, marked by an all-encompassing flow of fascinating
simulations and images, ‘an ‘aesthetic’ hallucination of reality’.94 Artists’
subcultures shaped new strategies to centralise aesthetics as part of practice. First,
they shifted the impetus for art away from the role of the object and its celebration in
the museum, onto the performative expression of the artist. Second, they positioned
their work, and objectified their identities as artists, within consumer culture. The
lifestyle of the artist became recognised as elements of artistic identity. The effect
was to turn artists’ lives into works of art.
The intellectual turn of art, and its link to the creation of lifestyles, stimulated the
distancing of art from craft, this culminating in the art-craft debate (as discussed in
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the ‘Introduction’ and ‘Brief History’). The craft object came to represent skill and
function over meaning, though this is the subject of vigorous ongoing debate.
Significantly, in postmodern networks focused around the dual roles of designer and
consumer, the role and place of the maker became unstable. The strategies available
to craft makers were twofold: to reposition their practices under the terms of fine arts
identity, dispensing with the traditional overture of skills; or to adapt with more
flexible forms of manufacture centred on small batch production, customisation and
niche marketing, fusing the roles of designer and maker. For both these strategies to
work, it remained incumbent on craft makers to engage through their work with new
audiences and expectations. However, craft is not art and the limits embodied by
craft exposes a different set of cultural dynamics. The social interest of the artist has
extended into the value of cultural and intellectual goods, vesting in art a historically
unprecedented potential to reflect the ways these goods – new technologies being a
prime example – are used and experienced. At the same time, craft networks have
become conceptually useful for understanding the role of object in society.
Even as postmodern networks endure, there continues to arise new questions on the
social interplay of object with maker, user-wearer and audience. There is a growing
sense that as technocultures proliferate, environmental and economical crises
demand global responses, and the virtual becomes the norm, postmodernism must be
at an end. I contend that object-use in novel social networks presents a key site where
what historically will follow may be recognised and contested.

‘O’ in Practice
My practice stands as an example of how Modernism and postmodernism have each
influenced jewellery practice, a creative field that has evolved around the
connections and fissures between art, craft and design. These influences have
provided points of tension that are the bases for ongoing jewellery explorations. As
an artist with a design and craft education, my making practice is heavily shaped by
the industrial values of Modernism, while responding over time to postmodern
problems.
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Here I elaborate on key elements that make up my artistic identity, as previously
discussed in the ‘Brief History’. It is has been my long-held intention to make works
that represent my place and times as an urban jewellery. Since the early 1980s, when
I first actively participated in the CJM, the process through which I developed my
artistic identity as a contemporary jeweller was common to many makers. However,
at the same time my interests in architecture and design introduced different critical
thinking into my practice, bringing others layers to the concerns of contemporary
jewellery. Reflecting my experience of jewellery in the everyday, I draw on a diverse
range of current interests. My interpretations build on ethnic cultural traditions of
jewellery, but are also guided by forms of articulation in craft, art and design.
Experiments in materiality run parallel to explorations in idea. Consequently there
arises opportunities to highlight tensions between the unique and multiple, art object
and design product, as well as traditional and contemporary values of preciousness.
The integration of these polarities has evolved into works for exhibition, commercial
production and exhibition – each type projects the same artistic identity in a different
light. This way of working has inadvertently led me through a theory of jewellery.
The Contemporary Jewellery Movement, having reached its height in the 1980s,
formulated parameters for artistic identity situated within a postmodern media
culture. The creation of signature through the contemporary jewellery-object is a
natural outcome of makers seeking their identity. But there is always tension
between the object as a projection of the maker and as a performative expression for
the wearer. By exploring the reproduction of objects I have been led to address
authenticity for the wearer through the maker’s signature. This ongoing exploration
has introduced questions of signature and authenticity of the jewellery object into my
jewellery identity. While treading a high-wire act between art, craft and design, it is
the managed circularity between intention and execution that consistently denotes
my identity as a contemporary jeweller.
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RECODING JEWELLERY – CHAPTER 1 SUMMARY

In Part 1 the concept of managed identity was developed to describe the ways in
which individuals negotiate their identities within social contexts. This negotiation
involves presentations or performances in which individuals invent themselves. But
their inventiveness is always constrained by social norms and discourses. Even
though they may act to protect or disclose an inner self, their enactment of self
occurs through culturally ‘scripted’ performances.
Part 2 extends the analysis of the mechanisms and social contexts within which
identity management occurs. Since the process depends on communication between
self-performers and their audiences, we need to understand how meaning is created
and communicated. In this process, objects like clothes, body-markings and
jewellery are coded to constitute and signify identity by altering the appearance of
the performer in ways that can imply an almost seamless interface between projected
identity and inner self. Jewellery is particularly amenable to coding because it can be
used to reveal or disguise personal identity (the ‘inner I’) and because it seems
integrally and intimately linked to the body. Indeed, jewellery encodes zones of the
body so that wearers can use bodily zones as crucial sites of management.
The codes of jewellery are created and read within social networks. While
individuals may incorporate jewellery in their performative invention and negotiation
of their identity, jewellery codes pre-exist these personal enactments. Over time and
across cultures, jewellery has acquired social meanings and values that are associated
with wealth, power, status, ritual and beauty. Hence the potent symbolism of
jewellery as a gift is a key social element in the management of identity by
individuals who give, receive and wear it. A gift of jewellery may confer identitysigns that undercut the identity management strategies of the recipient. Jewellery is
distinctive in that it is invested with identity codes emerging from complex
negotiations that determine its circulation.
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For this reason, jewellery is a dynamic force in forging, communicating and
delineating identities of social networks, from small-scale groups to whole societies.
Just as individuals manage personal identities in social contexts, so do groups
construct, negotiate and communicate their identities, which may coincide with, or
converge from, the social norms and discursively imposed identities. Jewellery is
used within sub-cultures to affirm shared goals and experience and communicate
solidarity. Just as the self-performances of individuals can be survival strategies, so
do sub-cultures protect and consolidate the group through their use of coded
appearances and actions, the meaning of which may be hidden from outsiders. In
fragmented postmodern societies subcultures invent and maintain their alliances and
differentiation from mainstream society and each other through appropriation and
subversive reinvention of social codes invested in appearance and performances.
Of particular significance in this thesis are the social networks and sub-cultures of
the jewellers themselves. Jewellery makers, just as much as wearers, givers and
audiences, are negotiating their identities in order to secure survival and control in
socio-political contexts that are shaped by powerful historical forces. The theoretical
perspectives outlined in Part 1 provide tools and maps for exploring historical
trajectories in identity management that impact on jewellery and jewellers from
modernity to postmodernity. Over this transition, the negotiation of identities of
artists, designers and crafts makers, in the context of momentous shifts in production
and consumption, has destabilised the role and place of these groups, broadly defined
as ‘makers’.
Having defined managed identity as the reflexive performance of an inventive self
who negotiates identity within social networks by subverting or naturalising existing
identity norms, the following chapters further develop the theoretical exploration of
identity management in the codes and cultures of jewellery and reflect my work as a
jeweller, designer, artist and maker.
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CHAPTER ONE
MANAGED IDENTITIES BRIEFING

RING CYCLE

93

RING CYCLE

Ring Cycle is one of the key works in Black Intentions, the 2003 solo exhibition at
the National Gallery of Victoria.
Eighty-one thick rings are distributed between nine finger-width poles running from
floor to ceiling. From 1.4 metres height, each pole carries nine rings on top of one
another. Initially each ring was black and smooth, apart from a hallmark on its edge.
However, having been worn by a friend or colleague over summer, the rings’
surfaces were marked through wear, allowing on their return a classification into
‘gangs of affiliation’ based on the wearers’ personalities – ‘ponies’, ‘mates’, ‘zests’,
‘contras’, ‘anals’, ‘slinkys’, ‘mangles’, ‘movers’ and ‘orals’. Displayed on poles in
an exhibition space, the aluminium rings are anodized with highlights of a single
colour – pink, yellow, orange, green, black, aqua blue, blue, purple or acid green –
according to their groupings.
The black intention of Ring Cycle was to expose the dynamics and connections
between people through jewellery. In the process, the maker was unexpectedly
exposed as well.
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CHAPTER 2
CULTURED BODIES

Introduction
Jewellery presupposes the human body. We associate jewellery with the body and
even with the specific zone of the body on which it is usually worn. Rings, bracelets,
anklets, neck-rings, chokers, chains and tiaras are circles that wrap around fingers,
wrists, ankles, necks and heads. Earrings clip onto or hang from ears, brooches are
pinned to strategic positions on the front torso, and pendants swing in time to the
movement of the body. In this way, jewellery acquires and signifies meanings that
depend on its association with the body. Because jewellery, whatever else it is or
does, adorns the body, its relationship with the body is so intimate that it cannot be
ignored. When the body is absent – for example, when jewellery is seen in
exhibitions – codes relating to identity can be inferred only partially from the object.
Contemporary jewellers have tended to take for granted the significance of the body
in imparting meaning to the jewellery object. In spite of its intimate relationship with
the body, contemporary jewellers have rarely engaged in the important debates about
the body. They have considered the body, of course, in relation to functional aspects
of the object (will this brooch sit right on the breast? are these earrings too heavy to
be worn?). And many jewellers and owners understand that jewellery must be worn
if it is to attract the social status accorded to its conspicuous consumption. It is not
enough merely to own jewellery – it comes ‘alive’ when it is worn. So jewellers
understand the body as the vehicle for jewellery, but this condenses the body to an
abstraction, especially when the body is reduced to the specific zone against which
the object is to be worn. This explains the ambivalence of some contemporary
jewellers to museum collections. To be ‘collected’ by museums signifies success and
conveys value to the maker’s entire body of work. But, displayed in a museum
exhibition, the objects themselves seem bereft of meaning and life.
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The use of jewellery to adorn the body and signify value occurs so frequently across
diverse cultures and histories as to be near universal, though consideration of its
significance is virtually absent in theoretical writing on the body. This is in contrast
to a significant inter-disciplinary study emerging on the clothed body.1 Until quite
recently, the study of the body has been primarily the domain of anthropologists
because in pre-modern societies social status – family, position, tribe, age, sex,
gender and religion – was inscribed and publicly displayed on the body.2 There have
been no studies that focus on the use of jewellery to express aspects of the body, and
this is pronounced in the literature around contemporary jewellery.3 A very
substantial body of theoretical and sociological discourse on the body highlights this
lack.
This chapter attempts to address this mutual neglect between jewellers and theorists.
In Chapter 1, I located jewellery in relation to clothing and body decoration, and
looked at the relationships between jewellery, wearers and makers. In ‘Body In
Theory’, the first part to this chapter, I investigate relevant literature on the body,
concentrating on its most prominent theorists, and seek to combine and extend key
ideas to account for the relationship of jewellery to the body. Rather than use
individual examples from contemporary jewellery, I include broader examples of
jewellery codes. These highlight the everyday dynamics of jewellery on the body.
They provide links between practice and theory that might facilitate critical
engagement with contemporary jewellery as a practice. In Part 2, ‘The Medical
Body’, I draw on the links between science and medicine within body literature to
discuss contemporary jewellery practice in the context of the ‘medical body’.
Constant technological innovation has resulted in medical innovation based on close
investigation of the body, its limits and capacities. It is medical practice and
discourse that the artists Orlan and Stelarc exploit effectively in their apparently farremoved world of performance art. Looking at how my practice aligns and contrasts
with theirs, I explore my own jewellery inventions in relation to three areas of
medical intervention: repair, conceit and enhancement.
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PART 1 – BODY IN THEORY

In Chapter 1, I explored fundamental transformations in the cultural logic of
modernity with concern to the theory and practice of identity within social networks
and the development of postmodernism as a critical tool for understanding these
transformations. This chapter examines a co-incidental shift as the body became a
site of fascination in cultural studies and sociology. The literature of interest here
(which includes work by the seminal theorists Michel Foucault and Maurice
Merleau-Ponty) has emerged as counterpoint to the neglect of the body in Western
philosophy, history and social theory studies. The modern conception of the body –
philosophically founded when René Descartes transformed the difference between
mind and body into an ontological distinction and decisively privileged the mind
over body – has been inadequate for understanding the postmodern body. In
postmodern theory, the mind is no longer viewed as the locus of subjectivity.
Dismantling the modernist concept of a rational, humanist, disembodied and male
ego, current theories are typically anti-humanist, anti-universalist and historicallyspecific. They are concerned above all with concepts of difference and embodiment.
Postmodern theoretical work has laid the groundwork for a sociology of the body.
The body emerges as a site of interest when looking at the changing and interrelated
patterns of power expressed in leisure, work, health and consumption. Their effects
are viewed in areas as diverse as global citizenship and national differentiation,
human rights and liberation movements, ageing populations and medical knowledge,
reproduction and sexuality, cybernetic organisms and identity management. Building
on my arguments from the last chapter, I contend that knowledge of these realms of
contemporary life may be elaborated through an analysis of the interplay between
body and jewellery. Jewellery, in this analysis, is rendered visible as a tool for
survival.
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Regulating bodies
Brian Turner has been a key figure in focusing attention on changes in the nature of
societies and their repercussions for the body. He has argued that the turn of social
theory to the body has been influenced by the rise of a ‘somatic society’ within
which ‘our major political and moral problems are expressed through the conduit of
the human body’.4 Turner is concerned with a range of societies, and pitches his
argument against the ‘relativism of post-structuralist and postmodern theory’.
Working across macro-historical and comparative sociology, Turner interrogates
‘normative institutions of coercion’ (such as religion, medicine, and law). He
concludes that the classification of normality and pathology is directly related to the
professionalisation of society – notably the rise of medical and legal professions, the
centralisation of power in the state and secularisation.5 Turner suggests that in order
to comprehend the everyday world, its routines, conditions and requirements, a
sociology of the body is necessary.
Daily life is about the reproduction of bodies.6 All societies, however large or small,
are under the imperative to control, contain and manage bodies, and the mechanisms
and techniques for coordinating bodies are many and varied. The sociology of the
body is a reframing of classic social theory, which, though principally concerned
with social order, neglects the body as the object of control and management. Turner
sees the human body and the precariousness of existence as the basis for a new
approach to human rights and citizenship.
Turner examines the systems by which societies effect the governance of the body, a
structural analysis that has implications for an analysis of jewellery. Badge-wearing
illustrates jewellery as a mechanism for managing bodies, in correlation with the
explicit use of the body to convey major political and moral problems. Badges
become not only tokens for identification, but also a basis for regulating people’s
movements through social spaces, at leisure, work, entertainment and in political
contestation. Badges can be used to identify and group wearers, control access to
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social networks, and signal interrelationships within and between groups. They
render visible the coordination of bodies and organisation of power across
communities.

Power on bodies
Recent sociological theory explores the body as material in the management of
power relations. The work of Turner, and many others, takes force from the
conceptual thinking of Michel Foucault, who was the first to introduce the body as a
key site of discourse, power and management. It is impossible to separate Foucault’s
ideas on the construction of identity from his treatment of the body in history. The
body vanishes as a biological or personal entity to become a socially constituted
artefact. In his early essay, Nietzsche, Genealogy, History, Foucault introduces a
notion of the body instigating his later genealogical analyses.7 He argues that the
‘task of genealogy is to expose a body totally imprinted by history’ and that this
‘body is moulded by many distinct regimes; broken down by work, rest and holidays;
poisoned by food or values; through eating habits or moral laws; it constructs
resistance’.8
Foucault’s initial analysis of the creation and recreation of bodies was first
contextualised in a discussion of changes in medical knowledge.9 In his early work,
medical science is viewed as a crucial link between the disciplining of individual
bodies by professional groups (e.g. psychiatrists, dieticians, social workers and
others) and the regulation of populations by institutions (in the form of asylums,
hospitals and so on). In Birth of the Clinic, Foucault investigates the construction of
medical knowledge as simply one facet of a wider cognitive revolution.10 New
biomedical disciplines introduced new institutional structures and therapeutic
technologies. Out of these emerged a distinct form of subjectivity, typified as ‘the
patient’. Diseases were ‘fabricated’ by medicine, but so too were the bodies that
contained those diseases. The ‘seeing’ and ‘knowing’ of bodies which lies at the
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heart of the doctor-patient relationship is confirmed through the medical gaze, and
under this gaze the body is exposed as an object of power. Foucault writes:
… [t]he observing gaze refrains from intervening: it is silent and gestureless.
Observation leaves things as they are; there is nothing hidden to it in what is
given… The correlative of observation is never the invisible, but always the
immediately visible…11
Following the trajectory of Foucault’s work, an analysis of power is elaborated as his
investigation moves from the body imprinted by history to the body uncovered by
the medical gaze, then the body moulded by modern institutions, practices and
discourses. Foucault’s text Discipline and Punish describes discipline as involving
the organisation of the subject in social spaces – a coordination that relies on
training, standardising and dividing practices, these technologies appearing not only
in prisons, but in schools, factories, hospitals and asylums.12 The disciplining of the
body within corporealized prison environments produces what Foucault calls
‘subjected and practiced bodies, “docile” bodies’ that may be ‘subjected, used,
transformed and improved’.13 Food, space, exercise, sleep, sex, privacy, light and
heat become the materials upon which prison schedules, curfews, check-ups,
timetables and micro penalties are enacted. The disciplining of bodies occurs not
merely within these environments but is defined by each of the relations that a body
has with the objects it manipulates or relies upon to survive.
Whilst Foucault does not consider jewellery, he does comment on the relationship of
the body to other objects – weapons, tools and machines. Foucault writes, ‘over the
whole surface of contact between the body and the object it handles, power is
introduced, fastening them to one another. It constitutes a body-weapon, body-tool,
body-machine complex.’14 Hence, power resides within, and is preserved through an
exploited unification between the body and those objects incorporated into the
embodied regimes of daily life. This process may be productive of self-reflexive
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conduct – for instance, when jewellery becomes a part of personal biography –
although this ‘agency’ is limited by, and mediated through, a potentially passive
body.
Foucault’s focus on the policing of bodies appears to stand in direct opposition to
Goffman’s sociology, where bodies actively and consciously intervene on the stages
of self-presentation.15 While maintaining different emphases, both theorists account
for the ways the body intercedes in the comings and goings of daily life.
In The History of Sexuality, Foucault extends his approach to subjectivity, suggesting
that the types of bodies we possess mark us as particular types of individuals (old or
young, male or female etc).16 The ways we inhabit our bodies and live out our
identities (and sexualities) shapes the type of life we can expect to live. As a casestudy, Foucault writes about the ‘mastery’ with which nineteenth century experts
constructed a hierarchy of sexualised bodies and segmented the population into
groups of normal, deviant and perverted individuals. He concludes that even those
techniques implemented in the self-stylisation and self-mastery of the body must be
contextualised historically as products of knowledge and power.
For a jeweller, the terms by which Foucault addresses embodied subjectivity and
questions of power are evocative. Foucault demonstrates that power and knowledge
mutually imply each other, but also that power should be treated in terms of concrete
practices rather than ideology. Jewellery-objects, such as police badges, military
insignias, war medals, the Queen’s jewels and political sashes, have always been
symbols of power that affect behaviour and ceremony at both discrete and loud
volumes and on micro- and macro- scales. Items of identification worn as jewellery –
hospital bracelets, school badges and security passes – subliminally control the
wearer. In this same manner, insistence on not wearing jewellery, as in schools or
prisons, also becomes a means of control.
Foucault’s analyses thus facilitate a rethinking of jewellery, particularly the way it
makes visible ‘political investment’ by playing on the body, coding and positioning
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individuals within everyday sites of power and discourse. For example, handcuffs
and bracelets are associated with a body-zone (the wrist) and the physical act of
restraint. In some Indian cultures wearing bracelets carries the same symbolic
meaning as being in handcuffs. The wedding ring also signifies restraint to the extent
that it can signify dominance and subversion, imparting a subtext of ‘ownership’ to
the overt symbol of commitment. Hence, knowledge of the body underpins an
understanding of jewellery and power – not just how it is worn, but in what ways
jewellery itself may be modified, reshaped and resisted in the very processes of its
‘making’ and ‘wearing’.

Habit body
Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s concept of a stable body is necessary in order to accept
Foucault’s arguments that our bodies are ‘disciplined’. Discipline can only act upon
the body if it is stable in some way. Merleau-Ponty was one of the initial theorists to
erode the epistemological privilege of mind over body without positing their
unification. In Phenomenology of Perception, he exploits the concepts of experience
and perception to show that the body is neither subject nor object. He seeks to
address the experience of the body, and the way the body shapes experience.
Knowledge of the body and of the world can be accessed only through the conduit of
the body, our way of ‘being-in-the-world’.17 Living through the body reveals as
inseparable the world and embodied experience: they are elements of a single
system, rather than a collection of ‘things’ external to the body. Body image must be
understood as a ‘dynamic gestalt’ that is continually reconstructed in response to
changes within one’s body, other people’s bodies, and the situation as a whole.18 For
Merleau-Ponty:
‘Body image’ was at first understood to mean a compendium of our bodily
experience, capable of giving a commentary and meaning to the internal
impressions and the impression of possessing a body at any one moment.19
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This view of body image, together with Merleau-Ponty’s broader phenomenology of
perception as a relatively stable artefact, is founded on his conception of the ‘habit
body’. He points to those postures we immediately ‘fall into’ when driving a car,
sitting at a computer keyboard, walking and so on, and claims that it is ‘an inner
necessity for the most integrated existence to provide itself with an habitual body’.20
In other words, the habit body, which can also be understood as the socialised body,
gives coherence to ‘embodiment’, a mode of knowing the world that comes into
being from within bodily experience.
Merleau-Ponty’s concept of the ‘habit body’ is highly suggestive of a jewellery-body
relationship. Whilst Merelau-Ponty did not address jewellery, clothes or body
decoration in relation to embodiment, in a passing example he comments that
without calculation a woman may ‘feel’ where a feather in her hat is and keep a safe
distance from things that might break it off.21 This is a potent illustration of how
jewellery-objects may be habitualised into the ‘bulk of our body’ and become public
signs of our ‘being-in-the-world’. Wearers use jewellery, consciously and subconsciously, to assert or transform their body images, and express their points of
view on the world. Wearing a ring, for example, can be habitualised to the point that
not wearing it can induce a ‘phantom’ memory experience, resonating out to mild
body instability. Jewellery does not merely reside on the body, but is incorporated as
an integral part of it, shaping for the wearer the body’s image, providing an outlook
on the social and natural world.

Gender Body Boundaries
Merleau-Ponty’s concept of embodiment as fundamental to the social construction of
the body is an important foundation for postmodern, feminist and queer theory. His
insights into the forms and structures of human embodiment that make up the lived
sexual body are confined to one chapter in The Phenomenology of Perception, ‘The
Body in its Sexual Being’.22 Judith Butler acknowledges the significance of MerleauPonty’s insight that sexuality is not a drive or cause of behaviour but a modality of
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existence.23 Nevertheless, his work is limited in addressing sexual difference,
primarily because he reduces desire to bodily signification and betrayed no
awareness of ‘masculinity’.
The influence and range of feminist politics is central to the recognition of
difference, in its diverse forms, and consequently to the sociology of the body.24
Feminist concern is with ‘lived’ bodies – the specific ways in which the body, as a
natural object and social abstraction, is represented and used across cultures and
subcultures and thus reflects dynamic formations in economics, power and creativity.
Central to feminist politics and theories of the body is the relationship between sex
and gender. This is a core question when considering a woman’s distinctive bodily
experience. Judith Butler, although a leading proponent of feminist theory, criticises
the implicit heterosexualism in feminist writing and seeks to reconcile embodiment
with queer theory and politics.
Butler formulates a theoretical position from which she can disrupt boundaries and
deconstruct the preconceptions of sexual identity, especially those of normative
heterosexuality. Her aim is to find a way of expressing embodiment that can account
for the ‘queer’ body, an accent that is neither ‘homo-’ nor ‘hetero-’ sexual. Butler
argues that there is no sex that is not already gender, collapsing the distinction
between the two. In Gender Trouble, this assertion is made clear: sex is gender.
If the immutable character of sex is contested, perhaps this construct called
‘sex’ is as culturally constructed as gender; indeed, perhaps it was always
already gender, with the consequence that the distinction between sex and
gender turns out to be no distinction at all.25
Butler’s theory of the production of bodies through languages of sex and gender
draws on psychoanalytic metaphors, the philosophy of language and Foucault’s
analysis of power. The phallus is taken to illustrate the power of the body in the
intertwining of embodied experience and its mythic interpretations.26 Butler accepts
Foucault’s view that discourse operates as ‘normative regulatory power that produces
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the subject it controls’.27 But she circumvents Foucault’s tendencies, first, to treat
bodies as gender neutral, and second, to overlook the ways men and women are
treated differently within and by institutions. She also rejects his treatment of
psychoanalysis as yet another network of disciplinary power.
In a critical departure from Merleau-Ponty’s work, Butler’s use of psychoanalysis
leads to her insistence on the instability of identities and bodies.28 In seeking to
resolve the tensions between bodily discourse and agency, she advocates a return to
psychoanalysis to open up ‘the question of how certain regulatory norms form a
“sexed” subject in terms that establish the indistinguishability of psychic and bodily
formation’.29
While Butler’s broad objective to produce an all-encompassing explanation for
difference might fall short, her view that sex and gender are indistinguishable – dual
articulations of the same language-forms – is an effective and original way of
conceptualising embodiment. The body is conceived as a process in which the
stylisation and cultural signification of the body precedes its actual materiality. The
term she uses to describe this process is ‘performative’, meaning ‘a corporeal style, a
way of acting the body, a way of wearing one’s own flesh as a cultural sign’.30 In
Gender Trouble, Butler argues that gender is performative, which is not to suggest
that gender identity is a performance since that would presuppose the existence of a
subject or an actor who is doing the performance. Rather, the performance pre-exists
the performer.31 In Bodies That Matter, performativity is linked to the concept of
citation. The body is given its boundaries through the citation of norms in practice,
and in this sense embodiment is open to reconstruction by performative actions that
put into effect the actualities they name. Butler uses the analogy of a legal judgment,
which actualises the authority that is cited and reconstituted as the law.32 Sex is not a
singular act or event but a pattern of continually reiterated practice, and it is in its
repetitive performance that sex and its assumptions are constituted. In this revised
interpretation of embodiment, the convergence of bodies with discourse is made
clear.
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What insights into jewellery can be inferred from Butler’s notions of the
performative as a ‘way of wearing one’s own flesh as a cultural sign’ or her
argument that sex is a construction that forms subjects and governs the
materialisation of bodies?
In Bodies That Matter, Butler suggests that practices, which ‘mark’ sex-gender
positions, may only do so once the body is discursively contoured and constituted.33
In this sense, it is possible that certain practices will, in cultural contexts, play a
greater role in the materialisation of the body. For instance, bodies may be changed
by piercing, inscribed with tattoos, or shaped by losing weight. But, in certain
circumstances at least, these contouring practices may be only surface indicators.
Jewellery, on the other hand, is coded though reiterative patterns of wear and
removal. It is used to reinforce contexts in which relations of alliance and difference
are formed. And, through this reinforcement, jewellery codes become embedded in
the processes by which bodies are constituted. Moreover, the performative aspect of
jewellery marks out relational positions of sex and gender that go beyond traditional
binaries of ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’, ‘heterosexual’ and ‘homosexual’. The
development of jewellery culture may from the outset articulate forms of sex-gender
positioning specific to social groups. Men stopped wearing earrings during the time
of Queen Victoria but over the past thirty years this practice has re-emerged as a
non-gendered (but gendering) practice. A single ring in a man’s ear, like long hair in
the sixties, has acted as a sign of effeminacy and resistance but now it is a pirate
token of ‘ready-for-anything’ masculinity. A single earring on the fields of football is
a visible part of the uniform. On other stages, the earring has become a neutral sign,
with connotations that are more personal than discursive statements (though still
aimed at attraction).
Thus men’s earrings are citations that naturalise sex and gender. Equally, when
socialite ladies adorn themselves with pearls, diamonds and large gold chains, when
gay socialite men display high-carat designer jewels, or when straight socialite men
boast cufflinks, club badges and political honours, they are expressing status by
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performing mainstream gender ideals. In a similar vein, bikers with chunky silver
jewellery, teenage girls with collections of trinkets and drug dealers with large gold
chains (the same chains as socialite women) are citing stereotypical gender codes.

Cyborg Body
Butler’s concerns are not merely with the reiteration of gender codes, but with
boundary crossing – the use of performative practices to subvert dominant cultural
ideals of sex and gender. Bulter’s theory opens the way to thinking about how
existing cultural practices, including practices of the body, can be recoded leading to
new strata of identity politics. Butler’s concerns are mirrored in Donna Haraway’s
analysis of the body, embodiment and identity politics in biotechnical societies.
Whereas Butler deals with the materialisation and naturalisation of the body,
Haraway explores embodiment through the human interface with biomedicine and
biotechnology. Haraway talks simultaneously of human agency and the objects of
technoscientific knowledge – the gene, the database, the chip, the foetus, the immune
system, the neural net, the ecosystem. She reconfigures the relationship of nature,
culture and technology, and deconstructs the binary opposition between nature and
culture.34 In the contemporary world, science and scientific knowledge is heavily
invested towards the interrogation of sexuality, age, race, gender, class and nation.
These distinctions of difference have required renewed thinking as the boundaries
between human and machine break down. Haraway maintains that we have already
accepted the process whereby the boundaries between the body and technology
evaporate through the interventions of medical science – pacemakers, transplants, the
bionic ear, the ultrasound, even immunisation.
Her pivotal essay, The Cyborg Manifesto, is as important a contribution of feminist
theory as Butler’s notion of performative gender. Here she uses the cyborg as a
metaphor of a techno-patented, genetically-altered organism. As a technoscientific
intervention, the cyborg body represents the postmodern experience of embodied
abstraction in which the body is fused with technological apparatus and re110

interpreted as a biotechnical body. Haraway rejects notions of the fixed physicality
of bodies, introducing the futuristic fantasy not merely of a non-body, but of a
techno-body.35
To Haraway, the cyborg is a historically specific entity, at once material and
semiotic, organism and communication technology. It is a ‘cybernetic organism, a
hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of
fiction… a text, machine, body and metaphor – all theorized and engaged in practice
in terms of communication’.36 In practice the cyborg embodies the identity politics of
a shifting and heterogenous creature, a politics grounded not in authentic
contestations but in inter-textual and inter-material displays of power. These may
only exist in a post-gender world.37 Haraway’s concerns about feminism parallel her
concerns about science. And, whilst she evokes the shadows of changing capitalist
formations, she goes further to talk about the integration of medical technologies
with the human form as opening ways for women to re-craft their bodies for their
own ends:
… the cyborg is a kind of disassembled and reassembled postmodern
collective and personal self. This is the self feminists must code.38
Butler and Haraway differently propose theories of embodiment as the production of
bodies in postmodern networks and as the locus of multiple identities. Both
essentially collapsed the distinction between sex and gender by envisioning bodies
that are neither exclusively biological nor social, neither male nor female, neither
born nor manufactured. Whilst Butler’s analysis is based on the matter of language
and performance, Haraway envisages the body as a product of genetic technologies,
a fluid amalgam of animal, human and machine. This is a vision of a ‘produced’
object that is already becoming a reality.39
Haraway’s work raises complicated questions of how individuality, social difference
and in-group alliance will in the future be expressed on a body that has lost its
boundaries. Jewellery, which is distinguished from other objects by an amplified role
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in the emotional and intimate signification of identity, will be caught up in the
reconfiguration of the physical body to ‘abstracted embodiment’. How does
jewellery adorn the abstracted unbounded body? If the body itself is re-crafted as a
biotechnical entity, what part does jewellery play in its recoding? In fact, the
increasingly sophisticated bodily instruments and systems - such as artificial
implants, embedded electrical stimulation systems, exoskeletal prostheses, selfpowered cybernetic limbs – evoke, even mimic, jewellery in their relationship to the
body. But jewellery maintains the advantage that it can be removed. Unlike the
irreversible physical modification of Haraway’s cyborg, jewellery can respond to
diverse social or personal compulsions while still signifying the technologisation and
digitising of human form. For example, innovators in jewellery production have
begun to explore metaphors for the assembly and re-assembly of the human body:
two jewellers in England use bone grown from wearers’ DNA to fashion wedding
rings.40 When wireless sensors combine with coded objects of adornment, ‘wearers’
become ‘users’ and jewellery becomes an enhancement technology. Examples of
‘Bluetooth’ and the ‘Iclip’ give new meaning to jewellery as an enabling device.
These examples suggest that in time the relationship of jewellery-technologies to the
body will no longer assume a bounded organic human body. As the DNA rings
imply, human bodies could be conceived of as fluid amalgams of virtually
indistinguishable, inseparable elements. ‘User-wearers’ will also be ‘makers’ in the
sense that they generate materials and determine outcomes in the processes of
assembly and re-assembly. The produced ‘object’ will rely heavily on the heightened
feedback of biotechnology, virtual reality and computer simulation. Thus ‘userwearer-makers’ will transcend traditional boundaries of embodied subjectivity and
take up multiple positions of self-reflexive spectatorship. Individuals will operate as
networks producing themselves.
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Coded body as social object – Part 1 summary
In Chapter 1, I developed the concept of managed identity to describe the
performance of the self as simultaneously inventive and constrained within preexisting cultural scripts. In this process, jewellery is coded to signify identity by
altering the appearance of the performer in ways that can imply an almost seamless
interface between projected identity and inner self. Jewellery codes are created and
read within social networks, pre-existing personal enactments by wearers.
The starting point for Chapter 2 is the intimate relationship of jewellery to the body.
If, as Brian Turner observes, social life is about controlling, containing and
managing bodies, then the possibility of self-invention will be constrained within and
through the body. For the seminal work on the constrained body, we turn to Michel
Foucault for whom the body is a key site of discourse, power and management. In
Foucault’s writing, the body vanishes as a biological or personal entity to become a
socially constituted, disciplined artefact. The relations of power and knowledge,
within which there is virtually no scope for agency, resistance or self-invention,
produce the body. Within this bleak scenario, Foucault usefully insists that power
should be treated in terms of concrete practices.
Implicit in Foucault’s work is sense that the body, though produced and subjugated,
is also a stable entity – an object. The socialised body for Merleau-Ponty is the ‘habit
body’, which is a conduit to embodiment, a mode of knowing the world that comesinto-being from within bodily experience. It is, he says, ‘an inner necessity for the
most integrated existence to provide itself with an habitual body’. Because jewellery
is worn habitually it becomes incorporated and, to the extent that it shapes the
wearer’s body’s image, it is integral to the embodied knowledge of the social and
natural world. Taken together, Merleau-Ponty, Turner and Foucault reinforce the
notion of the body as an entity that becomes habitual and performs socially accepted
behaviours. The body is the locus of social and institutional control and the
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regulation of social habits and customs. This disciplined habitual body embodies
knowledge of the self and the world.
By contrast, Judith Butler is seeking to explain how embodied identities are
disrupted and social norms resisted. Taking up the notion of a pre-existing cultural
script, she conceptualises the body as a performative process – ‘a way of wearing
one’s own flesh as a cultural sign’ - in which the stylisation and cultural signification
of the body precedes its actual materiality. The boundaries of the body are no longer
taken as given (the body is not an entity) but boundaries are acted out as citations of
social norms, which are reinforced through this process. She proposes that identityroles can be subverted, that sexuality and gender can be played with and that
reflexive performativity can be used to challenge traditional hierarchies. Thus, the
inventive, self-managing subject is possible because embodiment is open to
reconstruction by performative actions.
Donna Haraway addresses the issues of body boundaries and embodiment by
exploring the human interface with biomedicine and biotechnology. Distinctions that
until now have been taken for granted (gender, race, sexuality) are usurped by the
breakdown of more fundamental boundaries between humans and machines. And, far
from being unthinkable, Haraway maintains that these boundaries are already
weakened by the interventions of medical science. She uses the term cyborg to refer
to a techno-patented, genetically altered organism in which the body is fused with
technological apparatus. Continually assembled and re-assembled, the cyborg’s
abstracted embodiment forms the loci for multiple and fluid emergent identities. In
this concept of a biotechnological body, the space for a self-inventive subject is
opened up precisely because the body is no longer fixed as a stable physical entity.
Hence, Haraway sees opportunities for women to re-craft their bodies for their own
end, using medical technologies to intervene in the human form.
For Butler and Haraway, by envisioning social worlds in which the conventional
boundaries and distinctions are dissolved, embodiment involves multiple identities
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and blurred boundaries between individuals (males, females) and between human
and non-human being (cyborgs, technobodies). Denying that the body is determined
by anatomy, these leading feminist theorists argue that the materiality of the body is
determined by the repeated performativity of sex-gender, and that this provides new
opportunities for social agency. Butler sees power as extended and contested through
bodily action, whilst for Haraway the body as machine breaks the traditional moulds
of gender identity.
The movement in technology, theory and science has given rise to the postmodern
techno body as a separate though progenic strand of biomedical research. The body
has become the subject of a radical sociology of body-object fusion that investigates
the regulation of the body through medical and other interventions and the extensions
of the natural limits to the body’s material form and image.
The relationship of body to object has shifted as a result of these transitions in
knowledge. However, the fundamentals of bodies as object (something we have), as
subject (something we are) and as process (something we become) remain the same.
What has essentially changed is the relationship of the body (user-wearer) to an
object, an audience and even the maker. In exploring these changes, body theory
poses a challenge to contemporary jewellers to integrate jewellery theory with
concepts of social networks and discourse, identity management and performance.
Body theory provides a compelling foundation for an interdisciplinary approach to
jewellery practice. Jewellery codes rely on the body for their meaning and value and
contemporary jewellers must understand the body deeply in order to make jewellery
that speaks.
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PART 2 – MEDICAL BODY

Contemporary medicine throws into question the limits and capacities of the body.
Medical issues and solutions that raise conceptual and ethical questions about the
body permeate the contemporary world. Implants, from heart pacemakers to artificial
limbs, blur the physical boundaries of a body. Organ transplants as well as age and
disability agendas complicate ownership of the body. This dilemma is heightened
when public discourse turns to euthanasia and forced sterilisation. The irresolute
politics of the medical body penetrates from the mainstream to the social periphery,
underscoring gender transformation and health promotion strategies that incite selftransformation through diet, exercise and cosmetic surgeries designed to shape the
body to fit cultural norms. Transformation of the body through fashion and bodydecoration is now an integral part of identity practice, and even sexual performance
is subject to medical regulation. Medicine takes the body as object, above all else, as
its subject, despite the impact medical knowledge asserts on our experience of
bodies. The body is treated as a ‘do-it-yourself’ project in which the individual is
made, put into action and evaluated as an artefact that can transcend the natural
limits of material embodiment.
Making frequent reference to the medical body and addressing issues in medical
science, body theorists draw ideas on embodiment in from the periphery with their
analyses of sexuality, gender, race, reproduction, disability, body technologies,
modifications, ageing and beauty. Foucault’s interest in the medical body arose out
of his examination of the relationship between medical discourses and the exercise of
power in societies, the link able to be observed in micro-politics (for instance, the
regulation of the body under the ‘medical gaze’) and in macro-politics (the
surveillance of populations). Following Foucault, Turner outlined a model of medical
activity and discipline, linking knowledge and power in the social distribution of
health and illness and positing this link in social evaluations of what is normal. The
moral organisation of society is inextricable from the political economy of health and
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illness. Haraway shows that the interventions of medical science have already
created biotechnical beings, hybrids of machines and organisms.
Our interrogation of medical knowledge is deepened by the work of Turner, Foucault
and Haraway who treated the body as a site for power and moral contestation. The
contribution of Merleau-Ponty and Butler to the theory of the medical body lies in
their distinct interpretations of body image and the role it plays in socialised
experience. Given that medical discourses constantly impinge on social perceptions
of normality and deviance, Butler’s concept of fluid body image and sexual
difference could contribute positively to medical science as it further penetrates these
areas of socio-biological life. Merleau-Ponty’s indirect contribution to medical
discourse lies in his treatment of body image as a static and unified phenomenon,
imprinted upon by social and personal schema that are reinforced through the habits
of embodied life. Gail Weiss observes that, in Merleau-Ponty’s work, the unity of
body image is:
… not founded upon an inner or internal unity of the body’s organs, muscles,
bones, nervous system, and skeletal structure (although these latter are indeed
incorporated within the body image), rather, it derives from the world within
which the body is always situated and in reference to which the body
continually orients and reorients itself.41
Physiological, psychological, social and cultural forces converge to create our body
image, shaping not only what we perceive our body to look like, but also how we
judge and interpret these visions. Implicit in Haraway’s discussion of cyborgs and
explicit in Weiss’ comments, body image cannot be reduced to the borders of a body
fixed by nature (or contours of skin), nor is it equivalent to the anatomical body.
Rather, it is a fluid and dynamic construct with ‘osmotic’ zones of sensitivity, within
and without the material body.42 The zone of the body includes its surrounding
space, providing safety even as its limits and shape are continually redefined by
individual, sexual, racial and cultural variables. Though medical knowledge impacts
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on our security and survival by treating the body as an object, the interventions and
regulations of medicine remain connected to, and mediated by the organic body and
its image.
As Merleau-Ponty and Haraway indicate, body image is capable of incorporating
objects. Jewellery, clothing, mobile phones, wearable technology and any other
object that comes in contact with the surface of the body, and remains there long
enough, can be amalgamated into body image. Jewellery codes the body in a flexible,
ongoing exchange with our body image. As one body image gives way to another,
jewellery can provide the key to either image, both images, or another image that is
not obvious. In the following discussion, an examination of existing medical
interventions, combined with illustrations of my own practice, raise the possibility
that contemporary jewellery could act as an interface between the medical and social
body. This historical study is divided into three groups of focus: conceit, repair and
enhancement.
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CONCEIT: Signs of the Flesh

Cosmetic improvements have long been practised as a means of attaining, or
perpetuating, perceived standards of beauty. The propensity to deform or alter the
natural shape and to mark, scar or decorate the body may be universal, but the social
implications of these practices are certainly not universal. They differ greatly from
culture to culture, whether they are ethnic traditional or modern Western. In ethnic
traditional cultures, body modification is used to inscribe the body with marks of
cultural identity. Head deformation, foot binding and tooth filing are just some
practices that are often combined with adornment – lip plates, cheek plugs or neck
rings – to indicate membership of, or differentiation within, a cultural group at
certain points in the life-cycle.43 The modified body is celebrated: its marks paint an
intricate portrait of gender, status, family, wealth and age within a shared system of
rituals. In contrast, modern Western societies have developed the ‘natural’,
unmarked, flawless body as the dominant beauty ideal, and the cultural constructs of
body modification conform to this ideal.44 Against this ideal, marks on the body –
tattoos and piercings, for instance – are no longer linked to collective social roles and
memory. Instead, they are surface signs of personal identity.

Surface Indicators
Bryan Turner examines these differences in his essay on The Possibility of
Primitiveness: Towards a Sociology of Body Marks in Cool Societies. He discusses
‘the transformation of body marks from compulsory rituals to optional decorations’
and the modern tattoo as ‘an expression of the growing individualism of
contemporary society’.45 The culture of postmodernity – one of simulation – does
not produce, permit or accept ‘authenticity’, and social signs are referential not of
substance or tradition but of their own signifying value.46 Body rituals geared
towards social exclusion no longer mark boundaries and borders, and body marking
has become simply another sign to be read within consumer culture. ‘As a means of
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cutting social meaning and membership simultaneously into the flesh,’ Turner writes,
body marking is a feature of the ‘general secularisation of society’.47
In Western modernity body rituals no longer indicated or defined gender in the
lifecycle. Where body markings were once linked to social roles and served as an
obligatory supplement to collective memory, they became reduced to an index of
cultural capital and absorbed into consumer culture and the narcissistic
aestheticisation of the body. Turner uses the airport lounge, McDonaldization and
McLuhan’s ‘hot’ and ‘cool’ communication as metaphors that highlight a
bourgeoning indifference to traditional signs of commitment. Body marks become
‘only surface indicators of identity and attachment’.48 Turner argues for reconnecting human embodiment with social processes to allow a proper realisation of
the body’s role and impact in the production of wealth and reproduction.
Judith Butler’s theory, however, suggests that even within contemporary societies,
the use of these ‘surface indicators’ may continue to play a pivotal role in the
performativity of gender-sex and difference, and the body continues to act as a key
site for political expression. She argues that the creation and sustaining of gender
roles and identities happens through bodies. Gender is ‘performed’ as the body is
‘stylized’. The body is ‘materialised’ through the experiences of pain and pleasure,
which shape its matter into form.49
Bodies ‘come to matter’ insofar as they reproduce the performances ‘appropriate’ to
their sex and for this, drag is exemplary. Drag recasts stereotypical norms of
heterosexuality, vamping them in a play on straightness, class, gender and race
conventions. Through the crossing of these categories, they are revealed as
‘phantasmic’ in nature. In Bodies That Matter, Butler refers to the documentary film
Paris is Burning (1991) about drag balls in Harlem staged by African-American or
Latino ‘men’. Encouraged to perform in the competition ball by the familial, kinship
system of the drag ‘houses’, socially marginal men in drag play out parodies of
stereotypical female personas, mimicking social expectations of how we ought to
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perform our gender identities.50 These parodies illustrate vividly Butler’s concept of
the ‘performitivity of gender’ and show how difference constitutes individuality.
Drag buys into the standard cultural contestations of beauty, even as it subverts these
norms.
Butler’s complex analysis is readily extended to cosmetic applications, dress codes
or jewellery. Jewellery offers a way to show off who we are, competitively affirming
our egos and implying our sexuality. It is perhaps the most nuanced way to express
individuality and to display recognised signs of seduction. By dazzling a viewer with
unspoken status and power, jewellery becomes a tool of sex (and, with a little
imagination, can even be a tool for sex). But, wearing jewellery to lure a ‘potential
score’ is merely a subset of its broader functions: jewellery performs gender, and can
simultaneously hide and show complex negotiations of the sex-gender nexus.
Thus, drag queens deliberately choose their jewellery to flaunt their personas and
signal desire, which can be either for another, or to be another. Flaunting and
signalling desire both have the power to overcome insecurities and the adorned (or
noticeably unadorned) body indicates and codes intention and materiality.
Philosopher and sociologist Georg Simmel talks about the social meaning of jewels
as a ‘being-for-the-other’ which ‘returns to the wearer their own existence’.51
Butler’s work shows that whilst jewellery might code our bodies for the stranger, (in
the words of Richard Klein) ‘wearing jewellery is a serious form of playing with
yourself’.52

Flawlessness
In the West, where ‘flawlessness’ operates as the dominant ideal of bodily beauty,
adornment is used to direct attention to details of the body in the same way as the
flawlessness of a gemstone is accentuated by its setting.53 Flawless beauty is always
celebrated. It arouses desire, confers power and invites conceit. It facilitates finding
and keeping sexual partners and success in employment. Indeed, the power of
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flawless beauty, as exploited in sexualised advertising, stems from its allencompassing nature. Flawlessness depends on an orderly structure with no defective
elements. This unity of elements provides a neutral base for an open-ended
transfiguration of aesthetics. To this end, even those who epitomise the flawless
beauty ideal remain in its service, as new frontiers of enhanced beauty are opened
and new fashion and style elaborations are sought. Virginia Blum notes that the
culture of cosmetic surgery highlights our desperate need to ‘keep up appearances’,
not necessarily to ‘recover lost youth’ but more as a response to celebrity culture.54
She observes, ‘the body is nothing until it’s jolted into being by the image of
something it could become – a movie star, a supermodel, a beautiful body. It’s a
body you have only when it’s the body.’55
The beauty industry skilfully markets a perception of ‘flawed’ beauty in need of
perfection, promoting cosmetic improvements as a vehicle for the pursuit of beauty
capital. Cosmetic surgery is increasingly represented as a pragmatic, healthy
response to the demands of everyday life with no particular moral or ethical
complexities, simply a choice for self-improvement. Removing wrinkles is not only
acceptable, but is almost expected in a certain gender and class. In her paper
‘Women and the Knife’, Katherine Morgan points out that ‘for many women, it’s no
longer a question of whether to undergo cosmetic surgery – but what, when, by
whom and how much. Not only is elective cosmetic surgery moving out of the
domain of the sleazy, the suspicious, the secretively deviant, or the pathologically
narcissistic, it is becoming the norm’.56
Cosmetic surgery is now in the mainstream of contemporary western medicine.57
Beauty and deformity are treated as issues interconnected with health and illness and
cosmetic surgery is subject to the same cultural priorities and political pressures as
are present in medical discourse. As we have seen through the work of Turner,
problems facing contemporary medicine are aligned with those confronting
sociology.58 Although Turner does not discuss cosmetic surgery directly, he
critically frames medicine’s role in ‘self preservation’ and ‘self-maintenance’ within
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an age consumed by ‘body-beautiful culture’.59 Cosmetic surgery, strongly linked in
its historical evolution to a medical culture of consent, reinforces the perception that
authority comes as much from patients as it does from surgeons. Both parties
collaborate to create a ‘real look’.
However, feminist theorists such as Kathryn Morgan and Susan Bordo challenge this
‘choice of the apparent over the real’.60 Morgan uses Foucault’s analyses of power
and difference as a guideline for her discussion about the choices women have as
medical subjects. Conformity, the approval of the other, and coercion, she writes, are
all adding to the pressure that leads women into elective cosmetic surgery.61 Morgan
advocates a series of feminist revolts in which ‘femininity politics’ is conducted
through performative acts in which cosmetic surgery is used to revalue the ‘ugly’ and
its mode of commodification. She envisages the parody of ‘Beautiful Body
Boutique’ franchises selling such products as ‘a whole range of bodily contours; a
variety of metric containers of freeze-dried fat cells for “fat” implantation… “skinVelcro” that could be matched to fit and drape the consumer’s body, variously-sized
sets of magnetically attachable breasts complete with discrete nipple pumps’.62
Determining whether and how we ‘age’, saying no to cosmetic surgery and accepting
an ageing body have become in themselves signs of refusal. Cosmetic surgery can be
used, or not used, as an act of rebellion in the same way that Punk subcultures
tattooed and pierced the body to jettison conventional ideas of prettiness.

Countering Beauty: The Work of Orlan
French performance artist Orlan challenges archetypal beauty ideals in work she
calls ‘Carnal Art’.63 Since 1990, she has had multiple ‘live’ elective cosmetic
surgeries as part of a multimedia conceptual project series entitled The Reincarnation
of St Orlan.64 In her most confrontational work, Orlan has altered her own face to
embody symbolic physical features from key historical painting subjects: the chin
from Botticelli’s Birth of Venus, the forehead from da Vinci’s Mona Lisa and more.65
The sum of her reconstructions – lip, chin, cheeks, brow and temple ‘bumps’ – is
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bizarre, deliberately affecting a look like no one else and underscoring the
individuality of the subject (who is also the maker).66 Orlan opposes one standard of
beauty, or indeed any notion of universal beauty, arguing that it constructs a beautyconscious conformity.67 Cosmetic surgery enables her to mount an extroverted
campaign of identity transformation, drawing attention to how media-driven
promises of glamour impact on women. Even so Orlan avoids a problematic
opposition to cosmetic surgery (which encompasses a whole range of techniques
used for medical repair). Engaging with the practice in her art, Orlan raises the
potential for a theory of feminist medical subjectivity.
Orlan places equal emphasis on the body and technology, highlighting both process
and product. Her operations are multimedia performances, open to voyeurism, during
which she undergoes only epidural anaesthetic allowing her to ‘choreograph’ and
control the surgery ‘performances’. During one portion of a five-hour surgery,
broadcast live to Centre Pompidou in Paris and Penine Hart Gallery in New York,
Orlan interacted directly with critics and audiences watching via monitors. Following
these operations, Orlan collects the equipment and waste to be re-used as relics in
subsequent work, exhibited alongside photographs documenting her bodily repair.68
Her work is highly contentious and opinions about it – particularly regarding her
intent – are polarised. On face value, her re-construction is non-conformist and antiaesthetic, representing a cyberpunk attitude towards technology – she is artist,
material, product and outcome. Her reflections on history and culture amount to an
interrogation of beauty, gender and identity issues in a biotechnical age. Orlan’s
Reincarnation series was followed by Self-Hybridation, a series of computergenerated self-portraits in which she digitally altered her face according to the beauty
codes of ancient Olmac and Mayan cultures.69 These images, through lacking the
sting of her cosmetic surgery works, effectively dramatise the relativity of beauty
values.
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Cosmetic Manipulations
The way Orlan deforms her body against the grain of conventional social expectation
appeals to me. Her work is about seeing, about clear communication of identity. She
plays on fetish and human fascination with remnants of history, using medical and
communication technologies to pose questions about the visibility of these forces.
Just how great a part conceit plays in Orlan’s work is open to interpretation, but she
certainly confronts its impact and prevalence in social attitudes. Parallel
preoccupations introduced these themes to my work at the same time, my own
experimentation beginning shortly before 1998, when I was introduced to Orlan’s
practice.
Cosmetic Manipulations was a group of works I produced as a commentary on
bodily conceit. It introduces two elements related to value in many traditional ethnic
cultures – the principle of decoration applied directly to the body or face (such as
painting, tattooing and scarring) and the celebration of age as the attaining of
wisdom. The different pieces can be read on several levels simultaneously: as
'functional' jewellery, to be worn on clothing or the body like a brooch or earring,
each piece conforms to accepted ideas of beauty and value. They are delicate,
decorative and made of gold, which proves beyond doubt that they are ‘real’. But
each piece also morphs into something else. The pieces are designed to be worn on
the face and to draw attention to precisely those disasters and defects everyone
experiences as they age – crows’ feet and baggy eyes, slack jowls and double chins,
furrowed foreheads, batty ears. Delicate gold jaws nip and tuck excess flesh, pull
folds taut and smooth, hold the ageing face in check. What was jewellery alone turns
prosthetic. Plastic surgery would destroy the sagging face these pieces act on for
value. They are a brave acceptance of far-gone beauty. But who is going to feel
comfortable with that?
This work was initially instigated by escalating moans of colleagues and friends
about their ageing facial features and our constant debate about cosmetic surgery. At
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the same time, my interests in jewellery are political. Despite its rich western and
ethnic traditional histories, contemporary jewellery seems reluctant to explore social
identity through the body. In her reading of Cosmetic Manipulations, Anne Brennan
says:
… these works, more literally than ever before, inscribe the outer, public
perimeters of the body. In this sense, they seem to take quite literally the
strategies of the contemporary jeweller. However, in placing their marks
upon the face of the ‘wearer’, they do not just describe a formal function.
They are inseparable from the particular wearer’s face, describing its
configurations, outlining the text of the passage of time upon it. Each piece
responds to the tautness of an individual’s skin, to the particular configuration
of the hollow of an eye, or the sharpness of a cheekbone. The wearer as
individual is inseparable from the operation of the wearing of these objects.70
Jewellery is about showing, about communicating the wearer’s identity. Though
cosmetic body modification exploits technology, it still seems taboo in contemporary
jewellery circles to engage explicitly with these practices of conceit. Perhaps there is
expressed in the jeweller’s silence a secret code of tact towards the wearer (who is,
after all, the purchaser). Alternatively, since contemporary jewellery practice has
evolved within social networks where the artist is star, perhaps the neglect of beauty
issues affecting the wearer is, on the part of makers, an obscure display of their own
conceit.
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REPAIR: Damage Control

Only a fine line distinguishes the appeasement of conceit by cosmetic surgery from
the repair of physical and psychological damage by plastic surgery. At their
extremes, surgery for repair is readily distinguished from surgery motivated by
conceit, but, in the middle, there are overlaps and complexities where the distinctions
are blurred.

Stigma and Morale
Plastic surgery was initially developed for the medical repair of deformity. Most
modern procedures in plastic surgery were developed in the1880s and 1890s when
they were used to reconstruct ‘saddle’ or depressed noses caused through genetics,
trauma, infection, abscesses or, most commonly, syphilis.71 There was heavy stigma
associated with syphilis and clear social costs compounded the ugliness of a
depressed nose. In attempting to correct ‘saddle nose deformity’, surgeons responded
to what was both a medical and cultural problem and, in doing so, identified conceit
and repair as sibling motivators. Moreover, these surgeons were trying to establish
themselves as responsible medical practitioners using cosmetic surgery as a
legitimate medical practice.
During World War I the use of plastic surgery was accelerated in response to
associated medical emergencies, products of hitherto-unseen forms of modern mass
warfare. Plastic surgeons gained legitimacy as medical practitioners. Trench and
airplane combat resulted in facial injuries and deformities the extent and extremity of
which required new innovations in maxillofacial surgery. Elizabeth Haiken notes that
this drew ‘general surgeons, dentists and dental surgeons, otolaryngologists and
others into the practice of plastic surgery’.72 Their experimentation led to some
notable developments, including in anaesthesis, and compelled recognition that facial
wounds were both surgical and social problems. Newly aware that a man’s
appearance was crucial to his economic status and his family’s esteem, surgeons
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committed to restoring their patients’ appearances before returning them to civilian
life. The soldiers’ need of facial repair contributed to changing public perceptions of
the interface between medicine and the body and the imperative of beauty for living
normal everyday lives.
After the war, the separation between reconstructive and cosmetic surgery was
further diminished by the medical legitimacy of plastic surgery as well as new
formations in visual popular culture and beauty culture.73 In the inter-war years,
plastic surgery techniques were elaborated to repair congenital abnormalities as well
as traumatic defects from bicycle, motorcycle and car accidents. Concurrently, a new
strand of medicine entirely devoted to self-improvement emerged. During the 1920s
and 1930s, good looks were increasingly believed to be crucial to social status,
economic success and mental health. Beauty ideals and standards were created and
promoted as essential ingredients of personality and success, created and promoted
by a new visual media culture led by the film industry and consolidated by magazine
press. Physical ‘abnormalities’ were stigmatised and associated in the popular
imagination with psychological and social problems. Cosmetic surgery was
represented as a cure for the stigma associated with physical abnormality and
medical repair came to circumscribe cosmetic activities aimed at achieving ‘flawless’
visual beauty. The beauty aspiration colluded with the surgeons’ ambitions to
promote surgical interventions aimed at achieving beauty, further eroding the
distinction between repair and conceit. Cosmetics became repair and the concept of
repair was subject to new popular and critical scrutiny.
Following World War II, enthusiastic coverage by the popular press of wartime
innovations in plastic surgery sparked a surge of interest in face lifting, prompting
discussions (by experts and non-experts) on the merits of cosmetic surgery. Where
the focus had previously been on the returning soldier, it now shifted to the wives
and mothers of men in the armed services.74 Women wanted to look young and
beautiful for their returning men. In the 1950s beauty meant youth and, while this
was often more about a certain look than an age, rigid ideas about age compounded
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attitudes on appearance. With more women working outside the home, age and
appearance became social indicators and economic determinants. At a time when
plastic surgeons were seeking out new client demographics, many middle-aged
women found face lifting to be a practical solution to ageing. Cosmetic surgery was
finally and decisively accepted as repair for morale and appearance, rationales that
continue through to our contemporary time.
The historical transformation of the relationship between repair and conceit exposes
the corresponding physical and psychological aspects of the medical body. Repair
and conceit are arranged around different beauty agendas with contradictory aims,
even if the pursuit of these agendas through cosmetic surgery manifest in the same
results in physical improvement and restoration of self-esteem. Underpinning repair
are questions of necessity and social normality: what a body needs to function for
survival, what is normal appearance, when does impairment compromise selfesteem. Deformity and disability are traditionally recognised as physical realities that
call for repair. Erving Goffman provides the classic study of stigma or ‘spoiled
identity’. He highlights the ‘attitudes we normals have towards a person with a
stigma’ and explores the ways ‘undesired differentness’ are negotiated within social
interaction.75 Goffman documents strategies used to make an individual ‘more
normal’, including medical and surgical procedures. Many writers since have
extended Goffman’s interests into disability studies. In these discussions the
importance of self-esteem for managing both a disabled body and a healthy identity
becomes apparent.76 Where disability compromises self-esteem, the restoration of
normal abilities, and with them normal self-esteem, is identified appropriately as
repair.77
It is in this elaboration, however, that the lines between repair and conceit become
blurred. Even though the normal functioning of the body is a non-aesthetic issue,
repair has always circumscribed issues of beauty aesthetics. In contemporary society,
a beautiful facade, supplemented by the appearance of youth, helps to secure a
prosperous lifestyle. Cosmetic improvement has developed not merely to enhance
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beauty but also self-esteem. This raises the question: if social pressures can dictate
the requirement of self-esteem – even beyond well-being to vanity – at what point
does this develop from a legitimate need for ‘normal’ abilities and qualities into an
excessive pride in appearance, or conceit?
One answer to this question may be that, whilst repair involves restoration of the
body to an accepted standard of existence (a norm), conceit involves the
enhancement of the body to a heightened standard (an ideal). As Susan Bordo
suggests in her essay, Reading the Slender Body, a line is crossed in the movement
from wanting normal function or aesthetics to desiring idealised versions. She
examines the ‘normalizing role of diet and exercise’ as a ‘management of desire for
slenderness’. In her feminist decoding of the ‘contemporary slenderness ideal’,
Bordo argues that the designation of social position, such as class or gender, exerts
pressure that makes young women associate the pursuit of power and control with
thinness.78 The anorexic body is perceived as the ultimate beautiful body for women
and, in the ‘double-bind construction of personality’, an ‘unstable bulimic
personality-type’ is generated as the norm.79 In this case, the ideal becomes the norm,
and what appears to be mobilised is the very relationship between functionality and
aesthetics. At what point does cosmetic enhancement become a functional
requirement of social existence? Contemporary medicine constantly establishes new
benchmarks for beauty, contributing to widespread blurring of the lines between
conceit and repair by re-inventing societal norms and ideals that define what is
‘normal’ and ‘natural’.

The Art of Dentistry
Dentistry shares with medical repair the intention of normalising the body based on
an assessment of necessities and options of self-improvement to fit social
circumstance and expectation. Dentistry offers techniques that emphasise beauty and
highlight social context. Though the evolution of dentistry forms part of the broader
development of medicine in Western history, dentistry has not always been a ‘health130

restoring’ profession. In other cultures and times, the altered appearance of teeth has
been a sign of beauty: teeth have been notched, grooved, scratched, perforated,
sculpted and coloured to achieve and celebrate beauty. In his catalogue essay for the
exhibition Symmetry (1994), Kevin Murray discusses this cosmetic display of teeth,
writing that the Aztecs often had their teeth coloured ‘red with cochineal, front teeth
filed to shard points and veneered with jade or hematite’.81 Pre-Columbian Indians of
Mexico added inlays of jadeite, pyrite, gold and turquoise. Natchez and some
Choctaw Indians blackened their teeth with ashes and herbs. Etruscan girls wore
braces as early as 700 BC.82 In medieval Europe dentistry was ‘coextensive with
grooming’ and bath attendants would pull teeth as well as cutting hair and shaving
corns. Indeed, in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, tooth-pulling was as much
a public performance as a form of treatment.83
In Western history, the profession of dentistry dates to the sixteenth century. English
documentation of professional dentistry from this period describes legal enactments,
advancement of skills, innovations in dental equipment and technology, as well as
the work of key dentists.84 David Kunzle bases his study of tooth-pulling on prints
and paintings from seventeenth century Netherlands, and comic strips and cartoons
from the nineteenth century.85 His work gives insight into the ambivalent perceptions
of dentists as medical scientists or charlatans, and shows how the depiction of toothpulling publicly moralised health. When specialised scientific training in dentistry
was set up in the nineteenth century, professional practice was viewed with suspicion
and dentistry continued to be associated more strongly with grooming than science.
It was only after World War I that dentistry became a respected medical practice. At
the beginning of the war there were no dental corps (the British Army, for instance,
had only fifteen dentists), but it quickly became apparent that the skills of dentists
were needed to repair war-torn teeth and mouths. Consequent innovations and
experimentation led to a prosperous profession, and dental education, dental politics,
and dental cosmetics were promoted as a vital part of public health. The snowballing
problem of dental decay, stemming from increasing sugar consumption, reinforced
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the corrective role of dentistry.86 Tooth decay has declined since fluoride was
introduced into the water from the 1940s, but dentists remain the most regularly
visited specialist medical practitioners. The transition of dentistry from tooth-pulling
to science over the last century has led to a new conception of mouth and teeth.
Sarah Nettleton uses Foucault’s analyses of discourse and power to bring together
her joint interests in dentistry and the sociology of health, illness and medicine.
Nettleton argues that ‘mouths, dental diseases, and teeth are not pre-existent natural
entities, but rather objects realised through the discourse which surrounds them’.87
Drawing on Foucault’s history of discipline, power and medicine, Nettleton begins
her investigation in the nineteenth century, when ‘new mouths were invented’ as an
important dimension of personal hygiene, and dentistry was created as a practice of
public health in the environment. She argues that mouth and teeth were first managed
and monitored in ‘physical space.’ In the twentieth century, this scrutiny was
transferred to ‘psychological space’ as part of a wider concern for healthy bodies,
before finally expressing in ‘social space’ and the policing of health. ‘The concerns
of dentistry’, she concludes:
… today have their origins not only in the structure of the mouth, or in the
substances in the environment, or in the mixing of physical bodies, but also in
social relationships and people’s social contexts.88
Nettleton’s analysis highlights the social invention of mouth and teeth and the belief
that dental decay is ‘mirror to social circumstances’.89 Today dentistry has moved
into forms of social customisation and is promoted as necessary self-improvement.
Bad teeth are associated with poor circumstances or chemical addiction and their
repair is considered a crucial step for sexual and employment prospects. Orthodontic
treatment is on average the greatest expense outlaid by parents for their children as
they prepare them for future life opportunities. In America, this approach was taken
to an extreme in the 1990s, when the belief that an upward shaped smile projects a
positive outlook (thus influencing teachers to pay more attention to their child) led to
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a fashion for aesthetic dentistry. Parents sought to adjust their children’s smiles.90
Today, an attractive, healthy smile with straight gleaming white teeth is a sign of
beauty and prosperity. This image is reinforced through Hollywood’s celebrity cult.
Not only is repairing teeth a pre-requisite of makeover, it is a norm. Many adults in
their 30s and 40s, who did not have the opportunity as adolescents, are now
straightening their teeth. Dentistry, no longer considered drastic medical intervention
or conceit, now falls under routine repair; a pragmatic choice ensuring healthy body
and social inclusion.

Out of Line
My interest in cosmetic dentistry grew from research for the previously discussed
work, Cosmetic Manipulations. As I explored the zone-specific targets of cosmetic
repair, I became aware that the face is not one single zone for coding beauty but
several. Cosmetic Manipulations represented a commentary on bodily conceit by
focusing on four key facial zones (eyes, nose, ears and neck) that are targeted in
cosmetic surgery. I deliberately ignored the mouth.
Twelve months after Cosmetic Manipulations was exhibited, I was invited by Kevin
Murray, a curator and writer with a keen interest in craft, to participate in a group
exhibition, Symmetry: Crafts meet Kindred Trades and Professions.91 Murray’s
concept was to form a dialogue between craft and trades by partnering ceramics and
bread making, weaving and journalism, woodwork and surgery, glass blowing and
jazz, and jewellery and dentistry. The idea had grown from an observation of close
parallels between the tools, techniques and materials of dentists and jewellers, and I
was asked to link jewellery with dentistry.
In Out of Line I was able to extend my research to the mouth, and problematise
dentistry for its role in coding beauty and reproduction. Out of Line took as its
standing point ‘anti-beauty’ – a deliberate subversion of the symmetry promoted by
cosmetic dentistry. Teeth are repaired to maintain hygiene and ease eating, but they
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are straightened to improve our smiles. We use our mouths to communicate through
talking, eating, singing. The mouth is a significant sexual zone, and our smile makes
connections with others, even seduces them. But the mouth is not a recognised site
for jewellery, a fact underscored by the refusal of five orthodontists to help me. The
challenge was then to make jewellery for teeth, and attachments to existing braces
seemed a logical solution. One orthodontist, who works more on repair than cosmetic
dentistry, introduced me to orthodontic practices and, though at first perplexed and
later intrigued, he attached braces to my own teeth. This resolved the design and
wearability issues of several pieces.
Inspired by the jewel-like scale and detailing of orthodontic components, I designed
a circular gold attachment that could click on and off the straightening-wire and hold
additional colour wires securely. Testing on my own braces, I teased brightly
coloured wire into several lines that altered the shape of my mouth. I made five
versions, each with its own playful commentary. Long-line critiques standard
orthodontic practice of forcing teeth into artificial symmetry by re-creating artificial
asymmetry. A long red line with a gold tip emerges from one corner of the mouth
suggesting a radio microphone, either for amplification of the wearer’s voice or to
record conversation. Sneer-line critiques the beautiful – actually orthodontic – smile.
A bright green line pushes the upper lip into a sneer so any victim of braces can
snigger, not only at the orthodontist but the world at large. Smile-line critiques the
cosmetic disregard for spontaneity, by the provision of a click on-click off smile or
grimace. Bright orange wires pull the corners of the mouth up or down depending
upon your mood (only available as a pair). Sport-line supplements an anonymous,
privatised dental correction with team colours, immediately visible when cheering.
Diet-line counters improvement in orthodontic bite. A purple Dracula-tooth extends
over the bottom lip, distorting the ‘correct’ line-up of teeth in the tradition of joke
accessories. And the ‘bumper bar’ can help the weight-conscious discipline their
calorie intake.
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Out of line plays heavily on what I have identified as the positive distinctions of
jewellery. Jewellery talks about and for its wearer, drawing the attention of others,
instantly connecting like-minded people and distancing others. It introduces to social
interaction its own unique codes integral to survival, attraction and reproduction. In
this tradition, the ‘lines’ are geared towards conveying social identity and difference.
They also speak in the language of contemporary jewellery: individualism is highly
valued; relationships of form, scale and colour are carefully considered; and
wearability is constrained neither by the body nor by art.
Out of line is confrontational in its anti-beauty aesthetic. Further, the freedom to
click pieces on and off allows the wearer to signal mood and attitude, offering
spontaneity that directly contrasts the semi-permanence of cosmetic dentistry. And
yet it is also cheeky, inviting discussion, playing with the sexual zoning of the mouth
and twisting the mouth’s common communicative range (smiling, singing and eating,
for instance). All models offer a contrary reading of beauty by exploiting the
symmetry strived for in cosmetic dentistry – either by using one side of the mouth
for asymmetrical distortion (Long–line, Sneer–line, Dracula–tooth), or by using both
sides of the mouth to exaggerate smiling or restrict eating (Smile–line, Sport–line,
Diet–line). Some are obvious signs of refusal: sneer, grimace, fake smile, long toot
and bumper bar. Some are signs of alliance: sporting colours, radio mike and bumper
bar. Some highlight social context: sport, music, fantasy and diet. And one focuses
exclusively on the beauty ideals laid over reproduction: slimness of the body.
The intention behind Out of Line was to give power back to the wearer. And by
highlighting the power of jewellery to hit a social nerve, these pieces introduce some
fun into a practice usually suffered as an uncomfortable and self-deflating
experience,
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ENHANCEMENT: Blurred Lines

Contemporary medicine has developed the skills to repair and enhance the body. We
have seen that repair aims to normalise the body by restoring appearance, ability and
self-esteem to an accepted standard of existence. Prostheses go beyond repair,
initially as substitutes for missing components of the body, but now evolving to
become technological supplements that extend the capabilities of the human body.
The development of prostheses in medicine can inform contemporary studies on the
interface between technology and lived bodies, providing real-world insights into the
ways in which ‘techno-objects’ might affect the body, its codes and identity
management. For example, there may no longer be a clear demarcation between the
‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of bodies. Further, new forms of ‘bionic’ enhancement are
likely to impact on social constructions of difference that, until now, have been
manifested through gender and appearance. Katherine Ott writes, ‘if the histories of
medicine, the body, and rehabilitation constitute the intellectual skin of the
prosthesis, then surely technology contributes the scaffolding’.92

Prosthetic Object and Talisman Fetish
In the history of medical discourses, prostheses are conceived as artificial body parts
created to replace missing parts of the body with the intention of restoring the body’s
basic functioning. A prosthetic object can be ‘simple or complex, homemade or
mass-produced, mechanically engineered or high-tech’.93 The history of prosthetics
can be told through the use of materials, hardware and improved understanding of
the mechanics of the body. Materials have developed from ‘ivory, leather and
vulcanised rubber in Victorian artificial limbs, to acrylic parts and power-assisted
controls used in limbs of 1950s and 1960s, to the CAD-CAM-designed prostheses of
the twenty-first century’.94 With improved materials and knowledge of mechanics,
the limits of prosthetic technology have moved beyond mimicking the body’s
appearance and functions (and many innovations in artificial limbs do still mirror
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what has been lost) to enhancing the capabilities of the human body, even creating
new functions for the body. If Haraway’s theoretical notion of cyborgs suggests a
techno-fantasy of the body, medical interventions and technological invention have
brought this fantasy much closer to reality.
Evaluating the role of prostheses in enhancement of the body raises questions about
their actual and potential functions, on the one hand, and the ethics of their use, on
the other. The questions over function include: does the prosthesis, by replacing what
the body lacks – but needs – serve as repair? Can prostheses ever really restore the
body’s ‘innate’ possibilities of movement and actions? Do they, or could they,
introduce unanticipated practices and hence constitute enhancement of the body? The
potential use of prostheses goes far beyond repair of damaged bodies, and it is this
potential that raises important ethical issues: should prostheses be restricted to
substituting missing or impaired body parts (as in the case of artificial legs, cochlear
implants and false teeth) and restoring the normal function of a body to preestablished norms? If so, how would such a restriction be implemented and
enforced?
If the use of prostheses goes beyond restoring the functionality of damaging bodies
(i.e. repair) to enhancing performance, then they contribute to realising ideals in
performance and function. In this sense, their use appears to be motivated by conceit
– albeit regarding function not aesthetic. Thus the rationale for prostheses is not far
removed from the rationale for cosmetic transformation. The replacement of a
removed breast is considered necessary for a woman’s self-esteem, yet the same
argument can be made for many other prosthetic ‘improvements’. A client does not
need silicone, liposuction or new teeth, but they are desired and desirable for
completion of self-image. Once we think of prostheses as technological interventions
that enhance and change body functions, and consequently shape appearance, we
move into the fertile domain of the technological imagination. Futuristic technofantasy is one manifestation, fetishes are another. The fetishisation of the technobody object is already grounded in popular culture: the fixation on techno body137

objects in contemporary popular imagination is part of a broader obsession with
technology and the virtual body by which prostheses become the subject of fetish.
Fetishisation is one of our basic defence mechanisms. The attraction to fetish objects
resides in certain aesthetic or material qualities but this is usually a surface
articulation of deeper drives. The fetish object often symbolises a fantasy on the part
of the user-wearer about unrealised potentials. Compulsive attendance to the object
resolves the need to exercise control over experience and desires anchored in the
past, present or future. Control is thought to be mediated through the interface
between body and object. The fetish object – whether a jewellery object such as an
amulet or talisman, a cult object like an iPhone or Ray Bans, or a sex object – stands
for the physical, emotional and mythic connection of a user-wearer to the world that
includes their body. Like the power-to-survive investment made in talisman
jewellery, techno-fantasies introduce in the prosthetic object a vision of human
potentialities that goes even beyond the body, but nonetheless responds to the basic
contradictory desire for control in a world of our own making. ‘Techno-fantasies’,
writes Don Ilhde:
…romanticize prosthetic amplifications as ‘bionic’, which theatrically are
precisely the actualization of the existential contradictions concerning
technologies.95

Stelarc: The Obsolete Body
In the forefront of exhibiting contemporary and future realities in human-machine
hybridisation is an Australian performance artist. Stelarc brings to life the fantasy of
the bionic man, inventing prostheses that are, in performance, interfaced with his
own body’s structures. In the process they test unresolved ethical boundaries and
frontiers of the medical body. For example, Stelarc has been fitted with a third
cybernetic arm controlled by his own arm, and has developed systems (such as his
Ping Body) that make his body respond to electric impulses over the internet –
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random noises and signals sent by users. He has inserted a sculpture in his stomach
that transmits visually the internal workings of his body onto a screen and he is
currently working on the implant of an extra ear.96 The vitality of Stelarc’s
performances lie in their contestation of the traditional boundaries of the body,
including dimensions of ‘ownership’ and power-limitations, thus displacing the
enduring codes and disciplines under which the body is managed and regulated.
Stelarc elaborates a theoretical position through his art: the failure of the body to
keep pace with technological change betrays its position as an object open to
redesign. Stelarc’s stated strategy is to empty the body of ‘natural’ organs and fill it
with organs of incredible performance – to ‘hollow, harden, and dehydrate the
body’.97
Stelarc’s work represents a conceit that circumvents aesthetics, treating ‘what I can
do’ as glamorous. Technology acts as an enhanced mirror image of the body, even a
virtual replacement for it. As Mary Morrison observes, the pure biological artefact is
revealed as ‘obsolete’:
… but still capable of enduring to form a new human hybrid when stimulated
by the product of miniaturised medical technology attached and/or implanted
on the body.98
How might we consider Haraway’s ideas in light of Stelarc’s work? Both deal with
the interface of technology and the body, and the techno-fantasies and fetishes that
fix on interface objects. Stelarc’s body becomes the medium to work through the
interface between body and machine. Where the body is present in Stelarc’s work it
is his own gendered, masculine body, reliant on an audience for its performativity
and transformation. Stelarc rhetorically insists that the body is obsolete, yet chooses
to feature his own body and transcendence of physical pain. Haraway similarly
thinks of technology in terms of its potential to act as an effective mediator of
individual and group control. Although they both engage in a fetishisation of techno-
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objects, there are essential differences in their critiques of body and science, perhaps
derived from their contrasting vantage points as artist and theorist.
Haraways’ cyborg body is an ungendered, theoretical proposition. At the time it was
published, the Cyborg Manifesto represented a marked departure from mainstream
images of human-machine interface, but in this departure it pointed to real
formations of the medical body that would prove of interest to feminists. Through the
cyborg, she conceptualises avenues for recoding the female body. Further,
Haraway’s proclamation that we are already cybernetic organisms builds on a
fundamental transformation in the notion of repair: the technologically-enhanced
body has become normalised. Haraway also envisages technological interventions
that disassemble gender and bodies without consolidating biologically preordained
roles and functions. This is not to say that the gendered body and its reproductive
capacities are disabled, but they are open to new configurations and alignments
projected across future biopolitical landscapes.99
In existing fetish cultures, those who have objects incorporated into the body come
together to form social networks and the objects are reified as symbols of survival.
Though Stelarc and Haraway are not concerned with aesthetic considerations, beauty
and appearance are important issues in the techno-body interface. Jewellers can
contribute insights into techno-body aesthetics because they can see similarities
between jewellery and prostheses. Conversely jewellers may gain new insights from
looking at new body zones, codes and production networks created with the use of
prosthetic artefacts.

Transforming the Body
The idea of prostheses can be inferred from Merleau-Ponty’s notion of the ‘habit
body’. He talks about objects expressing ‘our being-in-the-world’ and notes that we
change ‘our existence by appropriating fresh instruments’. For example, the blind
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man’s cane ceases to be an object; ‘rather its point becomes an area of sensitivity
extending the scope and active radius of touch, and providing a parallel to sight’.100
Elizabeth Grosz argues that the interface of technology with the body will go beyond
fetishism to the very heart of embodied management. Grosz views biology as ‘openended’ in that technologies are naturally incorporated into the body. Grosz has taken
a particular interest in ‘the body’s capacity for prosthetic extension, its capacity to
link with objects in ways never conceived before, to incorporate objects into its
bodily operations’.101 Drawing on the work of philosopher Henri Bergson, she
observes that all animals, from insects to humans, adapt found objects as tools and
ornaments to supplement their bodies’ capacities.102 For humans, prostheses indicate
the porous relations between the inside and outside of a living body, developing its
relationship to the environment. Grosz writes:
A living body is this duality – not mind and body, as Western philosophy has
conjectured since its modern emergence in Cartesianism – but a single
surface or plane, as Merleau-Ponty has suggested, that is capable of being
folded, twisted, or inverted, which may be seen to contain one side and
another, or rather, an inside and an outside, two overlapping and super
imposable ever-changing networks or strata, separated by a relatively porous
sac, an epidermal clothing or biological architecture, yet linked by practice,
action, or movement, through ingestion, incorporation, and action.103
Merleau-Ponty, Haraway, Stelarc and Grosz all seek to understand the bodytechnology interface and how these interfaces can elaborate the potential of
embodied experience. Grosz is not concerned with ‘sexed bodies’, but takes as her
starting point ‘apparently “neutral” or indeterminate accounts of human bodies
considered in their generality’.104 This provides her with a conceptual space in which
to rethink the differences of human bodies, including sexual difference. Grosz’s
work extends this idea to the negotiation of sexual difference. For Grosz, difference
‘entails the existence of a sexual ethics, an ethics of the ongoing negotiations
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between beings whose differences, whose alterities, are left intact but with whom
some kind of exchange is nonetheless possible’.105
Haraway’s and Grosz’s insights into gender bring to the fore the social ethics of
technological intervention and enhancement. I have argued previously that social
ethics have shifted historically as the body was defined and managed within medical
institutions and discourse. In contemporary society, the medical obsession with
reproductive and gender-constructive technologies has seeded public ethical debate,
at the heart of which lies arguably fallacious arguments over whether bodily
subjectivity is ‘biologically given’ or ‘produced’.
By considering prosthetics Grosz shows that biotechnology can do more than
complete an existing body image or carry a given practice: prostheses can fulfil
wholly unanticipated uses, in the process transforming the organic body and
inventing new bodily behaviours and abilities.106 Grosz thus points to the openmateriality of bodies, the ways they are worked and reworked, with objects and
technologies incorporated into bodily styles, habits and practices. In the process,
biological and ontological boundaries are being formed continually, stretched and
reformed to fit evolving norms.
In this context the negotiation of difference could move beyond reproductive and
gender issues to rest heavily in the significations of appearance. Anne Balsamo notes
that traditional and ideological narratives are deployed to invest meaning in new
technologies. For example, existing gender norms are powerful determinants behind
the appearance of the medical body. In order to gain acceptance, medical
interventions to improve, repair and enhance the body are conducted within the
cultures of ‘flawless’ beauty and ‘natural’ gender. Thus, the female body maintains
its position as the ‘privileged object of a normative gaze’, whereas the aesthetic
proportions of the male body remain a business asset.107 Balsamo writes:
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While the body is re-coded within discourses of bio-technology and medicine
as belonging to an order of culture rather than nature, gender remains a
naturalised maker of human identity.108
Nevertheless, medical technology has the potential, through its reconstruction of
bodies (appearance and materiality), to produce bodies that code gender and beauty
in unpredictable ways. Techno-body makers – whether they be the engineers who
invent new forms of technology, clients who choose their own bodily customisations
or jewellers engaged in coding the interface – must be aware of the appearance of the
body-object they create. With this awareness, the norms and values pertaining to the
medical body (i.e. conceit, repair and enhancement) will guide the fashioning of the
techno-body. Ultimately, the medical production of bodies relies on knowledge of
the body derived from decoding its organic physical form and hence these codes will
constrain the inventiveness of techno-body makers.

Head as Site
Arguably, the head poses the most significant constraint on the re-invention of
human bodies. Its primacy and symbolic value is as the vessel of the mind and brain.
In spite of the wealth of postmodern theories of embodiment, the mind is still in
control. The brain causes bodily response, produces energy, controls the immune
system, translates biochemical profile and directs skeletal movement. Human
genetics code the growth and development of the brain, though this is also impacted
upon by social and cultural factors. Together, genetics and socio-cultural factors
contribute to the brain’s software, determining how it interfaces with the
environment and acquires knowledge, language and making skills. Barbara Stafford
observes that ‘neuroscience is among the fastest growing areas of biotechnology,
spurred on by exotic new drugs and a sophisticated and rapidly advancing imagery
science’.109
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In his discussion of body modification, Armando Favarzza notes that the head
maintains an important association with two facets central to human life: aesthetics
and control:
Although our perception of physical beauty involves the total human body,
the head holds a pre-eminent place. A minor anatomical rearrangement, such
as the crossing of the eye, the elongation of a nose, or an alteration in
hairstyle, can change a person’s appearance drastically and turn beauty into
ugliness.110
We can anticipate the external profile of the head will be the key site for interaction
with an environment of increasingly sophisticated networks. The head retains its
primacy in virtual reality representations of individuals as ‘heads’.111 The head is an
image and an organising idea, becoming a metaphor for control. This is a constant
that is repeated from traditional cultures (head of tribe, state, house) to corporate
culture (command centre of multiple networks) and computer culture (which now
reflects the controlling power of the brain).

Survival Habits
Like Stelarc’s application of technology fetishism and Orlan’s critique of beauty, my
fascination with these practices of body modification led me to make a series of
pieces called Survival Habits. In these works, the technology-body interface is
reconfigured as adornment, with the head as a site for jewellery. The series
originated from two exhibition invitations. The first asked for a proposition on
jewellery in 2020 (Jewellery of the Future, Galerie Ra Amsterdam, 1996) and the
second for souvenirs of the twentieth century (Goodbye Kind World, RMIT Gallery,
Melbourne, 1999). Survival Habits speculates on techno-jewellery, both as
cyberpunk expression of high tech and as non-gendered, refined aesthetic. As with
previous works on technology, any actual technical application has been neutralised
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– though the potential for interface remains open – so there can be no confusion
about the jewellery agenda.
The first version – Survival Kit #1 and Survival Kit #2 – incorporates the Cohndom
box into a wearable survival kit of essential devices and substances. Drawing on the
cyberpunk novelist William Gibson’s concept of direct neural access to computer
memory, included in this paraphernalia is a miniature 18ct gold and coloured
aluminium brain jack. It is intended as a connection to our brain via a socket
implanted in our skull (probably behind the ear) from any computer anywhere,
allowing efficient downloading and offloading of critical information, as well as
completion of business transactions. Contrary to the time of Gibson’s vision, the
technology exists now, and I proposed that by 2020 we will carry a brain jack instead
of a computer. As this piece of technology perforates the head, we will be specific
and particular about its aesthetics; after all, we will need to look good.
The kit also contains a gold hearing device for enhanced hearing, a refined Bluetooth
technology with optional interface to an implanted telephone microchip. On a more
personal note, there is a phial of perfume containing a scent with special meaning for
the wearer (cigarettes, oil and clean air – a souvenir smell of past times). And
moments of enjoyment will be assisted by a nasal strip for easy breathing, and by a
condom. Finally, a single tablet of a wonder drug will cure anything, but can only be
taken once.
Continuing my enjoyment of Gibson’s imaginary but now plausible scenario, the
second version – Survival Kit #3 and Survival Kit #4 – attaches survival technologies
to the supporting bar of sunglasses.112 There is included the brain jack and a
microphone-hearing device. A GPS computer screen (the size of a glasses lens) can
swivel in front of one eye and there are a series of buttons for various interactive
communication technologies. In cyberpunk-science fiction, mirrored sunglasses
became the movement’s membership badge, which hid the eyes to suggest
surveillance, intimidation and anonymity. High tech has always been integral to
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sunglasses, ever since the original aviator Ray Ban sunglasses combined practical
military design with fashion. Sunglasses have become an essential ingredient of body
image, making them an ideal site for linking technology with the brain.

HubHead
HubHead is the final proposition of the series, further refining the intersection of
communication technology as jewellery. Serving as a hub around which information
needed for survival circulates, HubHead is a portable folding headband that comes
complete with brain jack, computer chip, interchangeable SIM cards and sensoryenhancement attachments. A circular eye-screen provides scrolling data; ear and
mouth attachments enable aural and verbal communication; a nasal attachment filters
against local airborne pollutants; and an antenna finger-ring enhances touch. The
proposition is that on arrival in a foreign city, a traveller would insert the appropriate
SIM card holding all the required information on the location to support the body's
movement through space. Hubhead is an attempt to transform technology and
material sensibility into techno jewellery with complementary cultural coding. It is a
contemporary tiara that anticipates a future that is almost upon us.
Jewellers may fantasise about marrying the potency of jewellery with the bodyenhancing performance of technology but, as my own experience demonstrates, the
infiltration of this arena can stall on misconceptions. Jewellery is frequently mistaken
as purely frivolous. Once the adornment potentials of prosthetic implants are opened
up, discussion turns to commercial issues with disregard for the user. I believe that if
jewellers were to engage with debates on the theory and practice of the medical
body, then these dynamics would start to shift.
At the time of doing this PhD, I had research discussions with the implant
technology designers and manager at Cochlear Limited in Sydney, mediated by a
leading bionic ear scientist at the Eye and Ear Hospital in Melbourne. The bionic ear
is perhaps the most successful technical implant to date. It is a multi-channel implant
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designed to produce hearing sensations by stimulating nerves inside the inner ear
with electrical pulses, giving the brain new signals that are heard as sounds.113 The
interest in my work grew from much earlier research exhibition pieces that had
explored the potential adornment qualities of technological artefacts such as
walkmans and radio pagers, but in particular a hearing aid. Scientists, designers and
marketing people at Cochlear debated whether the outside components of the bionic
ear implant should look like a disability device or be more decorative. In studies,
users of the implant split fifty-fifty on each side of the debate. Those who prefer the
existing device say that it makes their disability more easily recognised and
accommodated. Younger and more emotionally-secure respondents, for whom
disability was a defining factor in their identity, expressed an interest in a more hip
version of the head components. This study is mirrored by an intensifying debate in
disability studies over whether the deaf are disabled or constitute a linguistic
minority. When I was approached to redesign the outside head components of the
bionic ear, I suggested that the visible components would appeal, especially to young
people, if they referenced contemporary technoculture. This project has since stalled
on political divide, an experience that has alerted me to cotemporary disability
debates and the potential of jewellery to contribute to the social representation of
disability. These are issues I may explore in future work.
In an age where the ethics of body, reproduction and enhancement have gained
heightened attention in cultural and political life, it is easy to forget who we are and
how important our lived experience remains. Prosthetics enables us to question the
body’s limits, boundaries and even agency as improved medical science has
extended uses of the body. Jewellery, like prostheses, is linked to the individual self.
Like prostheses, jewellery can accommodate existing needs (such as status and
alignment) but also meet the need of the body to be adorned and played with. More
than this, jewellery could contribute to integrating newly formed technologies into
symbolic language and culture. In mimicking prostheses, jewellery can go beyond
adornment to value and inform the sociability of the techno-body.
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Conclusions: Repair/Conceit/Enhancement
Medical institutions, discourses, technologies and practices have shaped and reshaped the body in ways that frame and constrain the individual’s management of his
or her own identity. The impetus for medical inventions and techniques for surgical
repair and prosthetic rehabilitation was the appalling damage and suffering inflicted
by the two World Wars. Plastic surgery was initially developed for the medical repair
of disabling deformities but, to the extent that social stigma is attached to physical
deformity, disability refers to social and psychological as well as physical
impediments. Thus, I have used repair to refer to the surgical restoration of the
normal functioning of the body and self-esteem. But, in a society that places
inordinate value on flawless beauty and stigmatises normal appearance as flawed, the
distinction between repairing and conceitful procedures is not absolute.
Contemporary cosmetic surgery and some dentistry practices collude in raising the
bench-marks of flawless beauty and inordinate self-esteem and social worth.
It is a small step from repairing damaged bodies through surgical reconstruction to
the reinstating missing body parts through technological substitution. Prostheses used
to replace missing parts in order to restore the body’s basic functioning are
‘technologies of repair’. But there is no inherent technological limitation to
prosthetic invention. Prostheses do not simply mimic the body’s normal functioning:
they can enhance performance and even augment the body with new functions and
capabilities. Like cosmetic surgery, they can define and realise new body ideals,
which can, in turn, become normative in a repetition of the repair-conceit dynamic in
the medical body.
We think of prosthetics as supplements added onto the body, but medical
technologies are no longer simply stitched onto the body. They are inside the body or
more usually they straddle the boundary, part inside, part on the surface of the body
to the point where there is no definitive demarcation between the ‘inside’ and
‘outside’ of bodies. The implications of this integration are profound and
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far-reaching. The prosthetic object has always been available as a fetish symbolising
the fantasised realisation of human potential. What has changed is that now
technologically-enhanced body has become normalised – Merleau-Ponty’s ‘habit
body’ is now a techno-body and embodied knowledge is created by this organictechnological way of ‘being-in-the-world’.
In both postmodern theory and the techno-medical world, the body is no longer fixed
as a stable, bounded, physical, organic entity. Social roles and functions can no
longer be construed as biologically-preordained. That does not mean that the technobody is no longer subject to social processes that control and manage bodies so that
performative self-invention is constrained to nuancing a pre-existing script. But it
does imply that this moment in human history – this here-and-now – is generating
new social networks and opening up new strategies for managing identity with
profound challenges and opportunities for jewellers and jewellery-wearers.

The challenge for contemporary jewellery
Contemporary jewellers are challenged to integrate jewellery theory with concepts of
social networks and discourse, identity management and performance. Body theory
provides a compelling foundation for an interdisciplinary approach to jewellery
practice. Jewellery codes rely on the body for their meaning and value and
contemporary jewellers must understand the body deeply in order to make jewellery.
Medical science and the art of Stelarc and Orlan may reduce the body to an object in
order to scrutinise, penetrate, resurrect or obliterate. Yet the body is more than
simple material, object, device or canvas. In its interchange with the world, the body
is italicised as embodiment, lived and sexed. There is potential in technology to
neutralise gender, so jewellery may eventually cross the line from playing on
gendered representations of the body to actively interceding in post-gender
performativity. I suspect though that masculinity and femininity will forever be part
of the embodied subject and that jewellery will always be marked accordingly.
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We might create differently ‘gendered’ jewellery – in the same way that Butler talks
about re-crafting gender – allowing jewellery in its negotiation of difference to open
out into new areas.
We have seen with ‘Conceit’, ‘Repair’ and ‘Enhancement’, the distinction of what is
a ‘natural’ body comes into question as the body is re-enforced, re-formed and readorned. With technological interventions and medical materials, the natural body is
produced as ‘flawless’, but every body is still different. As our difference is
condensed to an ideal norm, and the body continues to be regulated by social
jurisdictions, it is jewellery that should continue to evoke the integrity of
embodiment, individual identity and social agency. It is likely that even in a ‘posthuman’ world the natural instinct for adornment will prevail and the visual codes of
objects will be amplified as more than the surface indicators of identity, enduring as
interactive links between the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of bodies. In contemporary
jewellery, this blurred boundary between body and adornment has been explored by
a handful of makers – from some in the early Contemporary Jewellery Movement,
such as Gijs Bakker, Emmy Van Leersum, through Peter Skubic, to more recent
makers like Tiffany Parbs and Norman Cherry. Their statements, often social in
nature, sometimes political and on rare occasion medical, do not yet amount to
chorus, but are rather isolated voices. Should Contemporary Jewellers use body
materiality as a source of idea, they will continue a questioning of jewellery’s
intrinsic relationship with the body. By not forgetting the body, or evading new
issues and networks that form around it, jewellers can activate a positive account of
jewellery that celebrates newly-found dialogues between maker, wearer and
audience. And, if jewellers engage with the aestheticisation of medical interface, they
will not be side-lined as technology and subcultures recode and reconfigure gender
and beauty norms. Jewellery will remain a key code for survival, an essential link
between the authentic re-production of objects and the production of subjects.
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CHAPTER TWO
CULTURED BODIES BRIEFINGS

COSMETIC MANIPULATIONS
OUT OF LINE
SURVIVAL HABITS
HUBHEAD
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COSMETIC MANIPULATIONS

Cosmetic Manipulations (ASG 1992 NGA 2000 – 2003) is a group of works
produced as a commentary on the role of bodily conceit in contemporary culture.
The principle of decorating the body, familiar to ethnic traditional cultures, is
extended into prosthetic-jewellery applications that draw focus to the ageing process.
Delicate, decorative and made from gold, the pieces conform to accepted ideals of
beauty and value. But, by drawing attention to common ‘disaster’ zones of the
ageing face, Cosmetic Manipulations celebrates bodily distinctions, exposing the
‘ideal body’ as artifice.
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OUT OF LINE

Out of Line formed part of Symmetry (IPG 1992 NGA 2000 – 2003), an exhibition
in which curator Kevin Murray sought to establish dialogues between crafts and
kindred trades.
The series includes five models of jewellery designed to attach to and detach from
the wearer’s existing braces. The different models may restore the mouth’s natural
asymmetry (‘Long-line’, ‘Sneer-line’), reintroduce to the mouth expressive
spontaneity (‘Smile-line), or emphasise the social contexts of beauty and belonging
(‘Diet line’, ‘Sporting line’). Together, the lines raise a critique of the aesthetic
conformity promoted through cosmetic dentistry. The jewellery codes contrary
readings of beauty and anti-aesthetic ideals, thus giving power back to the wearer.
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SURVIVAL HABITS

Survival Habits (GR1998 NGA 2000 NGV 2003) speculates about future sites and
directions for contemporary jewellery. A condom for protection, a gold brain jack for
efficient download of critical information, a wonder-drug for illness, memory
perfume for nostalgia, nasal strips to ease breathing – Survival Kit #1 and Survival
Kit #2 are portable collections of devices and substances imagined as necessary for
self-preservation in a future world. For the technophile of the future, Survival Kit #3
and Survival Kit #4 attach survival paraphernalia such as a computer screen and a
microphone-hearing device to the supporting bar of sunglasses.
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HUBHEAD

HubHead (NGVA 2003) continues the project to refine connections between
jewellery, communication technologies and the body. A folding headband is attached
with a range of devices including a brain jack, computer chip, interchangeable SIM
cards and sensory-enhancement attachments. HubHead thus pushes the limits to
jewellery function to meet the needs of all tomorrow’s parties.
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CHAPTER 3
AUTHENTIC RE/PRODUCTIONS
Introduction
In the modernist construction of self, individuals are unique and social networks are
made up of like, but not identical, individuals. However, as revealed through
Chapters 1 and 2, key sociologists and postmodern theorists have contested the
extent to which any individual can be unique by showing the powerful social and
cultural forces that constrain and construct identity. In my use of the concept of
managed identity, I have sided with those theorists who make allowance for
individual self-determination – inventiveness – in negotiating identity within preexisting social contexts. Inseparably linked to identity and subjectivity, the body is
similarly both unique and socially formed. The social shaping of the body is most
vividly illustrated by the incorporation of technologies that enhance performance and
enable new ‘bodily’ functions and capabilities. The techno-body is made up of
human elements, the configuration of which is unique to every individual person, and
technological elements that may be one-offs but are inherently reproducible.
Is the techno-bodied person genuinely human? Or is the individual person, like the
body inhabited, part human organism and part object? In medical discourse, the body
has been treated as an object for over a century. Our language confounds the
question: we refer to the quintessentially human process from conception as
reproduction.
In the arts, reproduction refers to the multiple production of objects derived from,
and almost identical to original objects. In this sense, a reproduction is not the real
thing. We would use the term inauthentic to describe a reproduction passed off as an
original. Thus, an authentic object is ‘one that can be proven to be what it purports to
be (i.e. the content is what it appears to be, it was created by the person who appears
to have created it and it was created at the time it appears to have been created)’.1
Clearly, authenticity is not a concept that has currency in postmodern theories of art
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and this has proved to be a tantalising contradiction for contemporary artists,
including jewellers. One basis for authenticity when considering reproduced art is
when individual makers place their signatures on copied or counterfeit works. The
art resides in the performance of signing, not in the signed object itself and the
artwork is deemed an original by virtue of this act.
In the first section of this chapter, I introduce the work of writers who have
reconsidered the relationship between signature and authenticity in an age of
technical reproduction. If, as postmodern theorists tell us, the concept of a unique
individual is itself problematic, then the value and meanings of an art-object –
including the status conferred by authorial identity – must be rethought in terms of
their social attribution.
Understanding technoculture requires a working knowledge of new technology,
science, chaos maths, drugs, street culture, and music trends. The term techno-craft is
used in this chapter to refer to objects and their production as technocultural
artefacts. The maker of techno-craft engages with the latest technical processes and
issues, applying them to the customary practices of the craft workshop. Objects
signify the times in which it were made, as well as representing makers’ authentic
ways of penetrating the worlds in which they move. Technoculture knowledge feeds
exchanges within social networks, opening up unique relations between makers,
user-wearers and shared audiences. However, it is lived objects that act as conduit
for these relations. The cultural role of the maker is hence not merely to reproduce an
object but to charge it with life. Drawing on the work of Moholy-Nagy, Walter
Benjamin and more recent theorists of cyber cities in fiction and architecture, this
Chapter looks at the incorporation of technology into lived culture, and explores the
authenticity of reproduced objects.
The questions raised are then applied to of the question of authentic identity in
subcultures, focusing on the reproduction of style and intent. The subcultural
dynamics within technoculture are an ongoing source of fascination and a source for
currency in work. I have been a voyeur of network activity, seeking to absorb signs
of authenticity into the pleasure of making, a tireless process synergized by constant
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reproduction. Developing a theory of techno-craft opens up new perceptions of
jewellery that emphasise its ornamental and functional social repertoire. This
knowledge – never complete – provides the bulwark for a practice that is reflexive
but also socially active, connecting the maker to social networks as they solidify.
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PART 1 – THE RE/PRODUCTION OF OBJECTS: Technology
The precedent for wearing technology as jewellery goes back to the 1980s.
Cyberpunk arrived with the 1984 publication of William Gibson’s sci-fi novel
Neuromancer.2 In those pages, cosmetic surgery and genetic alteration met implanted
circuitry and brain-computer interfacing. Electronics mated with high-tech medicine.
Technology invaded the body, frequently disguised as accessory. The following year
saw the instant celebrity of Donna Haraway’s essay ‘The Cyborg Manifesto’ where,
in contrast to the hybrid superheroes of simple science fiction, a literal, physical
embodiment of high-technology media-information culture was depicted.3
Technology continues to captivate us, translating the imaginings of science fiction
into reality and reconfiguring the boundaries between function and fantasy.
Discourses on technology remain hyped, from the artistic visions of the futurists and
constructivists in the twentieth century to contemporary dialogues over body
enhancement and ‘Second Life’. Today, activity around body cults, reality media,
money deals, craft works, and jewellery bling, is all framed by the key question: is it
real, is it a copy, or is it a real copy?

Multiple originals
A working knowledge of technoculture is acquired and explored through sampling.
As a maker dealing with multiple originals, I engage with the problem of how
sampling redefines originality. As a jeweller I am torn between the expectations of
preciousness and the seduction of obscurity implied by reproduction. It is likely that
this engagement forms part of the questioning that takes place in any creative
practice, but the form of questioning about authenticity orients itself differently in
this highly technological age.
Finding early expression in 1920’s futurist and constructivist movements, technology
has been a crucial subject of artistic exploitation and experimentation. Artists have
reflected on the opportunities and crises attributed to technological innovation and its
application in society, politics and war. In practical terms, technology has enabled
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new forms of production, alongside the production of new forms, including the
reproduced art object.
Looking at the parallels that exist between the potential contributions of jewellery
and music to technoculture is one of my key mechanisms for navigating concerns in
practice. In my experience, cultivating listening skills attunes the visual artist to an
often-neglected source of idea, especially as many creators of music must negotiate
the tension between performance and reproduction. For both the artist and musician,
experimentation relies on distilling questions arising out of current creative
processes. Authenticity and authorship are always key concerns in the management
of artistic identity. The movement of sound, from ephemeral performance to its
replaying and distribution, offers the jeweller a useful analogy for tracking the
performativity of a made object across diverse settings and through stages of
reproduction. Authenticity becomes a question of the object’s resonance for
individuals and groups. Reproduction technologies have the potential to
symbolically remove the ‘I’ from equations of authenticity and ownership in art
activity.
My interest in László Moholy-Nagy (1895-1946) results from his play with these
issues when negotiating different forms of technology as a source for idea. As Louis
Kaplan says, Moholy-Nagy observed in production and reproduction a series of
tensions: ‘between identity and anonymity, originality and plagiarism, necessity and
chance, authorship and resignation’.4 By focusing attention on the materiality of his
signature, and challenging the restrictions set around copyright and individual
property, he questioned the significance of the signature and developed strategies for
‘unnaming’ work.
An artist first and foremost, Moholy-Nagy used theoretical articulation as a way of
working ideas through before putting them into practice. The director of the Metal
Workshop and Preliminary Course at the Bauhaus between 1923 and 1928, he
emphasised design not as a profession but as an essential human activity.5 Reflecting
the time in which he worked, Moholy-Nagy believed that the world could be saved
through the teaching of art and design, and outlined strategies for considering art as
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an essential signifying practice. Writing was considered a crucial part of practice
and, for Moholy-Nagy, sustained the creative process even when he was going
through unstable times and was unable to work. He edited and wrote for
Bauhausbücher – a series presenting the outlook of the age published by the Bauhaus
– and co-edited with Walter Gropius.
Explorations of photography and film occupied a central position in Moholy-Nagy’s
writings.6 In the early 1920s he took up an avant-garde exploration of ideas with
photographs, photograms, photomontages and typographs.7 Moholy-Nagy outlined a
powerful critique of fixed modes of representation, believing that photography could
express more than painting, and he linked the rise of abstraction in the arts to ‘vision
in motion’.8 He attested, further, that photography had previously been used only for
reproduction, rather than as a creative medium.

Production-reproduction
In 1922, early in his career, Moholy-Nagy began to develop his theory of productionreproduction. He wrote,
Since it is primary production (or productive creation) that serves human
construction, we must strive to turn the apparatuses (instruments) used so far
only for reproductive purposes into ones that can be used for productive
purposes as well.9
He applied this idea to three areas of research: the writing of the gramophone, film
and the phonogram. Moholy-Nagy’s experimentation with sound and music,
although of particular resonance to the arguments in this thesis, was only a starting
point to his broader investigation. His idea was that by engraving symbols onto the
record, without the implementation of any musical instrument, the composer could
turn a mode of reproduction into a new production language. Starting with a scratch,
Moholy-Nagy envisioned the conductor creating ‘through the dismemberment of
wax or vinyl copies’.10 A premonition of contemporary sampling, ‘the player
becomes a bricoleur who plays off pre-existing materials and exposes their
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productive possibilities for replays and reinscriptions, that which feeds back into the
system’. Out of re-creation comes the ‘creation of music’.11
Moholy-Nagy’s next move was to aim for a greater subversion of the traditional
concept of music by introducing more feedback. Either by pressing or re-pressing the
wax plate for replays, or scratching directly onto the record to create interference
with the soundtrack, the graphic relationships may be transposed into the language of
acoustics, creating improvisations and unexpected effects. Thus:
… in risking significance, this sound – reproducing the production of
reproduction of production, etc.– might result in echoes and feedback
(‘acoustic effects’), which, without any new instruments, overload ‘the very
concept of music itself.12
Moholy-Nagy’s idea of transposing scratches into a productive-reproduction of
sound led him to consider how the initial making of scratches, consolidated into a
system, might constitute a form of handwriting – a scratch writing, a musical
alphabet, or ‘Ritzen-Handschrift’.13 This brought into his theory of productionreproduction the problematic of invention. Louis Kaplan notes,
… in traditional terms, the question of invention gives original credit where it
is due. In the history of technology it is always the question of coming first,
or of successfully establishing the claim of coming first. The credit of
originality is attached to a proper name, author, or an artistic practice. The
inventor obtains the patent by putting down the primordial signature and
receives copyright.14
The constant use of the prefix re- (as in ‘re-invention’ or ‘re-signing’) in MoholyNagy’s writing, paralleled by artistic practices of ‘detaching’ the authorial subject
from the work, contributed to his exposition of the problems in the copying of work
and its marking by signature.15 Every signature re-invents. The signature discloses
new names, dates, places and times even as it protects the secrets of creativity and
the provenance of original authorship. Art history evolves on the basis of an
immortalisation of signatures as artefacts – a practice that is pursued by the
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contemporary designer through the ‘named’ object. Providing a broader analogy,
fingerprints have been turned into an economy of signs that use the body for identity,
these signs being ‘immutable realities’.16 The signature gives life to the identity of
the author, but in doing so delivers it up for deconstruction and, in this way, stands as
an indication of a double-writing.17
Moholy-Nagy maintained that the signature, which ‘authorizes and guards against
artistic duplication’, endangers the biographical subject and his work of art by
opening up the risk of forgery and doubling of artistic signature.18 Productionreproduction provides new space for makers testing the limits of ownership against
the laws of copyright (replaced with the right to copy). Also tested are the
restrictions around property rights and plagiarism. Moholy-Nagy’s abstract
photogram self-portraits are ‘signature works that introduce a practice of masking the
subject. Utilised are tactics to “unname” or “misrecognise” the autobiographical
subject.’19 The artist’s primary interest is the loss of connection with the identity of
the signer of the work. The signature can be detached from the field of
representation, its reference to the author and personality removed, the work thus
yielded by an anonymous hand.
These works represent, in the age of intensifying technical reproduction, relatively
early reflections on the transformation of the art-object. Moholy-Nagy’s work, while
exposing the productive capacities of reproduction and the potentials in technology
for sampling and idea development, deliberately pushed the ethics of copying. There
were many charges of plagiarism brought against Moholy-Nagy throughout his
artistic career, and he was accused of ‘avant-garde leap frogging’.20 His response was
to claim he experimented ‘under the influence’ of originality – that is, his
‘plagiarism’ was a perverted form of borrowing.21
For myself, a key attraction of Moholy-Nagy’s early media work is his double-play
with signature. With his experimental scratching onto vinyl, Moholy-Nagy develops
a process of sampling in making. The sound object is made to point to its producer,
but at the same time the question of the object’s source of originality is
problematised. In Moholy-Nagy’s case, there remains a tension between his
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willingness to remove the author – to move attention away from ‘the I who makes’ –
and the fact that he actively sought to place his own authorship over that of others
through a seemingly obsessive sampling of ideas.
Keeping this in mind, I am led to question some of my own working assumptions
and priorities and, in the process, encounter traps familiar to contemporary jewellery,
even to creative practice more generally. At what point does an artistic identity
override the idea? Can the maker’s signature ever be completely removed from an
expressed idea? And, more pointedly, what is the significance of intention in
making? My own fantasy of anonymity in practice stems from a desire to liberate the
meanings of each jewellery-piece, to observe its performativity as a lived object and,
on this basis, to space for experimentation. The performance of the object in context
– through its production, reproduction and circulation – is more crucial than
recognition of the author. Authenticity happens in a moment of time and then it is
gone. Contemporary jewellery has been characterised as ‘author jewellery’ because
its focus tends to lie on the maker as artist.22
I recognise nonetheless that even where intent in making is to deal with the object as
social artefact, recurring expressions of ideas, techniques or materials inevitably
translate into signature. In my own case, the recurring use of the doughnut form has
arisen out of a constant decision-making process, one every maker goes through
when exploring ideas. Though I am not the inventor of the doughnut, an anodised
doughnut bracelet has become authentically mine. It is an original creation and a sign
of my identity. Even when I choose to mass-produce it, the copies constitute multiple
originals – mass-produced one-offs.

Discontinuous sampling
Techno refers to the pulsating beat of contemporary electronically-mastered dance
music and, by association, this term evokes the practices of sampling. Moholy-Nagy
is the neglected progenitor of sampling in music as we know it today. Historically,
techno music evolved from the black electronic house music of Detroit and Chicago,
where DJs began using whatever primitive equipment they could lay their hands on
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to aggressively mix records, add their own electronic percussion and produce tracks
of samplings. Changes in technology made it possible for mass-networks of artists
and producers to converge on the basis of new musical expressions in which
established ideals of originality, authenticity and music production were no longer
valued. As Adam Brown writes in his discussion of the democratisation of the
musical experience, ‘sampling does produce original music, but it does so partly by
copying, appropriating, changing and reconceptualizing previously recorded
sounds’.23
The most influential recording artist in sampling and the pioneer of ambient music is
Brian Eno. His work responds to ‘Muzak’, the widely-heard backing music playing
in public spaces. Eno’s compositions read like scrapbooks: samples of sounds from
natural and industrial life are combined ‘not as a particular set of sounds one listens
to but rather a space one breathes’.24 Douglas Rushkoff explains that Eno’s songs are
without beginnings or endings, but have ‘extended moments – almost static
experiences’.25 As much as these moments are infused with Eno’s signature, it is a
signature that only indirectly marks the hand of the producer. Eno speaks of ‘riding
the dynamics of the system rather than attempting to control things with rules and
principles’.26 His recording techniques become as much his guides as his tools, and
he ‘surfs’ his pieces, cutting, pasting, dubbing and overdubbing. The author is
removed, leaving the music to resonate and takes its performative value within the
site of its reproduction.
Eno works in a technoculture heralded by Moholy-Nagy. Through sampling,
technology opens up new ways of working and enables the creation of genres fixed
in production-reproduction. Appropriation and sampling are indicators of pop
cultural production and, in turn, the digital sampling music computer is potentially a
postmodern musical instrument. For as Andrew Goodwin says, this technology can:
… digitally encode any sounds, store them, and enable the manipulation and
reproduction of these sounds within almost infinite parameters, thus eroding
the divisions not just between copies, but between human and machineperformed music and putting authenticity and creativity in crisis.27
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Does sampling allow scope for endless originality? Can the sampling method of
turning copies into originals provide contemporary jewellers a mechanism to reach
out to wider audiences, play with ideas and forge authentic connections to wearers?
Every technoculture advance is sampled for new ideas. Initial inspiration comes from
small communities formed into movements. Technology is appropriated as more
than a mode of representation, but as a force for interactivity and a medium for
political expression. House culture, for example, is based on tribal communities
separated from the main culture; it represents organizations of people unified and
democratised by the fusion of music-performance practice and technological process.
Rave culture drew on chaos maths theory of ‘phase locking’ to describe the
phenomenon when ‘thousands of like-minded young people on the same drugs, in
the same rhythms dance to the same 120-beat-per-minute soundtrack’.28 According
Through ‘phase locking’, various cells of an organism will ‘work harmoniously’ into
‘linked cycles that promotes a single interdependent organism’.
The discontinuous music sampling of house and techno music trains dancers to cope
with a discontinuous reality, and this experience provides the basis for multi-faceted
political engagement. What started out as an underground reaction to homophobic
American society was reinterpreted in England as ‘Acid House’, which met the
‘failings of work-ethic-based, over-industrialised twentieth-century society’. As a
subculture, Acid House inverted conventional work-a-day society by staying up
through the night and sleeping in the prime time of day.29 In each of these
manifestations, the cultural networks of techno-music carved a social space outside
the traditional hierarchies of the music industry and disrupted local social and
political order.

Reproduction of value
Techno started as political but has been absorbed into the mainstream, a common
fate of artistic movements that start as collaborative networks driven by strong egos
with resistant agendas. Once the parameters for artistic statement are set, repetition
of ideas evolve into style and lifestyle. The revolutionary becomes the everyday.
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Even the Contemporary Jewellery Movement, while fostering a democratisation of
jewellery codes, sought identity by elevating the status of the maker rather than the
object and lost its radical spirit. The political status of art depends upon the author’s
relationship to the object and, though intrinsically political in its performance,
jewellery is not a natural vehicle for overt political statement.
Moholy-Nagy concentrated on the maker’s relationship to the object and he was
severely criticised for not being political enough. Any discussion on technology must
include Walter Benjamin’s ‘The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological
Reproducibility’.30 Here, Benjamin outlined his political interest in the audience’s
perception of the art-object. At the time of Benjamin’s writing, technical
reproducibility was a dominant cultural theme carrying political overtones.
Benjamin’s positive evaluation of film, radio and photography provided a
counterpoint to other cultural theorists of the time, such as Martin Heidegger and
Theodor Adorno.31 In his seminal essay, Benjamin pointed to transformations in the
meaning of the art-object through the historically intermittent, though intensifying,
shift to technological reproducibility. The attributions of authority and authenticity –
which Benjamin identifies as the ‘aura’ experienced in the presence of a natural or
art object – are displaced. The resonance of reproduced objects for expanding massaudiences no longer resides in their intrinsic cultic value, their ritual use and singular
originality. Benjamin describes the decay of ‘aura’ and the disappearance of
‘distance’ figuratively maintained between a viewer and the object of their desire.
The technique of reproduction detaches the reproduced object from the
domain of tradition. By making many reproductions it substitutes a plurality
of copies for a unique existence. And in permitting the reproduction to meet
the beholder or listener in his own particular situation, it reactivates the object
reproduced.32
The loss of aura equates to a tectonic shift in perception accompanying the historical
transformation from cult object to autonomous artwork. Art that has no original –
that is not already a reproduction – cannot be degraded by reproduction, for the
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experience of it remains actual. There is no longer a distinction between original and
copy, and the work of art ‘reproduced becomes the work of art designed for
reproducibility’.33 Benjamin reinforces this point with an example of the multiplicity
of the negative and print in photography, for which there is no ‘authentic’ original.
The viewing experience, and with it the criterion of authenticity, becomes political.34
Benjamin was particularly interested in the evolution of visual technologies, from
painting to photography, theatre performance to film. With ‘new’ media, the
techniques of production are montage, distraction and reproduction, met by new
measures of audience participation and engagement. New media put mass-audiences
in contact with new representations of reality, eroding the distance of aura and
demanding only absent-minded attention. The question of distance is drawn out
through comparative analogies looking at the client relations of the cameraman and
the painter, the surgeon and the magician.35 It is bodily integrity that figures here.
Magicians and painters work in ‘natural’ proximity to their subjects: magicians heal
by laying hands on the body and painters are physically close to their subjects.
Cinematographers, by contrast, are like surgeons in their ‘penetration’ of their
subjects. In their representations of virtual and actual realities, new visual
technologies can be surgical and ‘emancipate the work of art’, which Benjamin
believed was the entitlement of audiences.36

Postmodern responses
Benjamin’s essay, written between 1935 and 1937, was not available in English until
the early 1960s.37 In the shadow of Vietnam era politics, the article was taken up to
explain the vulnerability of art to loss of aura continuing under a paradigm of
technological dominance in counter- and mainstream activity. The adaptation of art
to these new cultural energies was based in the exploitation of post-War social
networks where the multiple was a natural means of expression. Social analysis
turned from a focus on mechanical reproduction, totalitarianism and liquidation of
tradition, and moved to the analysis of cultural dynamics present in mass movements
and culture.
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Saul Ostrow writes:
What mechanical reproduction has done is to give the masses access to an
open ended exegesis on patterns of variation and change, and in return the
consciousness of the masses has been made accessible.38
With the emergence of postmodern dialogue, Benjamin’s observations on the
reversal in the roles of art and audience gained new currency. In art theory and
practice, art was accorded the status of political device and commodity. Pop art
adapted to the conditions and values of mass production – such as standardisation,
reproduction and commodification – by challenging the response of art to culture.
Andy Warhol is exemplary: operating from the position of celebrity, he
deconstructed the concepts of artist as author and author as originator. His aesthetic
featured socially loaded imagery and betrayed more concern for the process of
reproduction than the art product. In its production, Warhol used teams of assistants
who were independent in their output, whilst distribution decisions were often left to
a network of friends, colleagues and curators. Warhol’s images were originals even
when already reproductions, and commodity became both his subject and form.
Warhol thus articulated a new logic to calculating authenticity that straddled art,
cultural and economic production.39
The dynamics of social questioning that played out in the post-War period
underscored the founding of the Contemporary Jewellery Movement. Early
contemporary jewellers were working within new social networks where connections
were being formed between art, fashion and design. As cited, these jewellers
intentionally challenged the long-term traditional value codes of jewellery by
democratising materials and deflating jewellery as a status symbol. The agenda of
the movement thus took on decisive political hues. Contemporary jewellers
refocused the ‘aura’ of the jewellery-object from precious materials to personal
association. Economic and democratic value was attributed to all kinds of materials.
Working from a modernist perspective, contemporary jewellers sought to take the
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elitism out of jewellery and make it accessible as a source of mass enjoyment and
reflexivity. Nonetheless, in their play with tastes and idea, these jewellers
consciously sought to retain the aura of jewellery in their work.
The correspondence between ways of thinking and working that characterise these
Modernist endeavours – not only in jewellery but in many creative enterprises – can
only be made fully visible from a postmodern, or relativist perspective. Today, cult
value can be amplified by mass production technology: fakes are made as
‘themselves’, they are not a substitution but an addition. Deyan Sudjic’s text, Cult
Objects, draws attention to the processes by which cult status is attached to massproduced designer objects by providing a huge array of examples, like the original
1926 Rolex Oyster watch.40 More specifically with regard to art, the value or ‘aura’
of a ‘work of art’ is now measured more by its ‘exhibition value’, thus giving
‘authenticity’ a new function and location.

Technology and techno-jewellery
The debates over authenticity and reproduction, focused on the interrelationship
between multiple copies and the original, have followed the integration of
technology into, as opposed to separate from, life. Technology has become the force
and the means for art permeating life. In this medium we invest visions of the
present, and future possibilities.
For Benjamin, the camera and film enabled new directions and discoveries for
human imagination by making the ‘invisible visible’:
…by the close-ups of the things around us, by focussing on hidden details of
familiar objects, by exploring commonplace milieus under the ingenious
guidance of the camera, the film... extends our comprehension of the
necessities which rule our lives [and] it manages to assure us of an immense
and unexpected field of action... The camera introduces us to unconscious
optics as does psychoanalysis to unconscious impulses.41
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As architectural critic Christine Boyer notes in her book on CyberCities, Benjamin’s
work on technical reproduction offers powerful tools for understanding how the
individual interprets the new and adapts it into reality. The mechanical techniques of
production allowed ‘spectators to be creators, to be experts; they taught them to
understand how images were constructed - that is, to explore their logic of expression
- and thus to know the machine’.42 For the modernists, this shift in perception was
essential to the experience of modernity and the metropolis at the turn of the
twentieth century, and manifested in many forms of representational activity. The
dynamics of motion in a city – graphics, typography, photography, sound – were
captured by the movie camera.43 The city has been a major focus of modernism, from
the Futurists’ use of machine metaphors as a dynamic model for industrial way of
life to architects’ use of new materials and streamline form as an expression of the
modern age.
Boyer develops the position opened by the modernists into a discourse on how the
postmodern city has developed into a ‘CyberCity’, where the experiences of space,
time, communities and networks are mediated by ‘virtual’ technologies. She draws
comparisons and contrasts between the machine age of modernism and the
information age of postmodernism, working on the assumption that ‘the machine is
to modernism what the computer is to postmodernism’.44 The computer has
revolutionised our world and become the new paradigm, not only by replicating and
storing our thought but also by fundamentally re-orienting our ways of doing and
being, our networks of production and communication. Technology now mirrors,
intersects and shapes our experience of dissonant realities, and the boundaries
between the natural world and its social constructions have dissolved. As N.
Katherine Hayles explains:
The idea behind these technologies is to create a feedback loop between the
user’s sensory system and the cyberspace domain, using real-time
interactions between physical and virtual bodies... Stimuli go in both
directions. 45
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Once again, we encounter William Gibson’s account of cyberspace from
Neuromancer. Gibson’s work is contemporary realism coloured with technosocial
artistic vision and concepts. As it is commonly known, Gibson perceived from
watching video game ‘freaks’ that the space behind the computer screen is as
interesting as (even more significant than) the space in front of it. His narrative maps
the cyberspace of the computer onto the physical space of the city and attaches a
romantic appeal to the ‘outsider’ street-culture of the 1980s.
Gibson set his novel in the future but he has little concern for, or knowledge of, the
actual mechanics behind new technologies. Neuromancer’s appeal lay in Gibson’s
innovations of aesthetics. This applies equally to the actual qualities of his writing –
his artistic vision – and the qualities of the fictive plains he describes (including
places, plots, characters and so on.) Evoking postmodern concern with the blurring
between art and life, Gibson questions the real world and asks how art is absorbed
into that world. Art is revealed as a social process. One of Gibson’s significant
innovations is to show how technology is applied to the fusion of art and life in the
virtual age. The city no longer has any imaginable form or definable boundary. It is a
cognitive map of information and simulation. In the experience of the city, there is
no discernible separation between signs and objects, images and originals.
Everything is delivered for reproduction. Where the posthuman dominates, there is
no nature – in effect, representation becomes reality. Thus, Benjamin’s notion of the
collapsing distance between audience and art is elaborated into a contemporary popculture discourse.
Gibson’s importance, for my purposes, lies in his use of technology interfaced with
the human body and the potential this holds for conceptualising such an interface in
jewellery. His writings resonate strongly with my own engagement on street culture,
as both voyeur and sampler. Street culture is the shorthand for a rich variety of
contemporary cultural activities and objects experienced in the everyday. It
circumscribes interpersonal communication in a mass society where signs may be
worn and seen at large or experienced intimately and at random. Street culture is
where the invisible resides, and what is visible may not always be ‘real’.
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She held out her hands, palms up, the white fingers spread, and with a barely
audible click, ten double-edged, four-centimetre, scalpel blades slid from
their housings beneath the burgundy nails. She smiled. The blades slowly
withdrew.46
Gibson’s imagining of technology as wearable and as part of the body has a
jewellery sense to it. The Neuromancer character ‘Molly’ introduced me to the idea
of the cyborg body and initiated my interest in the marriage of jewellery and
technology. My observation that, in street life, everyday technology creates the effect
of jewellery resulted in a body of work in 1989, entitled …and does it work. This
work elaborated on the reality of the worn object in everyday life, exploring the
relationship between wearers and objects. I designed several pieces that emulated
real, everyday objects, such as security passes, glasses hung round the neck, a lapel
microphone, a hearing aid, a radio pager and a hospital bracelet. The initial
inspiration came from the first Walkman piece: a common-use object that created it’s
own decorative aesthetic when worn on the body.47 When the Walkman was first
released on the market in 1984 I was living in Hong Kong. There, every man,
woman, and child could be seen wearing Walkmans with bright orange foam disks
on their ears. They were simply everywhere and I was immediately taken by their
earring quality.
This marked the beginning of a new era in unconscious adornment. With the
proliferation of devices, like mobiles, MP3s, cameras and organisers, a new world is
being shaped through communication, health care and lifestyle. Clothing has offered
an ideal way to wire directly into evolving networks and culture. The possibilities
opened by the adaptation of clothing as wearable technology have provoked
exploration into materials, construction techniques and applications. These range
from military uniforms (for protection), to corsets (for enhancement) and spacesuits
(for travel). Designers and engineers, scientists and chemists, and artists and
technicians are today implanting a host of technologies, cyber-aesthetics and
functions into wearable items.
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But jewellers aren’t doing the same thing. Broadly, jewellers have used technology
as a research tool for new materials (anodised aluminium, industrial plastics) and
techniques (electroforming, laminating, injection moulding, computer-aided
modelling). Technology helped fulfil the skill-oriented ideals of the Contemporary
Jewellery Movement and supplemented the status of their output as art-objects.
Yet, contemporary jewellers continue to bypass technology as a strategy for ideas.
Jewellers tend to see technology as functional not ornamental, and jewellery as
ornamental not functional. These inhibitions in vision are confounded by a lack of
financial resources and ready access to state-of-the-art technologies. Whereas fashion
and industrial design have developed dialogue between designers and technologists
to bring experimental ideas to fruition, contemporary jewellery has stopped short of
forging corresponding connections.48 There are some signs of change, spearheaded
by a handful of universities that link art and design students with IT media labs and
science technologies.49 But once students leave it becomes difficult for them to set up
necessary connections with multimedia and science research industries. Computer
savvy makers adopt the Internet for promotion, marketing and networking, reaching
out to larger ‘hipper’ audiences, but in this use of technology ideas are generally still
about style rather than invention.
Cyberpunk envisaged a present in which electronic and medical technology
surrounds us and influences every aspect of our existence. Our bodies are beginning
to be translated into digital information. High-tech medicine is moving to cyborg
medicine and the human body is being digitised and modified by increasingly
sophisticated instruments and systems. These include artificial implants, embedded
electrical stimulation systems, exoskeletal prostheses and self-powered cybernetic
limbs. Though cyberpunk has almost disappeared as a subculture, medical science
continues to perforate the body, opening up potentials for wearable technology and
new sites for jewellery.
The prevalence of new inventions in wearable technology has begun to narrow the
gap between function and ornament. There are now watches that monitor bloodsugar levels by analysing the chemistry of perspiration. The same technology could
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be adapted to identify other chemical imbalances in the body – we may soon see
Olympic athletes wearing such devices. Garments able to diagnose and administer
medication through the skin without the wearer noticing have already been invented.
Why is there not similar innovation in jewellery, when technologists and marketers
have already begun to exploit and extend jewellery’s unique identity codes? The
Apple iPod Shuffle, and now the smaller clip version, offers the wearer an
individually programmed digital world of sound in a crisp white hip device. It is a
successful piece of techno-jewellery.
The archaeologist Peter Roe argues that ‘since both technical and aesthetic
behaviours often involve the manipulation of materials, the traditional distinction
between “art” and “technology” can be bridged by the notion of style in technology.
There are multiple ways of achieving any technical solution, not just one “optimal
solution.”’50 Here then is one potential solution for marriage between aesthetics and
technology: a new race for jewellery – ‘techno-gadgets’ or ‘cyber jewels’ – not
ornament or function, not precious or common, but high-function adornment that is
both precious and common.

Authenticity in techno-jewellery
Can an object that achieves this marriage of ornament and utility be considered
jewellery, or does the inclusion of function negate jewellery codes? What is at stake
here is the authenticity of the object and the subject. Self-expression through
technology reflects a set of relationships: nature to machine, message to medium,
artist to producer, audience to mass-culture. The traditional view of authenticity,
which emphasises the original and the signed, presumes an old-fashioned model of
direct communication and production. All technocultures operate through the use of
objects and generate reproductions. Attitudes change as technological advances open
new possibilities. The common implication that technology, by its opposition to
nature is always fake, is now the subject of serious challenge, not least by the work
of theorists like Grosz and artists like Eno. I contend that an authentic reproduction is
defined by virtue of its performativity, which allows it to be adapted for diverse
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types of authentic use. If a piece of technology such as the iClip is worn as jewellery
(consciously or unconsciously) then its status as jewellery is authentic. This suggests
a strategy for bringing authentic reproduction into contemporary jewellery practice.
Technology impacts the authentic reproduction of objects in three ways. First, by
opening new opportunities for creative expression and dimming the aura of the
original. Novel paths to navigate the ownership of objects and ethics around copying
and signature are created. Second, technology facilitates invention in ‘artificial’
production, bringing into reality previously unimagined or unrealisable aspects. And
third, technology affects audience manipulation, preserving power patterns but also
providing a source for resistance. These three points are elaborated in the following
discussion through three jewellery examples, all of which express with diamonds
‘forever’ codes of love, commitment and survival.
The question of authenticity in techno-jewellery overlays existing concerns pertinent
to traditional jewellery about mechanical reproduction. The complex issues in artistic
production – what, or who, are the source of the work’s authority – underlie the
enduring obsession with aura in jewellery. Despite the slow revolution in
contemporary jewellery since the 1960s disillusionment with materialism, the
mainstream jewellery industry still controls mass taste. Economics still dominates
the culture of jewellery. For example, the cult and commercial value invested in
precious stones rests on a legal sleight of hand because diamonds are nowhere near
as rare or precious as traders make out in order to tightly control the market. For
those perpetuating and invading this market, technology has extended the capacity
for ‘copies’ and ‘real copies’. There are degrees of reproduction. Take a single
diamond and platinum ring as a template for the original. There is the ‘real copy’ that
is made to be indistinguishable from the original. There is the copy that affects the
same look but with cheaper materials. And there is the obvious copy. Further,
technology has introduced the capacity to build a synthetic diamond (though to date
the cost remains prohibitive).
How is authenticity defined across a range of copying processes, and can the
authentic characteristics of the original ever be preserved in the derivative item? This
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question cannot be answered by looking solely at the production and materials, for
much of the answer lies in the personal signification, memory and meaning of the
particular piece. Indeed, as soon as cultural, emotional or cult significance is attached
to a piece of jewellery, its value increases beyond the cost of the product and its
basic worth. Again, for example, the diamond ring is gifted as a sign of love and
commitment. The authenticity of the object will depend, in part, on perceptions
formed in its circulation within networks. There arise such questions as, if a ring is
lost or replaced, how is the replica seen to relate to the original? Does it carry the
meanings of the original piece, or is it inauthentic? An inherited ring that is
consciously altered may still be considered the authentic original, even though it no
longer possesses original form; conversely it may not. This form of contextual
interpretation interferes not only with consideration of the authentic reproduction,
but is expressed in its innovations. A final example is that technology now delivers
diamonds made from the ashes of the departed: diamonds are forever.
Technology enables ‘artificial’ production, bringing into reality original new forms,
elements and genres that are ‘naturally’ impossible. But even here, authenticity
traverses the object and its use. Recently, the fusion of life sciences research and
jewellery has given rise to biojewellery, an example of which was introduced in the
previous chapter. Nikki Stott and Ian Thompson from the Royal College of Art and
Kings College (London) created biojewellery rings for couples cultivated from their
DNA. Within the laboratory cells are cultured into osteoblast cells then seeded onto
ring shaped scaffolds. After six weeks, the rings formed into new bone mineral are
electroformed with a layer of precious metal.51 This is a rare example of
contemporary jewellers, aware of the intimate coding of rings for couples, exploiting
new possibilities in technology, current obsessions with genetic modification, and the
investment of the self in the exchange of rings. These rings are authentic in
invention, mirroring nature’s own materials and processes of reproduction.
Moreover, intersecting cultural value and personal significance in their use, these
rings are authentic as jewellery.
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Last the Blast
In Last the Blast, I created jewellery that uses technology as a source for idea. In the
tradition of contemporary jewellery, research and technology was integral to
resolving the materials, size, form and function of a jewellery object that could
survive a bomb blast. However, in this case, science and technology was integral to
the conceptualisation of a jewellery piece that responded to living in a dangerous
technophile world and was able to be mass-produced. The project required input
from a range of specialists. The expertise of a material scientist, a forensic scientist, a
mathematician and an explosives expert contributed to the conception of a small
wearable object, the size of which also presented significant design constraints. The
final design ended almost the same size of an iPod Shuffle (suggesting ready
wearability) and alludes to army dog tags, airplane black-box data protectors and
memorial jewellery. A stainless steel shell, filled with ceramic insulation fibre – the
same as that used on NASA space shuttles – houses two titanium message tags, one
inscribed with key details of the wearer, the other with a personal message or
security code. The structure is sealed at its ends with ceramic cement and marked
with a fingerprint.
Hung from the neck, Last the Blast offers an unsuspecting bomb victim the last
opportunity to send a message to their loved ones.

The authenticity of reproduced objects - Part 1 summary
Last The Blast is an artwork that is about jewellery. It uses jewellery codes to evoke
the intimacy between people who love each other – an intimacy that, like its hightech materials and personal identifiers, will survive the blast.
As Walter Benjamin showed, the aura of original works of art emanates from the
distance between the object and its author and their audience. For Benjamin,
technologies of reproduction diminish this distance between viewers and the objects
of their desire. Viewers’ experience of the authority and authenticity of the artwork is
diminished by the accessibility of the reproduced object. The authority of the original
artwork derives from the creativity of the artist, signified by the imprint of the artist’s
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body in the form of the handwritten signature. The aura of the work of art is
inextricably linked to the authority of the artist. The signature is testimony to its
authenticity – the object is what it purports to be, a direct and unique expression of
the creativity of an extraordinary but absolutely human individual.
The imagination and political engagement of twentieth-century artists like MoholyNagy were fired by the destructive technologies of horrendous wars and the
generative technologies of medical intervention, social reconstruction, modern
manufacture and broadcast communication. For Moholy Nagy, artists could respond
to the new technologies by turning ‘the apparatuses used so far only for reproductive
purposes into ones that can be used for productive purposes’. Technologies that
enabled new forms of production also spurred on the production of new forms,
including the reproduced art object. The distinction between original and copy
disintegrated and, in the words of Walter Benjamin, the reproduced work of art
became the work of art designed for reproducibility. Art that had no original was not
degraded by reproduction.
New media put mass audiences in contact with new representations of reality,
eroding the distance of aura and demanding only absent-minded attention. From
Warhol to Eno, artists of the twentieth century explored the effects of technology and
changed relationships of artist to audience. In doing so, many artists and, to a lesser
extent, jewellers employed the sampling strategies developed by producers of
techno-music. Sampling produced original music by copying; appropriating,
changing and reconceptualising previously recorded sounds. Staged ‘live’, technomusicians navigated the tensions between performance and reproduction.
Reproduction in jewellery, as in art, dissolves the aura of the original and unique
artwork but is not necessarily inauthentic. An inauthentic reproduction is an object
that pretends to be an original but cannot ‘be proven to be what it purports to be’.
Whether copies, fakes, counterfeits and other multiples are inauthentic depends on
what they purport to be. One element of the aura of originals is that they bear the
imprint of the body of the maker – the artist’s signature. But the artist may sign the
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reproduction (Warhol) in which case its authenticity lies in the signature of a unique
individual maker and the art resides in the signature-performance.
William Gibson’s account of cyberspace explores the techno-social processes
through which art is absorbed into society in the ‘posthuman’ virtual age. But in
reality, implanted and wearable technologies are our everyday here-and-now world.
In this context, the techno-object may be both functional and an expression of the
identities of the maker (signatory) and the wearer-user. Thus the meaning and value
of the object may be determined in part by its maker, manufacture and materials, but
also by the meanings it acquires through circulation and belonging. Its authenticity
will depend as much on these acquired meanings as on those that are attached to its
creation.
Understanding the social attribution of meaning and value opens up opportunities for
contemporary jewellers. Suggestive of a range of strategies available to jewellers,
Last the Blast reverses the common use of high-technology as an end-product for
techno-jewellery. Jewellers could follow the example of musicians who adapt their
music to new technology or new technology to their music.
More sophisticated techniques of artistic expression and audience interactivity have
laid the grounds for new forms of cultural democracy, individual and collective
creativity. Whereas political claims of the 1960s counterculture derided the
connection between technology and ideology, cyber-subcultures successfully co-opt
new media and technology into culture. Technology opens the door for selfexpression by artists and audiences who resist established norms and hierarchies.
Marshall McLuhan writes,
More even than the preparation for war, the aftermath of invasion is a rich
technological period; because the subject culture has to adapt all its sense
ratios to accommodate the impact of the invading culture. It is from such
intensive hybrid exchange and strife of ideas and forms that the greatest
social energies are released, and from which arises the greatest
technologies.52
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Practices of adornment are not outside these techno-cultural movements and
jewellery is not the prerogative only of the wealthy and powerful. On the street, the
use of technology is not always about ‘flash new things’. When fused with jewellery
it sits somewhere between narcissism and reflexivity, projecting outwards onto the
world of things and managing personal connections. Part 2 of this chapter goes on to
explore the ways in which worn objects define and articulate subcultures where
technology, like jewellery, is about everyday communication and warfare.
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PART TWO – RE/PRODUCTION OF SUBJECTS: Subcultures
Introduction
In Part 1 of this chapter we saw that reproductions may nevertheless be authentic
objects and that the authority and meaning of an object will derive from its ongoing
performativity across cultural settings and through stages of reproduction. Part 2
focuses on contextual evaluations of value and ownership. I intend to show that that
reproduction of an authentic subject happens under parallel contentions: in pursuing
individual voice, cultural resistance and even social disappearance, the individual
draws on subcultural expressions of social place.
Individuals appropriate objects as style in order to accumulate subcultural capital.
And, in the subcultural process of resolving what is ‘authentic’ and ‘inauthentic’,
they find their voice. This is true even in a digital age. Today, people use information
and communication technologies to manage micro- and macro-networks that provide
space for multiple identities. The projection of voice increasingly relies on sampling
across subcultures, blurring boundaries between them and providing the basis for
fluid expressions of the self – the ‘I’. In niche social networking sites people deliver
themselves up to be sampled as images. Nonetheless, authenticity for the subject
continues to rely on questions of alliance and differentiation, group individuality and
mass-cultural absorption, freedom and exploitation, narcissism and reflexivity,
appearance and reality. Connections within social networks are framed by these
dynamics whether they are ordinary or political, consumerist or rebellious.
Subcultural theory is valuable because it tracks the reproduction of subjects within
cultural peripheries and the frequent movement of these peripheries to the centre. In
creating and experimenting with voice, subcultures respond to the social
environment by sampling from what is readily available, especially popular culture.
As Stuart Hall observes, the role and resonance of objects across cultural fields are
forever evolving, so their meaning must be inscribed not only in their form but also
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in their use.53 Subcultures amass resources for networks, designate new forms of
cultural capital, and develop tools for resistance. They produce, sample and re-invent
jewellery as common signs of style, intent, and in-group identity – adornment is used
to delimit group boundaries.
In recent times, contemporary jewellery has been neutralised as a cultural statement.
As the makers of contemporary jewellery have focused on the practice of ‘author
jewellery’, they have lost contact with wearers and their senses of place; their radical
spirit now risks becoming nostalgic comment. The reinvigoration of practice could
draw from the energy of subcultures to delineate a sense of place, to actively engage
within and from that place, and to formulate collaborative networks as a means of
survival. But, more importantly, the focus on subculture in the development of
culture leads to a greater understanding of the social and political role of jewellery.

What is a subculture?
Subcultures have been around a long time, since before the term was coined in the
1940s. The subject of subculture has dominated the study of youth, style, music and
leisure in the related fields of sociology and cultural studies since the mid 1970s.
Under the directorship of Stuart Hall, the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies (CCCS) published its seminal account of post-Second World War
British working-class youth. Resistance through Rituals represented the first
systematic social theory of music and style-driven youth cultures, and paved the way
for contemporary research on subculture.54 The CCCS interpreted post-War
subcultures such as the Teddy Boys, mods and skinheads as pockets of working-class
resistance to the dominant institutions of British society. In doing so they built on the
earlier work of theorists from the Chicago School, who argued that deviant
behaviour is the product of labelling. ‘Labelling theory’, as propounded by Howard
Becker, looks at the deviant social groups in terms of their interaction with ‘moral
entrepreneurs’ who ‘label them as deviant and so turn deviance into a kind of role
that gets played out according to the label’.55 Deviant subcultures were envisioned
as the environments that ‘normalise’ deviant behaviour. The theorists of the CCCS,
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however, re-oriented their studies to focus on clearly defined youth subcultures,
recognisable through their strong expressions of identity and territorial place (social
and geographic). Subcultures were viewed as inherently political. Their distinctive
styles, though appropriated from a dominant common culture, were nonetheless
expressions of resistance, even when enacted unconsciously.
The cultural Marxism of Gramsci, via Althusser, strongly influenced the CCCS’s
systematic social theory of style-driven youth cultures. Though this strand of theory
is now considered narrow and romantic by post-subcultural theorists, the CCCS and
their successors contributed immensely to the formation of an analytic framework
that links style and difference to class and resistance. Resistance Through Rituals
provided an explanation of why a particular style would appeal to a particular group
of people. It utilised the concept of homology to describe the use of symbolic objects
by a group to express its focal concerns and self-image. As elaborated in Dick
Hebdige’s pivotal text, Subculture: The Meaning of Style, subcultural homology
relies on style as bricolage, a juxtaposition of previously unconnected symbols to
create new meanings.56 These concepts worked effectively to give working classyouth cultures agency. The works that accompanied and followed, notably that by
Paul Willis, Angela MacRobbie and Simon Frith, extended this intellectual space to a
range of sociological interests including education, music and gender.57
Contemporary sociologists, jettisoning the CCCS framework as modernist,
developed new frameworks that can be loosely termed ‘post-subcultural theory’.
Introduced by Redhead and developed by Muggleton, this approach refocuses
subcultural theory on the complex and shifting nature of youth practices in a globally
interconnected world.58 Post-subcultural theory is informed by Michel Maffesoli’s
observation of the fluidity in ‘neo-tribe’ networks, Judith Butler’s concept of
performativity and Pierre Bourdieu’s insights into distinctions of taste as cultural
capital. Contemporary ‘neo-tribal’ groupings are understood as informal, dynamic
and frequently temporary alliances forged around shared lifestyles, experiences and
tastes.59 As Ted Polhemus points out, individual styles are now sampled from many
different images and looks – a ‘supermarket of style’ – but their ‘bricolage’ assembly
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contains no meaningful reference to original sources and the signs of group identity
are not fixed, but appear in circulation.60
Post-subcultural theory tends to highlight ordinary formations of people who share
no political agenda. Increasingly fragmented, these subcultures may be recognised
only on the basis of common language and style, and are markedly complicit with
the media in marketing their own identities and promoting associated cultural
industries. With this intellectual focus, theorists like Ken Gelder have managed to
preserve the cultural histories and practices of subcultures.61 These subcultures are
particularly successful at managing their own visibility and disappearance. Sarah
Thornton has been highly influential in showing how subcultures operate within a
dominant media culture.62 Youth culture is formed with and through media, not
outside of it. Further, subcultural difference is formed on the basis of ‘distinctions of
taste’, economies of signs that are peformatively translated into subcultural capital.
By developing their own cultural currency, subcultures avoid being subsumed by the
‘supermarket of style’ and their cultural voice transcends simple class-based
resistance.63
My concerns are less to do with the narratives that subcultures generate for
themselves, or that theorists generate for them, than with the mechanisms that
subcultures use to delineate themselves within the social domain. My particular
concern is with the in-group signals subcultures use to preserve authentic and
profitable alliances and, perhaps more fundamentally, the inconsistencies in their
behaviours, attitudes and lifestyles. This, I will argue, can furnish a unique
understanding of cultural resistance as a part of managed identity. But, as Chris
Jenks notes, to reach a full understanding of these aspects of subculture, it is
necessary first to see that subculture takes meaning only in terms of its place within
the larger social sphere. Jenks writes:
Perhaps the purpose of subcultural work is to demonstrate inconsistencies
between a particular group’s practices and that of the mainstream and to
reveal further the systematic strategies that they employ to guarantee a
reproduction of these inconsistencies, then we may be implying that
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subcultures exercise agency, their difference is self-consciously meaningful
action, in which case might not they be potentially ‘asocial’?64
Hence, the concept of subcultures, understood in terms of cultural inconsistency,
poses an inherent contradiction – it refers to the socialisation of asociality. On this
basis, subcultural expressions may be ordinary or spectacular, positive or negative,
social or asocial, conservative or radical, even a combination of these things.
Most evident in youth cultures, subcultural communities are discursive constructs
and inventive responses to the greater social environment. Originating from within
the main culture, subcultures operate on the basis of their own self-interest in
forming communities that sit outside the main culture. And, in their networking and
productive capacities, they are responsible for a range of effects that feed back into
the dominant culture. The margins of a society are always moving and, through time,
the boundaries of a subculture will be redrawn or dissolve completely. It is the
temporary or ‘unofficial’ quality that sets subcultures apart as a particular type of
community.

Style and Intent
Reading Dick Hebdige’s Subculture: The Meaning of Style, I was taken in by his
assertion that the meaning of subculture is ‘always in dispute’. As a jeweller, I
revelled in his assertion that ‘style is the area in which the opposing definitions clash
with most dramatic force’.65 Style is a way of reading the visible presence of a
subculture, as well as difference within it. Exposure to subcultural life, and later its
theory, laid solid grounds for my thinking about style, performativity, authenticity
and political intent in jewellery practice. The spectacular displays of subcultural style
– seen in cities around the world – make visible the processes by which objects,
through performative use, gain resonance and significance. The invisible presence of
some subcultures within society shows that this performativity need not be
spectacular to convey social intent.
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This issue of visibility raises a number of questions. At what point do subcultures
become visible and can a subculture remain invisible? If so, what are the ‘invisible
displays’ by which it surveys and recognises itself? Resistant subcultures arise as
reaction to extreme circumstances like displacement, poverty and war. There is the
potential for subcultures to be radical or radicalising. What part might jewellery
play? If jewellery's role can move from signifying simple sentiment to forging
meaningful connection; then in what ways does the choice of style inform intent?
Style is often misinterpreted as a frivolous aspect of culture. This is to overlook style
as part of a negotiation of cultural realities. Simultaneously product and process,
style is the means through which cultural codes are lived and displayed.
Archaeologists and ethnologists use knowledge of style to read the attributes of an
artefact as reflecting behavioural and craft processes and defining culture. In the
work of Peter Roe, for instance, culture is denoted literally as megastyle, through
which individual intent interacts with social context. Style as culture constitutes,
… a feedback process between individuals, their cognitive structures, drives
and senses, and the learnt environment, which encompasses physical, biotic,
and socially significant components… No two people in the same culture or
subculture who use similar styles share any ideas. They don’t share anything.
Rather, via interaction and a desire to communicate, they have each evolved
notions or behaviours based on them that are roughly similar but identical in
form.66
Roe’s articulation shows that stylistic behaviour can, to some degree, inform intent,
and that this in turn initiates the process of style dominated by dynamics of context,
expression, virtuosity, design and recognisability.67 Through design, expression and
virtuosity, a unique set of people becomes recognisable as a group within a specific
time and place. Style communicates information relating intent to context, the
group’s positioning within society as a whole, and the individual’s place in relation
to the society’s fluid segmentation.
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Drawing from Roe’s reading of style, an interpretation of his key concepts – context,
choices, design, expression, recognisability and virtuosity – could easily provide a
framework for understanding subcultural interactions. These concepts are discussed
below:
‘Context’ refers to the social, political and cultural environment in which
subcultures operate. Subcultural style is an inventive response to context that
may extend beyond the social horizons of the group. Individuals are often
unaware that they are part of a broader movement. Unwittingly, they may
also be innovators within the production of a broader style.
‘Choices’ are inherited from various traditions that are accessible in the
broader context. Innovation in content relies on choices enacted through
sampling. Even when copied, subcultural style takes its emotive power from
the way it expresses an individual’s sense of his/her immediate context.
‘Design’ of objects in subcultures relies on the systematic selection from
known alternatives. The process by which style gives content to intent is
influenced by a range of material factors – including scale, structure,
visibility, durability and portability – that affect communication within
subcultures and society at large. Further, choices are determined by problems
of design, the rules of construction and deconstruction embedded in the
object’s materiality. In producing technical style and aesthetic affect,
subcultures manage creativity and tradition.
‘Expression’ is managed through subcultural style, in which objects are key
signifiers. The experience of managing expression is a self-absorbing basis
for narcissism but also potentially a means for reflexivity. Style makes a
statement to both those inside and outside the group and expression is
medium-dependant.
‘Recognisability’ in subcultural style is a product of subcultural choices,
design and expression that create distinctive dress, looks, sounds and
performances to render a group recognisable to itself and to others. The group
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does not by necessity need to fully comprehend or manage the process by
which it makes itself recognisable. Rather, it is a product of dual drives to
find idiosyncratic ways of capturing audience attention and retreat from the
choices that constitute normative behaviour. As described by Roe, subcultural
style is the reproduction of inconsistencies and this is expressed through
design.
‘Virtuosity’ in the design of subcultural objects and expression of subcultural
identity will shape not only the extent to which the subcultural group is
recognisable but also its visibility and ability to attract respect. Virtuosity is
not usually associated with youth and street subcultures, but inventing and
maintaining distinctive subcultures requires technical skill and fluency in
execution. Virtuosity is evident in the deftness of choices, the quality of
design and the expressiveness of style. In many subcultures, enormous effort
and resources go into managing appearance. At its height, virtuoso design
and performance create stylistic features that convey substance and intent.
When this mastery is absent, style seems simply trendy, trivial and transient.
Thus, virtuosity will be a significant factor in determining the authenticity of
subcultural self-expression.

Andrew Benjamin, in his discussion of Style and Time, locates the dynamics between
appearance, recognition, and identification, as occurring at the ‘site of style’.68
Effectively pointing to the citational quality of subcultural expression, Benjamin
notes that style, ‘even when taken to be idiosyncratic’, cannot be understood as
separate from the public arena in which it is put into practice.
The reason is that style appears. Style operates as an appearance precisely
because of its connection to recognition. In raising the question of
recognition, any appearance automatically brings the site of recognition into
play. That site is the domain of the public.69
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Reflecting the analysis of object in Part 1 of this Chapter, style is understood as
communicating diverse messages, often with multiple meanings, across the domains
in which it is performed. Furthermore, different styles may be independent and
complementary or a visible basis for difference. Another way of putting this is to say
that style is a locator of particularity that marks the ‘subservience of an object to a
specific tradition.’ But, at the same time, style sustains generality, since the
particular ‘may be the particular instance of the general’.70 It is only in this relation
that the refusal of a tradition may be formed out of, and within, a dominant culture as
a positive expression of resistance. By the appearance of style, intent translates into
subcultural capital. Conversely, the multifarious meanings of a style furnish a range
of interpretations for intent. Within the public domain, the performativity of style
engages the need for authenticity, supports consumerist drives and facilitates
subcultural conflict (including its resolutions).

Performativity and Consumerism
Chris Jenks observes that the idea of subculture has run its course – no longer, in
contemporary society, can its presence be taken as a given.
The idea of a subculture has radical political dimensions and purposes and
these, as we have seen, can stem from either progressive or reactionary
sentiments. The concept can be employed to valorise the underdog, radicalise
the dispossessed, and give voice to the inarticulate but equally to marginalise
or contain the deviant or non-mainstream. It can and does all of these things
to different degrees according to the theorist’s intent but also, and ironically,
all of these things as well, despite the theorist’s intent.71
Nonetheless, as we saw in Chapter 1, social networks provide platforms for the
‘everyday presentation of the self’, to use Goffman’s phrase. Observing the interplay
between social networks and objects is a way of reading culture. Jewellers bring their
understanding of objects and virtuosity in the manufacture to bear in decoding
objects when they sample styles within their practice.
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Youth cultures illustrate fruitfully how the processes and products of style and
commercialism are integrated into different ways of life. Meaning is produced
through the use of commodities for everyone involved in social networks where
commercialism looms large. But youths have a particularly active, creative and
productive relation to ‘their’ commodities. Worlds are created through appropriation
of mass-produced commodities (television, videos, computer games, magazines,
fashion) and spaces are claimed using performative practices (through music, sports,
clubs, drug-taking and drinking). A significant role in this process is played by mass
media, which provides a vast range of material, pitched at provoking certain
responses, the symbolics of which a youth culture will accept, reject, even redefine.
Consumerism provides the means and the medium for subculture.
Consumerism and authenticity co-exist in youth subcultures. They are managed
through dynamic processes, such as those described by Ted Polhemus as the ‘bubble
up’ from street to catwalk of the ‘Perfecto’ black leather motorcycle jacket.72 Based
on a World War II design, the Perfecto jacket was originally made by Schott
Brothers, New York. With its black sheen and zips, the jacket embodied an attitude
and lifestyle pitched as a direct challenge to ‘normal society’. Its performative
function as a symbol of rebellious youth relied on its media portrayal (Marlon
Brando wore one in The Wild One). In 1960s America, the wearing of this jacket
gave subcultural credibility and visibility to suburban kids, acting as a stake for
authenticity in local pool halls. Eventually in the 1980s, ‘street-cred’ fashion
designers like Katherine Hamnett and Jean-Paul Gaultier, followed by high fashion
designers such as Versace and Sonia Rykiel, produced versions of the Perfecto. What
brought the jacket to the attention of the high fashion industry was the adoption by
serious rock musicians of the garment’s classic anti-fashion statement, leading to the
establishment of a wider audience for its appeal. The jacket transformed from
subcultural emblem to high and mainstream fashion through ‘rock normalisation’.73
This example shows that appearance can be used as a strategy for revaluing and
reproducing identity, kaleidoscoping out from micro- to macro-socio-economic
stages. From its initial design, the ‘look’ was appropriated first as an intentional sign
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of difference by individuals seeking a sense of place within the post-War
environment, then imitated and sampled into mainstream culture.
Furthermore, this example shows that movements from limited to global audience
can change the significance of an object and its repercussions for subcultural
identity. Audiences act not merely as spectators but as interpreters and creators of
meaning. In a feedback process, audiences acquire their own subcultural capital by
mapping out cultural contexts that can be expanded into commercial networks. For
instance, music is one interactive forum around which youth leisure and identity
revolves. Music is used as a means to create place. It often, but not always, involves
a critique of social environment. There is a capacity for constant innovation,
sampling and hybridisation of forms in music, and this makes it particularly
attractive to those with a sense of social displacement (techno music).
Consumerism within subcultures is not simply of the co-option of subcultural capital
by outside entrepreneurial interests. As Angela MacRobbie points out, the practices
of selling clothes, records and other items to those involved in a subculture highlights
the reality of infrastructure within that subculture, one that involves both producing
and marketing.74 There is a common assumption amongst subcultural theorists that
commercial activity marks the point of diffusion and dissolution of authentic
subcultural meaning. It is assumed that the oppositional force is lost as subcultural
styles are incorporated back into the mainstream through buying and selling.
However, the punk phenomenon demonstrates that production and trade can also be
vital elements of subcultural survival. As MacRobbie points out, ‘not only Malcolm
McLaren and Vivienne Westwood, but the whole punk phenomenon used the
predatory, easily exploited, and above all open-ended, mass media for publicity, right
from the start setting up a string of shops selling clothes directly to young people’.75
To ignore the intense activity of cultural production, as well as its strong use of style,
is to miss a vital part of subcultural life. Commercial activity (especially around
magazines, music and clothes) provides the opportunity for cultural production and
experimentation with ideals and aesthetics, learning and sharing of skills that can be
translated into choice careers including self-employment. The creation of a
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subcultural way of life depends on a sometimes hidden economy where
performative-use value translates into subcultural capital.

Subcultural Capital and Authenticity
Sarah Thornton, who applied the thinking of Pierre Bourdieu to understanding
‘clubcultures’, coined the term ‘subcultural capital’.76 Bourdieu’s seminal text
Distinction, and related essays, introduced cultural capital as a concept distinct from
economic capital (wealth) and social capital (network). Cultural capital refers to
knowledge accumulated through education and upbringing, which manifests in taste.
According to Bourdieu, tastes are markers of class and distinction. A prime example
is the upper middle class taste for high-culture knowledge. This, as a form of cultural
capital, confers social status within the group.77
Thornton reinterprets this idea to explain subcultural difference. Since the 1980s,
subcultures have no longer positioned themselves as resistant or radical, but as bound
by class politics and tastes, formed under the pressures of conformity and
submission. The phenomenon of difference is no longer seen to be positive or
progressive, but ambiguous and arbitrary, formed under the pressures for individuals
to ‘individualize themselves’. As Thornton writes:
Subcultural capital is the linchpin of an alternative hierarchy in which the
axes of age, gender, sexuality and race are all employed in order to keep the
determinations of class, income and occupation at bay. Interestingly, the
social logic of subcultural capital reveals itself most clearly by what it
dislikes and by what it emphatically isn’t.78
As sets of alternative social achievement, subcultural capital is accumulated towards
social status. It reinforces, and is reinforced by, distinctions between ‘us’ (being
authentic, off-centre) and ‘them’ (inauthentic, mainstream). Distinctions are made
according to ‘second nature’ statements – wearing the right clothes, knowing the
right music, attending the right events – implying that one is ‘in the know’. These
can be recognised in embodied behaviour (language and dance) or in the acquisition
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of objects (haircuts, clothes and jewellery). In its use subcultural capital can be
entrepreneurial, building professions and economic relations within a subculture,
though these can often be endangered by the inherent fragility of the network.
Thornton observes that in underground subcultures popular distinctions are made
obsolescent after ‘gushing up’ to the mainstream. The media, formed through its own
network with outside links, governs circulations of subcultural capital and, in this
way, plays an active role in creating, preserving and dismantling the group. ‘Mass
media not only provides young people with criteria for evaluating “authenticity” and
the accumulation of “subcultural capital”,’ Thornton writes. The media ‘also play an
active part in the construction of subcultural “groups” themselves’.79 Postmodern
theory goes so far as to indicate that there is little reality behind media simulations,
supported by commercial interests, against which subcultural style might emerge as a
response. The media plays out a popular culture and, in doing so, presents the source
material that translates into subcultural capital. The power of mass media ensures
that subcultural innovation can be quickly diffused and commodified. Thus, the
media plays an important role in presenting popular, mainstream trends and diffusing
the tastes of other, more restrictive groups.
However, subcultures are not simply subsumed into the mainstream. The media
ultimately provide the feedback against which subcultural groups can assess their
own authenticity. The assessment of authenticity arises out of the need to know what
is real and this is a constant concern for subcultures as they respond to evolving
social and political conditions. Within subcultures authenticity is envisioned in
definite ways, based in binary oppositions – the ‘authentic’ versus the ‘inauthentic’ –
and these form the basis for difference. A group may act to preserve its own
authenticity by re-drawing its boundaries and altering or tightening its invisible
determinants of what is ‘original’.
Even for a subculture that remains practically invisible within its parent culture, the
designation of collectable objects deemed ‘authentic’ would reinforce the repertoire
by which a group defines itself. The Northern Soul subculture takes as central the
rarity of records, desiring not only rare, obscure tracks, but also issues that are on
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original labels. Collectors are prepared to pay vast sums of money to own originals,
even when cheap reissues are available. Although the music defined as Northern
Soul is reproduced, it is not mass-produced and sometimes there is only one original
issue of a northern soul track. Authenticity for this small subculture is captured in
Walter Benjamin’s notion that authenticity requires ‘the presence of the original’.80
In Northern Soul, the aura of original recordings is protected by decoy practices that
make originals invisible to the broader public; this includes re-titling rare records and
renaming artists. Not only is the authenticity of these small-run reproductions reenforced by these practices, but also the invisibility of the objects is maintained and
mirrors the status of the group.81
While this example illustrates interplay between the authenticities of subjects and
objects, contrasting examples are found in cases where ‘authentic’ and ‘inauthentic’
identity roles are acted out, such as in acting-out of sex-gender identities. In Judith
Butler’s case studies of drag, the performative strategies used within subcultural
groups articulate positions of sex-gender identity. Here a conscious playing-off of
‘authentic’ against ‘inauthentic’ is confirmed within the group. In butch-femme
relations, for instance, both are present at the same time. The butch role – which by
mainstream standards is ‘inauthentic’ masculinity – is switched to an authentic
position by subcultural coupling with a femme. This case is more than dressing up,
but a genuine subcultural identity formed around inconsistencies in what is believed
to be authentic.82

Politics and Cultural Resistance
Subcultures, in whatever shape they take, stake out an investment in society by
making ‘statements’. Whether it is shaped around authenticity, consumption,
independence, freedom or basic values, a subcultural position is always political in
that it relies on an opposition to other ideas. But this political positioning is rarely
single-faceted or direct rebellion. The politics distils out of cultural resistance.
The concept of resistance continues to be a key device for envisioning subcultural
formations and their narratives. The postmodern critique of earlier subcultural theory
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has been unable to provide a theoretical framework for understanding resistance that
is effective and sustained. Nevertheless, as we have seen, resistance can manifest
inthe performatives of authenticity. In Resistance Through Rituals Stuart Hall argues
that resistance could be equated with defence. In this sense resistance is constructed
through social repertoires, the meanings of which are responsive to particular times
and places.83 Resistance Through Rituals portrayed post-War British youth
subcultures as spectacular defensive reactions to an expanding dominant economic
system in which they were deprived of power. Whilst resistance is frequently
political, providing the force to create a new world within the old, it is predominantly
social, enabling the displaced to negotiate a visible or invisible presence and to
survive. A later elaboration of this notion of resistance is found in Dick Hebdige’s
Hiding in the Light.84 Drawing on Foucault’s analysis of power, Hebdige argues that
subculture is always acted out as the binary opposite to a dominant culture. ‘Hiding
in the light’ refers to performances within subculture that translate ‘being under
scrutiny’ into ‘the pleasure of being watched’.85
This observed dynamic between resistance, surveillance and invisibility has laid
grounds for new affirmations of difference within subcultures. In turn, this has
encouraged a questioning and pushing of boundaries in cultural areas of tension
including gender, sexuality, disability, race and citizenship. The reproduction of
subcultures could be viewed as those spaces carved out for managing struggles of
identity. In some respects all popular culture provides this space: in the words of
Hall, ‘popular culture is commercial, produced as a means to the ends of profit. But it
also reflects genuine popular dreams and aspirations, struggles, and discontent’.86
What matters, by this view, is the use to which culture is put – how it operates as a
sign of the individual within the group, and the group within the social.
The challenges for understanding cultural resistance are context-dependent, shifting,
as the local becomes the global. In some contexts economic structural factors are not
the only determinants of social fracture and youth cultures evolve into fluid hybrid
forms. That being said, there will always be circumstances in which people are
socially and economically deprived. There is no doubt that in these circumstances
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belonging is exaggerated as an imperative for survival. For the displaced, the
questions that accompany thinking about subcultures – or, how one fits – take on
aparticular resonance. Who is doing what? Why are they doing it? Where does this
style come from? Why this music? What does it mean? Who is selling what to
whom? Are they for real? If one accepts that suicide bombers, for instance, become
radicalised within subcultures that regulate strongly the voice and presence of the
individual as part of the group, then these questions are vital.87 To neglect them
because today’s subcultures appear more invisible than those in the past, or disappear
more quickly, is to lose sight of the divisions within society.

Voice and Disappearances
In Chapter 1, I outlined theories of identity, focusing on the question of whether an
inner self exists. It is clear that humans operate on the assumption they possess an
inner self, whether or not this is an innate aspect of human subjectivity or a social
construction. I argued for a concept of managed identity, conceived as the inventive
management of a fluid identity, managed as coherent and fragmented through
biographical reflexivity; formed within cultural constraints using cultural codes, and
revealed and protected through jewellery practices. Chapter 2 presented jewellery,
and potentially techno-jewellery, as a conduit between individual inventiveness and
social discourse primarily through its relation to the body. Managed identity is not
merely a process limited to the mind, but is mediated at the most fundamental level
through bodily experiences, behaviours, and forms. The body is revealed as taking
shape through biological, discursive and inventive interventions. Building on these
conclusions, this Part of Chapter 3 has shown that expressions of intent (which
certainly contribute to the effect of personal identity and agency) occur through
adaptations of style.
Hence, identity is managed not merely as through broad cultural ‘megastyles’, but is
played out with and through nuanced subcultural interactions. The generalities of
‘dominant’ culture cannot be envisioned without considering the particularities that
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occur in subcultural life. As Chris Jenks reminds us, the peculiarity of others is
recognised only by delineating them as others:
What about people who always seem to live next door, who always seem to
play their music too loud, could they comprise a subculture – or are you the
people who always seem to live next door?88
For these ‘others’, and for ourselves, cultural resistance is enabled by the
reproduction of inconsistencies, the distinctions of performativity invented as
subculture. An essential attribute of managed identity is the capacity for individuals
to align with others in cultural resistance. This capacity underpins the economies of
‘authentic’ capital and consumerism within which the disempowered survive.
Being absorbed in these ‘subterranean’ layers of culture is how individuals manage
social presence. This includes finding voice, but also assuming invisibility. The voice
that is found through subcultural belonging is at once a single voice and a
multifarious mixing of voices. This is the possibility of an active exchange between
the ‘my’ and the ‘our’, occurring not only in the presentation of the individual self
(suggesting agency, visibility, recognition), but also in experiencing the emotions of
disappearance (deprivation, invisibility, absorption). The subculture constitutes an
economy of signs: a field of production-reproduction within which the subject
manages the tensions between biography and anonymity, agency and conformity,
individual differentiation and collective alliance. Youth subcultures are well
recognised for the tactics of bricolage, combining unrelated styles and adornment to
generate an endless variety of signs that subvert and negate ‘common’
understandings. The visual iconography of studs, chains and badges for the rockers,
love beads for the hippies, and the safety pin for the punks, left no one in doubt about
who ‘they’ were.
On a broader scale, jewellery-objects are used to effect ordinary, spectacular, even
‘retro’ subcultural voice. In this sense, they are multivocal objects. Jewellery-objects,
as signifying devices heavily embedded in subcultural production and
communication, act in the same fashion as linguistic expressions that cross dialects.
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A single jewellery-object, or style of jewellery-object, can be coded in a multiplicity
of ways, responsive to the contexts within which it is used and the people among
whom it circulates. For a wearer, the unique performativity of a jewellery-object
within a ‘site of style’ can be a key mechanism for internalising subcultural voice,
and a form of subcultural capital with intimate connections and revelatory potentials.
When a subcultural artefact, jewellery is then a syncretic practice; its use entails the
wearer and their ‘in-the-know’ audiences actively ‘suppressing’ opposing meanings
that could be read in the object’s use and which are historically displaced by the
articulation of inconsistent jewellery codes.89
Subcultures are sites of fascination because they are sites in which new voices are
raised, converge into one and cultural codes are ‘switched’. By playing with the
complexities of style and intent, pushing into new realms a culture’s signifying
economy, people not only attain voice but also manage disappearance. First,
individuals are able to ‘hide in the light’ as Hebdige says, revelling in difference and
turning the ‘asocial’ social. Second, commitment to subcultural life is rarely
permanent and in contemporary times even tends to be managed as a part-time affair
– a release through disappearance from ‘normal’ life-routines. Absorption in a
subculture can be fleeting or prolonged, just as vocalisation of a subcultural
statement may be momentary or sustained. Youths grow up, people tire, careers and
children take priority, society moves on and people disappear. Finally, subcultures,
too, can disappear; their voices fracture and they lose coherence or take on muted
presence before re-invigorating, transmuting or fading away entirely.

Contemporary Jewellery as Subculture
As argued in Chapter 1, the Contemporary Jewellery Movement arose in response to
a sense among makers that their position had been displaced within the socioeconomic environment of post-War modernity. Their response was to voice new
ideas of jewellery values by making ‘inauthentic’ jewellery. The traditional
significations of the jewellery-object were superseded as makers, connected in
subcultural networks, recoded the values intrinsic to the jewellery-object. The early
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contemporary jewellers worked with anti-establishment motives and compliance of
wearers to advocate originality, authorship and personal association as authenticity.
They produced styles of jewellery that were objectified as subcultural capital, a
source for status that has survived the transition of the movement into a peripheral art
practice.
Contemporary jewellery is a voice that is at the worst disappearing, and at the best on
the verge of revival. My intent in this thesis is not to advocate a particular position,
but to understand the processes at play. Looking at the life-cycle dynamics of
subcultures provides perspective on the issues and behaviour-patterns that frames
contemporary jewellery and, by association, my own practice. The role of the maker
is to conceive and produce objects; this means that jewellers need to be connected
with the broader society in order to understand the intentions and desires of wearers.
Contemporary jewellery rarely takes advantage of the multivocal quality of the
jewellery-object and its capacity to speak for many wearers in definite, but different
ways. The potential benefits of exploring this ‘advantage’ may simply require a shift
in intent within the field and, indeed, this may occur in time. Contemporary jewellery
practices have been resistant and syncretic, belying distinct forms of authenticity and
citing powerful references. But now they have become normative, repetitive and
predictable. The momentum of any movement is invariably lost over time. New
generations can find voices from the past constraining or irrelevant. Or, they may
gain interest once again in the histories that were compromised. This is a
contradiction that underlies all subcultural change: without new voices joining the
mix, questioning motives and taking risks to carry the movement forward, the energy
that holds a group together dissipates.
Contemporary jewellery can be an enabling device for expression of emotion and
management of social presence. Certainly jewellery can be art and can be primarily
about the maker. But jewellers could also be exploring the performativity of
jewellery that extends beyond the maker. Jewellery can be a lived object and an
interactive force in a social world. Contemporary jewellery, like any subculture,
cannot thrive by limiting its networks to a selected audience. In order for a jewellery214

object to become charged with active codes, it requires interaction between the
maker, the wearer, the audience and the jewellery-object itself (as a material and
cultural reality). The challenge is to understand the play of ego within this interaction
and the ways in which voice is inscribed in the object.

Jewellery Elaborations
Within the continuum of my practice I have sought to explore different polarities of
‘my own’ contemporary jewellery voice as a way of connection with my audience.
This has ranged from using jewellery-aura and studio reproduction to obscure
signature in work (Way Past Real), to making overt political statement that tests the
boundaries of contemporary ‘author’ jewellery to speak for many (Love No War).
These two examples occurred at relatively distant points in my exhibition history.
Their voice inflections reflect changing circumstances that have affected not only my
relationship to the work, but also the resonance of my practice against the evolving
voice of contemporary jewellery as a subculture. Fundamental to each of these
relations is the question of how a jewellery practice can speak: for its makers, its
audiences and (with intense focus) for its wearers.

Way Past Real
Way Past Real was an installation consisting of 153 doughnut bracelets, seventeen
rows of nine, arranged on a formal grid of square aluminium tiles. Each bracelet is
identical in form, apparently identical in material, superficially uniform in
production. Divided into four families, the bracelets represent faking and invisibility
(gold family), the original and production (master family), illusion and distraction
(natural family), appearance and reality (honest family). Through these parameters of
difference, Way Past Real features experimentation with repetition in reproduction
as a form of production. The experience of the piece, set out in a fine-art gallery
space, alerted new audiences to the original contemporary jewellery ‘art statement’
that the true value of jewellery lies in its personal association rather than its intrinsic
value. Way Past Real was an attempt to evoke this multivocal quality of jewellery
through a play with signature, authenticity, reproduction, identity and belonging.
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In Part 1 of this chapter, I introduced the work of László Moholy-Nagy, who
experimented with the ‘un-naming’ of work through technical processes. MoholyNagy’s ideas concerned the obscuring of original authorship and, by association,
authentic value of art-objects within the field of production-reproduction. These
concerns found later elaboration in Walter Benjamin’s theories of art and audience
reception. Exploring these dynamics, Way Past Real introduced a further dimension:
the power of beauty in jewellery to seduce an audience. Way Past Real sought to
seduce viewers on first glance by the aura of gold, captured in mass volume and
enhanced by the luscious form of the doughnut bracelet. At initial glance, the
bracelets are practically indiscernible from one another and their forms seem to
disappear, subsumed by their mass. The negative space exposed by the grid takes
prominence. With the illusion of a composite art movement, the particular is
absorbed within its generality, and this masks two plays on signature: the doughnut
bracelet is ‘authentically mine’ and the ratio of the doughnut centred within the
square exactly corresponds to the ‘Cohn’ hallmark. Through the reproduction
essential to the work, the notion of its authenticity as a function of my authorship is
deliberately obscured.
The second stage of seduction lays in the second glance, which takes in the details of
the objects, the security guard to the side and the prices on the listings of works. It is
charged by the habit of ‘need to know’, the arousal of an instinct to find value, to
consume and be misdirected – to act as an expert. Each family of bracelets performs
a particular role in the seduction and the dissemination of ideas. The ‘gold family’ –
thirty-six bracelets, of which thirty-five were fine gold plated and one was pure fine
gold – played a leading role in drawing the viewer into the piece. The invisibility of
the one-true ‘authentic’ gold bracelet provoked an engagement with the values of the
other families, even if only to identify that one which was ‘hiding in the light’. The
aura of the original is obscured by the ready-accessibility of the fakes. The ‘honest
family’ – thirty-six bracelets with variations of real or artificial gold finishes –
played the role of the ordinary, exposing the pretensions of the ‘gold family’ by
finding harmony in difference. The ‘master family’ – forty-four made by the
workshop team, one made by myself – demonstrates how the reproduction of
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multiple, same-styled objects can inform a shared intent amongst team members. The
production of same ideals requires a commitment from each and every member, and
the one signature voice becomes enriched by the mixing of many voices. The
‘natural family’ – thirty-six filed and polished aluminium bracelets lit to look like
gold – suggests that conformity is an illusion, in which the spectacular and the
ordinary are the same.
The aura of Way Past Real turned out to be my illusion, because the beauty of the
piece as a whole, to some extent, overshadowed the intent. The revelation of
‘subterranean’ values beneath the surface of gold turned out to be a case of the
maker’s intent hiding in the light. Even as an installation, this is perhaps a successful
reflection of the way in which jewellery works as a conduit for identity within
subcultural style. The voice in Way Past Real, the way it speaks as a work and for
the artist, took on different meanings over time as its story preceded and pre-empted
its impact. The voice of the work had mutated by the end of the exhibition, and
became more multi-vocalic, subject to a range of interpretations exaggerated by
whispers and dialogue between those ‘in the know’.

Love No War
Love No War was a work that evolved out of my desire to add a voice to the cultural
resistance against the Iraq War at a time when this oppositional movement was
gaining a significant momentum that was unmatched by political impact. The overt
political statement of the work raised a number of significant questions about the use
of jewellery as a vehicle for political engagement. Can jewellery be political – does
it, for instance, have a potential to speak about war? In what circumstances might
jewellery succeed as a political statement, whilst preserving its essential wearercodes? Can the political intent behind be a single voice speaking for many? I realised
that the political impact of jewellery can never reside in the maker’s intention to
persuade but relies on the wearer’s use of that jewellery as a recognisable object of
cultural resistance. To this end, the activist badge, begun as the peace badge in the
1960s, is the most recently invented genre of jewellery. The activist badge signifies
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both conformity of intent that implies loss of agency and an alliance in intent. This
alliance is struck through a subcultural mixing of voices marked more by its common
inconsistency than its conformity.
Love No War was a work in two parts. The photograph for the first part was taken on
the first day of bombing at the height of public protests against the conflict with Iraq
in 2003. A serendipitous find, the image when photographed unwittingly captured a
juxtaposition of sex marketing and war protest. In a shop window, two lingerie-clad
mannequins internally lit with burning red lights. ‘NO WAR’ in chalk is scrawled on
a box outside. The image is projected across 2500 activist badges. Each one –
sequentially numbered and containing the Love No War slogan – provides a unique
but ambiguous detail: a bra strap; V for visa; a graffiti cross, and so on. Love No
War, an image pixelated by the points of badges, was displayed in the National
Gallery of Victoria. But badges were also sold individually as a product in the
gallery shop, each featuring a particular abstraction of the whole, accompanied by a
postcard of the greater image punctured where the corresponding badge would be.
The integrity of the work lay in the connection between its status as an art-work and
its jewellery-function, the badge to be worn and integrated by the wearer as a sign of
cultural resistance. By virtue of the ‘need to know’ obsession, which Benjamin
elaborates as the experience of modern cities when mediated by technologies of
visual reproduction, the badges gave voice by eliciting, rather than grand-standing, a
political statement expressed by the wearer in conspiracy with the maker.
Politics in art can work, but the choice of images can prove problematic when the
attraction of the image disrupts its message. This, I believe, was the case for Love No
War. The aura of the image subsumed its political intent. I protest extended the
concerns of Love No War, and was an attempt to re-verbalise the protest about a war
that did not falter. By the direct intervention of the artist onto photographs taken at
the same site, though at different times, a triptych of badge-works introduced directchallenges: ‘Who benefits?’ accompanied by the iconic image of ‘Uncle Sam’; ‘Why
do they have to die?’ below an image of the first female Hamas suicide bomber,
posing with her young son; ‘In Whose Name?’ with an African child fighter carrying
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a machine gun. The general sentiment of ‘Love No War’ was thus refined into
particular statements. Through the directness of the challenges, and the intervention,
the work conveyed an overt authorial voice. This points to a direct challenge for
political jewellery: the potential for cultural resistance resides in the adornment
qualities of jewellery. On the one hand, its adornment can be negated by direct
political comment. And, on the other hand, adornment can be dismissed as trivial
political comment, overlooked as ambiguous personal detail.
I object was a diptych of badge-works, which accompanied I protest but reversed
the intensity of voice. No less powerful than a protest, the slogan-like appeal of an
objection appeared to work better as a jewellery comment. ‘Craft is a hand job’
highlights the making of craft and is a reaction to the current obsession with design.
The work has two panels: one with the slogan on each of the 700 badges; the other
with the blown up slogan projected across 700 badges. In each, the slogan composes
the individual badges and is composed by them. Amongst those engaged with craft,
as a displaced practice, there is a particular type of alignment that happens. But more
broadly, the joke is accessible to anyone, and people respond. The intent behind the
piece extended from the maker, to the wearer, on to an audience, constructing a voice
recognisable as common.

Chapter 3 summary
Way Past Real teased its viewers. It evoked the aura of an original artwork derived,
as Benjamin tells us, from the distance between object, artist and audience. It also
evoked the aura of precious jewellery through its codes relating to precious material
and master-makers. Whilst all 153 bracelets were, in fact, hand-made, viewers were
encouraged to engage critically with apparently-diminished authenticity of
reproduced jewellery object. Ironically, shown in the contemporary gallery space,
viewers responded to the beauty of installation and its formal repetition of my
signature doughnut form. In this way, it was experienced as an authentic and original
work of art.
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Part 1 explored the impacts of modern technologies that not only enabled new forms
of production but also spurred on the production of new forms, including the
reproduced art object. The meaning and value of a jewellery-object may be
determined in part by its maker, manufacture and materials, but also by the meanings
attributed to it through circulation. Authenticity will depend as much on these
acquired meanings as on those that are attached to its creation. In Part 2, I extended
the discussion from the production and circulation of objects to consider how
subcultural groups use jewellery-like objects to construct and manage group identity.
Like makers and artists, subcultures respond to the social environment by sampling
readily available mainstream, commercial and media culture. They produce, sample
and re-invent appearance and adornment as common signs of style, intent and ingroup identity. As Stuart Hall and later ‘post-subcultural’ theorists have argued,
youth subcultures in particular use performative strategies such as sampling,
bricolage and appropriation to forge distinctive styles and alliances around shared
lifestyles, experiences and tastes. Youth cultures are formed with and through media,
not outside of it. They are complicit with mainstream media in marketing their own
identities and promoting commodities associated with their own cultural industries.
In turn, as subcultural styles are fed back into the dominant culture, the boundaries of
subculture will be redrawn or dissolve completely. Consumerism and authenticity
co-exist in youth subcultures.
The primary function of subcultural style is to enable individuals to recognise one
another as belonging to the group. Recognisability is a product of subcultural
choices, design and expression that create distinctive dress, looks, sounds and
performances to render a group recognisable to itself and to others. Virtuosity in
stylistic choices and performance will enhance both recognisability and the
authenticity of subcultural self-expression. Virtuosity in style and performance,
demonstrated through wearing the right clothes, knowing the right music and
attending the right events, will increase an individual’s ‘subcultural capital’, to use
Sarah Thornton’s phrase.
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One protective strategy available to subcultures is to manage disappearance. Where
engagement with mainstream media and the market threatens to subsume the
subculture, a group may re-draw its boundaries by altering or tightening invisible
determinants of membership. This is not to imply that subcultures are necessarily
enduring: they can lose coherence and vigour, transmute or fade away. Individual
members may also disappear, for example by ‘hiding in the light’ or withdrawing
from the group.
If the primary role of subcultural style is to enhance internal solidarity and
coherence, its resistance to mainstream culture may be hidden from outsiders or may
be explicit and challenging the political, social or cultural status-quo. To the extent
that subcultural styles represent the refusal of the conventions of dominant cultures,
they are always oppositional and, by extension, political. In dynamic processes of
absorption, invisibility and resistance, subcultures become sites for managing
struggles of identity.
The Contemporary Jewellery Movement may be understood as a subculture formed
in response to the post-War modernist displacement of makers. In managing identity
and enhancing subcultural capital, jewellers adopted anti-establishment values and
advocated originality, authorship and personal association as sources of authenticity.
But now their practices have become normative, repetitive and predictable.
Contemporary jewellers have rarely explored the multivocal quality of the jewelleryobject and its capacity to acquire meaning and value through circulation amongst
givers and wearers. Renewal of jewellery practice and identity could emerge from
renewed engagement in the interaction between makers, wearers, audiences and
jewellery-objects. The specific works discussed in this Chapter – Way Past Real,
Love No War, I object and I protest – represent my attempt to negotiate a potential
identity for jewellers that has the hallmarks of a subcultural identity and politically
resistant voice.
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CHAPTER THREE
AUTHENTIC RE/PRODUCTIONS BRIEFINGS

LAST THE BLAST
WAY PAST REAL
BADGERY
SYSTEMATIC REFLECTIONS ON A SAFE FUTURE
ALESSI
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LAST THE BLAST

Last the Blast (NGVA 2006) offers unsuspecting bomb victims the last opportunity
to send a message to their loved ones. Technology and research collaboration is
made integral to the conceptualisation and mass-production of a jewellery piece that
responds to conditions in a dangerous hyper-technical world. A stainless steel shell
lined with ceramic insulation fibre houses two titanium message tags; one with key
details of the wearer, the other with a personal message or security code. The
structure is sealed at each end with ceramic cement marked with a fingerprint.
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WAY PAST REAL

Way past bad? Getting shot. Way past fun? Going to hospital. Way past dead? Being
cremated. Way past real? True fakes
Way Past Real (ASG 1994 NGA 2000 –2003) is a large grid of one hundred and
fifty-three bracelets. Superficially uniform in production and apparently identical in
material, the bracelets are grouped into four families – the ‘Gold Family’, ‘Master
Family’, ‘Natural Family’ and ‘Honest Family’. Through family differences, what is
‘real’ and what is ‘fake’ are juxtaposed in a variety of ways. The installation evokes
consideration on originality, illusion, and value, this thinking extending from the
production and consumption of jewellery to the dynamics of social voice and
disappearance.
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BADGERY

Badgery is a war protest in three parts. LOVE NO WAR (NGVA 2003) was resolved
for the Clemenger Contemporary Art Award at the National Gallery of Victoria. An
image shows a shop window. Two lingerie-clad mannequins are internally lit with
burning red lights. Scrawled in chalk on a box outside is the slogan: ‘NO WAR’.
Taken at the height of public protest against the conflict with Iraq, the image presents
an unwitting juxtaposition of sex marketing and war protest. Projected across two
thousand five hundred activist badges, the image becomes a cluster of pixels like
people in a crowd.
1 protest / 1 object (ASG 2004) continues the campaign. I protest calls to account the
individuals and anonymous forces behind war and terror. In three images the
challenge is brought into focus with the addition of graffiti-posed questions: ‘Who
benefits?’, ‘Why do they have to die?’ and ‘In whose name?’ In I object the phrase
‘Craft is a hand job’ is projected across seven hundred badges and repeated again on
another seven hundred. The piece provides ammunition to the war between craft and
design.
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SYSTEMATIC REFLECTIONS ON A SAFE FUTURE

In 1897, Renè Lalique produced a brooch in the image of a woman turning into a
dragonfly, a hybrid form with golden talons and suspended on delicate wings. This
art-nouveau jewellery piece symbolised anxiety and sublimity, metamorphosis and
survival. Systematic reflections on a safe future (ASG 1995 NGA 2000-2003) pays
homage through the creation of forty-five talisman-insect jewellery-pieces. When
worn these ‘talinsects’ hang from a long stainless steel-wire, dancing around the
wearer’s crotch. Perched on doughnut condom boxes, the ‘talinsects’ provide actual
and psychological power: they make safe sex possible but also seem ready to bite the
fingers of unwanted suitors. Reflections weaves together cyber-punk and street
culture images. Organised taxonomically into seven species, the ‘talinsects’ fly on
wings recycled from Oakley sunglass lenses.
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ALESSI

My work with Alessi started in 1990 with a competition: one hundred and forty
designers from around the world were asked to resolve an idea related to memory
choosing one of four tableware options. The Cohncave reinterprets the traditional
Australian meat safe as a perforated mesh fruit bowl. A moire pattern – the effect of
two layers of metal mesh – highlights the object as accidental and unique. At the
serial production stage, each version is at once hand-made and mass-produced. A
further layer of interest is also added when the bowl is ‘tagged’ with my signature –
my makers mark – further individualising each bowl.
Originally presented in vending machines as part of the exhibition, Reflections on a
safe future, the Cohndom box is a second piece produced by Alessi. Made in
stainless steel and three brightly coloured plastics, the Cohndom box holds two to
four condoms and opens instantly when two corners of the box are squeezed
together.
Both the Cohncave bowl and the Cohndom box were initially produced – in
Workshop 3000 – as hand-made limited editions using simple manufacturing
techniques. Each piece experimented with the principle of sampling, and the various
combinations of materials, colours and finishes allowed for endless variations.
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CONCLUSION
BLACK INTENTIONS

‘Of course’, he says, ‘we have no idea, now, of who or what the inhabitants
of our future might be. In that sense, we have no future. Not in the sense that
our grandparents had a future, or thought they did. Fully imagined cultural
futures were the luxury of another day. One in which ‘now’ was of some
greater duration. For us, of course, things can change so abruptly, so
violently, so profoundly, that futures like our grandparents’ have insufficient
“now” to stand on. We have no future because our present is too volatile.’ He
smiles, a version of Tom Cruise with too many teeth, and longer, but still
very white. ‘We have only risk management. The spinning of the given
moment’s scenarios. Pattern recognition.’1
Even though we may presume to know what should be mobilised to recode new
futures, recognising what has been mobilised remains in many respects elusive,
perhaps camouflaged by survival needs. With economic crisis, which ebbs and flows
on tides of fear and uncertainty, different intentions come to surface – what new
works might be made? That which is central today in politics, culture and art will not
be central tomorrow. But, regardless, jewellery will maintain its crucial role
connecting people.
When the ‘now’ is so volatile that visions of the future fade to patterns with no
predictable trajectories and no definite ends, what intentions may be born? Antitheory is a movement without coherence beyond a counter critical position, but are
there unifying intentions there? Contemporary jewellery, it would seem, is content to
engage in presenting jewellery scenarios without engaging critically with its place in
a changing world. What are the intentions here?
As stated in the Introduction, the problem at the heart of this thesis is that the
prospective relationships mediated by jewellery between makers, wearers, and
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audiences have been constrained by the singular focus of its ideas. In consequence,
the initial intentions in contemporary jewellery – to make jewellery accessible to all
by refocusing the value-systems around jewellery – have become clouded. Caught up
in the art-craft debate, contemporary jewellery missed the potentials in theory for
developing a critical voice. This was not helped by the fact that academic discourse
has neglected the social significances of jewellery.
The aim in this thesis was, first, to negotiate this mutual neglect, or ‘double gap’,
recasting the ideals that underlie contemporary jewellery by engaging with
theoretical ideas outside of its practice. This does not necessitate a wholesale
rewriting of jewellery codes, but rather, requires an informed interpretation of the
internal values and external pressures that have defined its practice over time. And,
second, to find a different voice for contemporary jewellery, one that might help to
situate jewellery practice within the opening networks and emerging sites of the
contemporary, so that jewellery can extend its role in connecting people.
I have chosen to treat Black Intentions as a part of the conclusion, rather than
integrating its discussion into the body of the thesis, because this exhibition
represented a complementary, though separate critical response to the problems
highlighted herein. The intellectual intention – the aim of the exhibition – was to
close a circle on the ideas within the work, many of which are recaptured within this
written work. The thesis and exhibition are co-joined not by their content, for object
and writing will never communicate as one. Rather, each exposes the weakness of
the other while lending force to the thinking that lies beneath both.
Peter Dormer writes that ‘one of the differences between objects and text is that
objects can contribute a range of “meanings” that are not capable of expression in
words.’2 Dormer takes this as a basis for distinguishing between conceptual and nonconceptual forms of craft, going so far as to advocate against the naming of craft
where making remains the focus. Dormer is correct in some respects: language and
object are quintessentially different forms of practice and different modes of
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communication, with different impacts on the worlds in which they jointly operate.
Nonetheless, Dormer’s argument risks repeating the moralism of the past, failing to
recognise the in-between spaces in which conceptual work will marry function and
performance. The status of Black Intentions as conceptual derived not from the preeminence of ideas over the jewellery-object, rather the relationship between language
and object was nurtured.
No matter how conceptual or elusive jewellery might become, its core of existence is
effectively the distinct, and often tenuous, connections made between maker and
wearer, wearer and audience, and all three together. Reflecting this assertion, Black
Intentions was essentially an exploration of agency in jewellery. The emphasis in an
exhibition of this type is placed on the connection between maker and audience,
enhanced through the evocation of an abstracted wearer. In the space of the
exhibition, the themes of identity, body and reproduction are opened-up through the
play between presence and invisibility, signature and anonymity, intention and
spontaneity.
Black Intentions was the opportunity to present an exhibition of new work at the
recently opened National Gallery of Victoria, NGV: Australia in Federation Square,
Melbourne. This was to accompany the final showing of techno craft: the work of
Susan Cohn 1980 to 2000, a national touring survey of my work, presented by the
National Gallery of Australia. The new exhibition was intended to be an intimate
jewellery exhibition – an intention blown apart by the scale of the space offered.
What eventuated was a whole range of circumstances becoming mapped into the
thinking behind the largest single installation of my work to date. The show
materialised a set of physical problems (size and limitations of the space; security
and display of the jewellery-object; audience dynamics), issues of place (Melbourne;
public gallery; hometown), and social schematics (agenda behind the exhibition;
intended audiences; art, craft and design expectations). The poetics of the exhibition,
including the grouping of rings and their naming, was an actualisation of jewellery
codes informed by all these limitations.
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The installation consists of forty-five round aluminium poles, of different diameters,
running from floor to ceiling and grouped according to the elementary integers (1,2,3
to 9). Each group focuses on a unique body-zone through a different circular form.
Displayed at the height of the respective body zones, these are arranged in squares
corresponding to the numbers of the elementary integers: 1 (1x1), 4 (2x2), 9 (3x3) to
81 (9x9). Hence, the round rings are ‘squared’. Two earlier works – Catch Me and
Menagé à trios – bracket the poles, completing the mathematics and opening up the
space.
In trying to answer old questions in new ways, the danger is falling into familiar
traps. I am compelled to make work that resonates for the wearer, and my fantasy is
to make work that is neutral, ready to be overlaid with the wearer’s intentions
through their own inventive performances. But once the work is in exhibition, in an
art space, it is impossible for the work to pretend that an anonymous hand makes it.
And, in Black Intentions, resisting my aversion to autobiographical content, several
pieces ended up having very personal associations. In the end, the mapping of
circumstances into the installation – and this includes reflections on the broader
contemporary stage – skewed the original intention. Biographical material leaked
out.
Drawing together theory and jewellery in practice does not provide ready answers,
but traces out the circles of questioning that underlie their performance and histories.
This is to bring more agency into contemporary jewellery as a language that is
formed and evolves within its networks. Randall Collins suggests that the forming of
intention through language occurs on the basis of ‘emotional energy that comes from
imaginary interaction rituals.’3 Though Collins is examining the networks of theory,
this procedure may be said to apply equally to the language of objects. As art pursues
engagement with the culture at large, so too contemporary jewellery can cultivate
awareness of the culture and networks through which it operates. And, in doing so, it
can offer a true sense of belonging. But this is an active role requiring not just
acknowledgement but rethinking. Noting that jewellery has its own mode of
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inventive performance like language, and more specifically theory, is not to deflate
the differences between them or their networks. Rather, the starting point has been to
locate the processes that bridge these arts of existence. And it is this commonality
that ties them as one to the moving logic of cultures and the vicissitudes of history.
Only then can one pursue a voice, situated between the ‘frivolousness’ of jewellery
expression and the ‘tortuousness’ of theoretical language, that encourages more than
listening offering an active engagement between making and writing.
One of the purposes behind this written work was to evaluate what could be future
imaginings for jewellery. Such imaginings take the body as their crucible since
jewellery presupposes the body. When mapped out, the codes, zones and
reproductive processes within jewellery reveal the crucial influences on its making
by discourses around identity, the body and authenticity. Most of all, my intention
has been to understand how jewellery speaks at any given moment, and how this can
reflect changing times. But, as Gibson so eloquently states, ‘fully imagined cultural
futures were the luxury of another day’, and, without excavating remnants of the
past, we have only ‘the spinning of the given moment’s scenarios.’4
At its fundamental level, the organisation of this thesis in three chapters reflects the
need to excavate the past (‘Managed Identities’), to imagine futures (‘Cultured
Bodies’) and to illuminate the present (‘Authentic Re/production’). There is a
conscious ordering of these chapters: the future, bracketed by the past and present,
becomes the fulcrum on which they balance.
The thesis began with a brief history of the contemporary jewellery movement, cast
as a subculture, which presented contexts for exploring the ideas within the chapters.
The significance of the ideas developed within each of the three chapters must be
viewed in light of contemporary jewellery’s history, because they each give insight
into the external social and cultural formations that, whether consciously or
unconsciously, impacted on the CJM.
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Chapter 1, ‘Managed Identities’, aimed to show the connections between theoretical
ideas on identity and jewellery expressions in practice. Part 1, ‘Identity in Theory’,
traced a shifting imperative in our thinking about identity: from excavating beneath
the surfaces of the everyday – the ego’s constitution in the past (Freud, Lacan,
Giddens, Foucault), to the inventive presentation of the self (Lasch, Goffman, Rose),
and the opening up of new identity categories (Hall, Butler). In Part 2, ‘Identity in
Practice’, the chapter’s focus was inverted, to look at the social and historical
mechanisms behind movements in jewellery expressions (from ‘traditional’ to
‘contemporary’) and identity theory (‘modern’ to ‘postmodern’). Throughout the
chapter, an exploration of maker-object-wearer-audience networks revealed that the
communication and values around jewellery practices respond to the same shifts in
cultural logic that shape our understandings of identity.
In terms of addressing the problems and aims of this thesis, the significance of this
chapter lies in the parallels it draws between the ways in which jewellery and theory
work in the everyday. Critical, cultural and social theorists express in their work the
experience of being in a changing world. Likewise, I have argued, jewellers and
crafts practitioners more generally reflect the everyday sites in which they work
through the materials they use and the objects they make, sell and display. However,
in comparison to theorists, they often do so with a less conscious, or tacit,
understanding of the socio-historical pressures that inform their worlds. There is a
potential for contemporary jewellery to evolve new directions on the basis of a better
understanding about identity and the role jewellery plays in its negotiation.
In Chapter 2, ‘Cultured Bodies’, I sought to show that medical institutions,
discourses, technologies and art practices have shaped and reshaped the body in
ways that constrain identity management and frame embodied world-views. Part 1,
‘Body in Theory’, traced a lineage of body theorists who present views on the
boundaries of the body, which alter over time. The concerns of these theorists were
essentially in how the body is managed – namely, constrained and disciplined
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(Foucault), produced and regulated (Turner), socialised and embodied (MerleauPonty), performatively inscribed (Butler), disassembled and reassembled (Haraway).
Responding to interdisciplinary and institutional frameworks within which the body
is contoured, theorists have already identified the body as a potential site around
which new social networks might consolidate.
Part 2, ‘The Medical Body’, examined these evolving networks through a social
history of the medical body. In response to changing social, economic and
environmental pressures, the medical body has been normalised through repair,
aestheticised through conceit, and extended in capability through technology. With
reference to body in art practice (Orlan, Stelarc), the distinction of what is a ‘natural’
body comes into question as the body is re-enforced, re-formed and re-adorned.
By examining the changing theory and practices of the body, Chapter 2 addresses the
potentials to open up body boundaries, as a way of recoding the human form and
experience. Introducing my own jewellery explorations of conceit, repair and body
extensions, I aimed to show that the emerging networks around the medical body
offer future opportunities for contemporary jewellers to engage with issues of
embodiment, individual identity and social agency. By identifying the existing
cultural sites in which jewellery participates in coding and socialising the body,
renders it, more than object, as the locus to embodied knowledge on the social and
physical worlds. Chapter 2 contributes to the thesis aim of finding new voice for
contemporary jewellery by imagining new sites on the body. Jewellery can
participate in reconfiguring human boundaries while extending the limits of
jewellery.
Chapter 3, ‘Authentic Re/production’, looked at a range of theory and art practices
(including music, design and writing) that reflect the incorporation of technology
into cultural experience, and has explored the authenticity of reproduced objects. The
questions raised were then applied to understand authentic identity in subcultures,
with a correlation drawn between the circulation of objects and the reproduction of
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style and intent. Part 1, ‘Reproduction of Objects’, explored how the impacts of
modern technologies on production systems, as illustrated by sampling, not only
enabled new forms of production but also changed the relationship of artist to
audience, and the meaning of authenticity in art (Moholy-Nagy, Benjamin, Eno,
Warhol). Further, this part explored the mode of perception that characterises
experience of the modern city, a form of social existence that has since the
postmodern age been increasingly mediated by virtual technologies (Boyer, Gibson).
Part 2, ‘Reproduction of Subjects’, surveyed the post-War theory of subculture (Hall,
Hebdige), and its more recent critiques (MacRobbie, Thornton, Jenks), as a means to
examine the production and circulation of objects (including jewellery and
technology) within contemporary cultural networks. Beginning with articulations on
the process of style in the negotiation of shared cultural realities (Hebdige, Roe), I
proposed that the circulation and recoding of objects takes place on a microsociological level, as well as a macro-historical level. The invention of object
meanings and authenticity is integral to individuals organising within groups, and
relating in groups to the broader social sphere. In this respect, performativity
underlies consumerism, just as the pursuit of social presence becomes political.
Chapter 3 extended the thesis’s analysis of maker-object-wearer-audience networks
to encompass these facets of subcultural life. This analysis, placed within an
historical framework, was then juxtaposed with ideas of techno-craft. From this, I
was able to open up new perceptions of jewellery that emphasise its ornamental and
functional social repertoire. Chapter 3 illuminated the social dynamics of the present,
by establishing links between the reproduction of objects and the reproduction of
subjects. Its key contribution to the thesis aim of finding a voice comes from
highlighting not only how objects, as signifying devices, are made multivocal, but
also how subcultures invent new voices for managing identity. Jewellery can connect
people when it is coded in a multiplicity of ways, and when it responds to the
contexts in which it is used. Should contemporary jewellery become more aware of
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what are the elements that make up a voice, relevant to social context, then it will
find ways to move forward on the basis of clear intent.
Finally, in the exhibition, Black Intentions, key ideas within these chapters recur
within each of the featured works, explored through jewellery. The theoretical
analysis concerning the histories, networks and pressures that have informed
contemporary jewellery filtered through my own working experience. The central
work of the exhibition, ‘Ring Cycle’, used the relationships between maker-objectwearer-audience as a way of bringing the people dynamics of jewellery into the
neutral environment of a public gallery space. ‘Ring Cycle’ exploited methods of
reproduction (the ring-object), and elements of subcultural alignment (wearers), to
deliver up a jewellery work (maker) based in jewellery codes that were enlivened by
interpretive response (audience). ‘Ring Cycle’ explored managed identity, but, by
interjecting the presence of wearers into the exhibition, the piece managed a form of
multivocalism. In contrast, ‘Deathband’ (1), ‘9 Rings of Hell’ (3) and ‘Annuli Vitae’
(7) all explored jewellery in the general terms of reproduction, body zones and
survival but, unable to escape the self-reflexivity of the maker’s identity, evolved
into biographical works.
For all the works of Black Intentions a unifying device to convey jewellery’s
relationship to the body was the targeting of different zones that may be encircled by
the ring form. ‘Spare Tyre’ (4), a piece that inflates the belly, showed that the body
is more than just an object, but a site for agonising between personal desire and
social pressures. In the same way, ‘Order of the Garter’ (2) and ‘Deathband’ (1)
speaks of the body’s agency in sex and death, jewellery’s entrance into the ‘natural’
cycles of reproduction. ‘Black Torque’ (8) sought to exploit the concept of black
intention through a production piece – a reproduced object that indicates insider
information. But is the information authentic? Further exploring the tensions
between the unique and multiple, the hand-made and the mass-produced, ‘Halo’ (5)
and ‘Dreadnought’ (6) evoked problems of signature in techno-craft under simple
symbolism of the fallen halo. With ‘Catch Me’ and ‘Menage a Trois’, two floor
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pieces that bracket the exhibition, attention is reverted away from the production and
back onto jewellery’s codes, revealing that the ready-made becomes jewellery
recoded even – or perhaps especially – when the maker is the intended wearer.
Black Intentions was a process of refinement for some of the ideas in this thesis, but
the real contribution of the exhibition was to close the circle on this form of their
articulation. This provided a freedom to pursue the aims of the thesis and, with these
in mind, all the works since Black Intentions have, in intention, explored the
transformative potentials of jewellery in current contexts (Love No War, Last the
Blast), and the uses of jewellery in culturally imagined futures (Last the Blast,
HubHead).
Contemporary jewellery is a voice that is at the worst disappearing, and at the best on
the verge of revival. Finding new voice is recoding, but the process must involve
conceptually navigating between new expressions of practice and the questions that
might influence new directions. The journey concluded here leads to an original set
of questions that open up new trajectories and practices.
Does contemporary jewellery, as architecture has sought to do, need to now
differentiate itself from itself? Do we need, with architects, to experiment not only
with ideas and forms, but codes that seduce and stimulate the imaginations of wider
contemporary audiences? This means finding ways to contextualise the inwardfocused practice, moving beyond mere pattern recognition associated with ‘catching
the next wave’, to critique the contemporary in contemporary jewellery. What is
required is a new inventiveness, a new attention to place, but also a recognition of
the changing ways in which people communicate and the ways in which objects are
recoded as a result. Whereas this thesis presumes the pre-eminence of physical
bodies and objects – jewellery being about people, reality and the everyday, it should
now be asked: with the increasing penetration of urban media, the dissolution of
boundaries between the physical and the virtual, actual space and cyberspace, bodies
and technobodies, the real and the unreal, does jewellery have a future at all?
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Where might contemporary jewellery position itself? Can it remain in hand
production and maintain its relation to bodies, serving actual emotional needs, and
enter the virtual? Might jewellery, indeed, act as a conduit between these realms,
socialising ‘the real’ and actualising ‘the unreal’?
These questions spring out of the significances of what has been unearthed in trying
to address ideas in theory that already impact on contemporary jewellery. The
approach in this thesis has been to use visions of the future as the fulcrum to confront
what has past and what is present. In advocating new ways of thinking about
contemporary jewellery, my hope is to lead jewellery to find different voice. And, for
me, the value is this might enable me to move beyond the limitations of my own
practice. This thesis has provided one way to get there, though the destination is, in
many respects, just a mirage that draws further away with each new step.
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CONCLUSION
BLACK INTENTIONS BRIEFING

BLACK INTENTIONS

CATCH ME
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BLACK INTENTIONS

Number 1

Death Band

1 fabric armband (1x1)

Number 2

Order of the Garter

4 ready-made garters (2x2)
Stud, Lace, Sock, Suspender

Number 3

9 Rings of Hell

9 black aluminium edition bracelets (3x3)
Sanity, Medics, Knead, Kinetics, Organics
Vanity, Cosmetics, Essence, Hub

Number 4

Spare Tyre

16 rubber tyres with aluminium rings (4x4)

Number 5

Halo

25 aluminium edition neckrings (5x5)

Number 6

Dreadnought

36 aluminium edition neckrings (6x6)

Number 7

Annuli Vitae

49 fabric headbands (7x7)

Number 8

Black Torque

64 plastic bracelets/mixed media (8x8)

Number 9

Ring Cycle

81 black/colour detail aluminium rings (9x9)
anals, contras, mangles, mates, movers
orals, ponies, slinkys, zests

Catch me

10,000 silver bolt rings in one neckpiece

Menagé à trios

24 handcuffs in 3 interlocking neckpieces
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CATCH ME

The bolt-ring catch is stock-standard, finding its way into almost every necklace and
chain from Cartier to street jewellery. Catch Me (ASG 1998 NGA 2001-2003)
transforms though abundance this most ordinary and mundane element into an object
of significance in jewellery and art. In 10,000 Link Chain, is an improbable chain
neckpiece measuring one hundred metres neatly coiled on a square of aluminium.
Forming a large, circular doughnut, the chain and square sit together in the exact
proportions of the ‘Cohn’ hallmark.
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SECOND THOUGHTS

In the end, theory is not needed to make good contemporary jewellery. There exist
many beautiful and considered jewellery pieces made on the basis of a passionate
connection to ideas or a committed jewellery practice – perhaps these are inseparable
after all.
However, it is on those occasions when a jeweller engages with critical thinking –
whether introspective or focused outward onto the world – that their intentions will
extend beyond the joys of making and materials. Preciousness comes into focus,
connections ignite and histories are forged: rich interpretations of everyday life.
Herein lies the true beauty in jewellery.
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LIST OF

BRIEFING ILLUSTRATIONS
All works were exhibited at the National Gallery of Victoria: Australia in 2003.
The original date of the work is indicated next to it title.
Photographer of work is noted in square brackets.
Introduction
Torn Mesh Bracelet (1989)

anodised aluminium, 387 pink gold
size : 140mm diameter
[John Gollings]

21

A brief History of Contemporary Jewellery
Workshop 3000

[Kate Gollings]

45

Chapter One – Managed Identities
Ring Cycle (2003)
Rings detail

exhibition installation
[Shannon McGrath]
scim rings
[Shannon McGrath]
81 anodised aluminium finger rings
Sizes: various sizes

95

96

Chapter Two – Cultured Bodies
Cosmetic Manipulations (1992)

Out of Line (1994)

Survival Habits (1996-2001)

HubHead (2002)

Chin
[John Gollings]
installation of photographs with chin box
Nose
[Kate Gollings]
750 gold, anodised aluminium
size: 60mm H x 150 mm W
Sneer line
[Isamu Sawa]
stainless steel, anodised aluminium
size: various dimensions
Long line and Sneer line being worn
[Kate Gollings]
Survival kit #1
[Earl Carter]
high impact polymer styrene, 750 gold,
anodised aluminium, glass vial, condom,
nasal strip, wonder drug
size of box: 60 mm square
Survival kit #5
[Shannon McGrath]
high impact polymer styrene, 750 gold,
anodised aluminium, condom, plastic, drug
size of bracelet: 132mm diameter
model wearing work
[Greg Harris]
anodised aluminium, 750 gold, 375 gold, monel,
thermoplastic, steel wire, copper wire, rubber
Size: 265mm H x 175mm W x 185mm D

159

160

162
163

165

166

168
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Chapter Three – Authentic Re/productions
Last the Blast (2006)

jewellery with mathematical formulae
[Shannon McGrath]
Documentation of blasting tests
[Shannon McGrath]

229
230

Way Past Real (1994)

exhibition installation
[John Gollings]
Fine gold, natural aluminium, 24ct gold plated brass,
gold anodised aluminium, 22ct gold leaf, gold dust,
dutch gold leaf, gold paint, theatre lights
Installation size: 6m x 1.5m
Bracelet: 30mm H x 130mm diameter
232

Badgery (2003-2004)

Love No War #1
[Shannon McGrath]
digital image, badge units and mixed media
size: 235cm H x 300cm W x 8cm D

234

in whose name?
[Shannon McGrath]
part of Triptych: I protest: LOVE NO WAR
digital image, badge units and mixed media
size: 179.5 cm H x 119.5 cm W x 8cm D

235

Reflections on a safe future (1995) Laliquiana #1

Alessi (1990/92, 1995/99)

worn by model
[Kate Gollings]

237

Gibsonia #5
[Isamu Sawa]
Insect pendant with condom box
Oakley black iridium Plutonite sunglass lenses,
Sony wind socks, black anodised alumium,
750 white gold, 925 silver wire,
Size: Insect
150mm height x 140mm width

238

Cohncave bowl
[John Gollings]
powdered coated steel bowl, stainless steel edge
size: 500mm diameter

240

Cohndom box
stainless steel
size: 62 mm square

241

[Isamu Sawa]

Conclusion
Black Intentions (2003)
Catch me (1998)

exhibition installation
[Shannon McGrath]
exhibiton nstallation
[Shannon McGrath]
bolt ring catch
[Greg Harris]
925 silver
size: 10mm diameter
exhibiton installation
[Shannon McGrath]

255
256
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anodised aluminium
size: 130mm diameter
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Second Thoughts
Wrong Way Bracelet (2000)

[Greg Harris]
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